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FOREWORD J

Under the C_emical Stockpile Disposal Program (CSDP), the U.S. Army proposes ,
to dispose of lethal chemical agents and munitions stored at eight existing Army
installations in the continental United States. In compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the Army initiated a site-speeitic NEPA review of this
proposed action at the Pine:Bluff Arsenal (PBA), near Pine Bluff, Arkansas. The
environmental compliance documentation was prepared in two phases.

In Phase I, the overall CSDP decision to disImse of PBA stockpile by an on-site
reverse..assembly and incineration process was further considered, and its validity at PBA
was reviewed with data that were newer and more detailed than those that provided the
basis for the final programmatic environmental impact statement (FPEIS) (completed _a
January 1988) for the CSDP. A Phase I Environmental Report is prepared to preumt the
findings of the Phase I review. '

dh_:_ II [the preparation of ai'site-specific environmental impact statement (EIS)]
focuses on the site-specific implementation (plant construction and disposal operations) of
on-site disposal at PBA. It should be, emphasized that the Phase I Environmental Report
was the starting point for the site-_,peeificdeeis_on-makint process, and it provided the
environmental information by which the impacts of the proposed action could be assessed
in the site-specific EIS.

A final Phase I Environmental Report f0r PBA was issued by the Army in May
1990 (Chemical Stockpile Disposal: Final Phase I Environmental Report for Pine Bluff
Arsenal, Pine Bluff, Arkansas, Program Executive Officer-Program Manager for Chemical
Demilitarization, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.). The report concluded that the FPEIS
environmentally preferred alternative (on-site disposal), which is also the Army's preferred
alternative, is indeed valid for PBA. No new or unique site-specific information was found
that would change or contradict the conclusions Ofthe FPEIS with respect to PBA. The
report recommended that preparation of the site-spee_ficEIS should proceed and should
focus on implementation of on-site incineration and should not consider other alternatives
for disposing of the PBA stockpile.

"lhc PBA Phase I.report was independently reviewed by Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL), and the review was summarized in a report (Chemical Stockpile
Disposal Program: Review and Comment on the Phase I Environmental Report for the l_'ne
Bluff Arsenal, Pine Bluff, Arkansas, ANI.JEAIS/TM-34, Argonne, III.,October 1990).
Additional recommendations for the content of the site-specific EIS were included in the
ANL review. On November 28, 1990, the findings and conclusions of the PBA Phase I
report and the independent ANL review were certified to Congress by Azs"istant Secretary
of the Army Susan Livingston. Preparation of the site-specific EIS for PBA was initiated
following the Phase I certification.

This Oak Ridge National Laboratory Technical Memorandum consists of the May
1990 Final Phase I report. It was prepared to document the Phase I process for disposal
of chemical agents and munitions stored at PBA.



_E SUMMARY

The Pine Bluff Arsenal (PBA) near Pine Bluff, Arkansas, is one of eight
continental United States (CONUS) Army installations where lethal unitary chemical

agents" and munitions are stored and where destruction of agents and munitions is
pro_ under the Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program (CSDP). The chemical agent
inventory at PBA consists of approximately 12%, by weight, of the total U.S. stockpile,
including ton containers of HD and HT mustardagent, M55 rockets and ton containers of
agent GB, and M55 rockets and M23 land mines containing agent VX. Ali of the agents
or munitions at PBA were manufactured prior to 1968;currently about 20 munitions have
been observed to be leaking. Ali items that have been verified as leaking have been
containerized and placed in isolated storage. The destruction of the stockpile is necessary
to eliminate the risk to the public from continued storage and to dispose of obsolete and
leaking munitions.

In 1988 the U.S. Army issued a F'malProgrammatic Environmental Impnct
Statement (FPEIS) for the CSDP that identified on-site disposal of agents and munitions

O as the environmentally preferred alternative (i.e., the alternative with the least potential to
cause significant adverse impact). In some instances, the FPEIS included generic data
and assumptions that were developed to allow a consistent comparison of potential
impacts among programmatic alternatives and did not include detailed conditions at each
of the eight installations. The environmentally preferred alternative was identified using a
method based on five measures of riskdirected at potential human health as well as
ecosystem and environmental effects; the adequacy of emergency response also played a
key role in the selection process. In the Record of Decision following the FI'EIS, on-site
disposal was selected for implementation of the program.

The purpose of this report is to examine the proposed implementation of on-site
disposal at PBA in light of more recent and more detailed data than those on which the
FPEIS is based. Two principal issues are addressed: (1) whether or not the new data
would result in rejection of on-site disposal at PBA as the environmentally preferred
alternative (using the same selection method and data analysis tools as in the FPEIS), and
(2) whether or not the new data indicate the presence of significant environmental
resources that could be affected by on-site disposal at PBA. In addition, status reports

"Unitary agents are so named because they alone can produce their desired hazardous
effect on human health in their forn_ as stored; they do not require mixing with another

component to become hazardous (as is t.hecase with binary chemical agents).
gv



are presented on maturityof the dispos;_!technology (and how it could affect on-site
disposal at PBA) and on the effort in trackingchanges in technology to e_ure that the
overall levels of risk of on-site disposal, as identified in the FPEIS for PBA, do not change
in a manner that could revise the relat_,e ranking of the various FPEIS alternatives.
Confirmation of on-site disposal in Phase I allov0sthe site-specific environmental impact
statement (EIS) (addressing on-site disposal) to begin under Phase H.

More recent and more detailed site-specific data of the same types used in the
FPEIS to identify the environmentally preferred alternative were gathered during the
Phase I process. These new data were then examined and compared with the FPEIS data
to determine if they have changedenough to warrant recomputation of the five measures
of risk used to select the programmaticenvironn_entallypreferred alternative. Of all of
the data types examined, only two were identified as having changed enough to warrant
recomputation of risk: changes in residential population (caused primarilyby population
growth and a change in the location of the residents in relation to the disposal facility)
and the selection of a most likely meteorological condition. Additionally, the disposal
fa_'ilitylocation has been more accurately presented in the Phase I Report. For the areas
of meteorite/tornado frequency, seismicity, aircraftactivity, and agent on-site transport
distance, either new data were not identified during the Phase I process or, if located,
were not sufficiently different from data used in the FPEIS risk assessment to warrant
reevaluation of risk.

The new population data were used to compute fatalities using the same
computation methods and values for all other parameters as in the FPEIS. The revised

fatality estimates were then used to compute the five measures of risk for on-site disposal,
continued storage, and on-site activities associated with off-site transport of the PBA
stockpile. Results indicate that all alternatives are indistinguishable when the potential
health impacts to the PBA community are considered. However, risks from on-site
disposal are in all cases equal to or less than risks from other alternatives. If one adds the
off-site transportation risks (not addressed in this document because they were addressed
in the FPEIS), the on-site alternative is clearly preferable given the opportunity for risk
reductions associated with emergency planning and preparedness activities that are
underway at PBA. The conclusion is that on-site disposal remains valid as the
environmentally preferred alternative for PBA. On-site disposal is at least equivalent to
all other alternatives in terms of the potential for human health impacts.

During the Phase I process, data on resources that could be affected by on-site
disposal at PBA were gathered to detern_e if any significant new or site-specific
resources are present that could prevent or delay construction and operation of the on-
site disposal facility (including incident-free operations and accident scenarios). The
resources that were considered are population, meteorology and air quality, surface and
groundwater, land use, ecology, socioec_nomics, and aircraft activity. Some of these
resources were examined in the FPEIS in assessing potential impacts of the programmatic
alternatives, whereas others represent new information that was not appropriate for
examination on the programmatic level. No assessment of potential impacts was
performed during the Phase I process. Rather, the data were examined to help identify
potential issues to be analyzed under Phase II. No unique resources with the potential to
prevent or delay implementation of on-site disposal at PBA have been identified.
However, the new data will add to the understanding of potential impacts in the site-
specific EIS.



Technologystatusand maturityand technologyrisk assurancewere also examined
duringthe PhaseI process,althoughneitherfactorwas instrumentalin reachingthe
conclusionsfor PBA identifiedin the previousparagraphs.Four principaltechnology
developmentshaveoccurredsince the publicationof the FPEIS: (1) the disposalof
nonlethalchemicalagentby incinerationat PBA, locatednear Pine Bluff, Arkansas;(2)
construction and testingof facilitiesfor disposalof lethalchemicalagentsstoredat
JohnstonAtoll, locatedabout 1300 km(800 miles)southof Hawaiiin the PacificOcean',
(3) disposaltestswithlethalchemicalagent at the C'hemicalAgent MunitionsDisposal
Systempilot plantat Tooele ArmyDepot, Utah; and (4) equipmentadvances. The
experience gainedduringthe "proof.testing"of the CSDP disposaltechnologyshouldbe of
value in the implementationof on-sitedisposalat PBA.

Effortsare also underwaywithinthe Armyto identifyand examinemajorchanges
to facilitydesignsandoperatingproceduresthathaveoccurred since the FPEIS. These
changes arebeing reviewedand evaluatedto ensure thatthe relativerankingof
alternativesas presentedin the FPEISriskpictogramsfor PBA will not change;hence,
the phrase"riskassurance"hasbeen applied to this effort. No currentlyproposeddesign
changeshave been foundthatresultin increasesabovethose levelsof riskpresentedin

' the FPEISfor PBA. ,

0
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PREFACE

The U.S. Department of the Army proposes under the Chemical Stockpile
Disposal Program (CSDP) to destroy the nation's total stockpile of lethal un/tary
chemical agents and munitions. The unitary chemical agents to be destroyed under the
CSDP include nerve agents that directly affect the nervous system and blister agents that
produce blisters on _ tissue. Unitary agents are so named because they alone can
produce their desired hazardous effect on human health in their form as stored; they do
not require mixingwith another component to become hazardous (as is the case with
binary chemical agents). These agents are stored in munitions (e.g., rockets, land mines,
mortars, cartridges, and projectiles) that in addition to agents contain various explosive
components (e.g., fuses, propellants, and bunters). Agents are also stored in bulk steel
one-ton containers, none of which contains any explosives.

The proposed action is being carried out in response to a congressional mandate
in Title 14, Part B, Section 1412 of Pub. L. 99-145, the Department of Defense
Authorization Act of 1986, which directs that the destruction of the agents and
munitions be accomplished by September 30, 1994, in conjunction with the acquisition of
binary chemical weapons. In March 1988, the Army received from Congress an
extension of the 1994 deadline to April 1997, under Pub. L. 100-456. Under emergency
conditions or if there is a significant delay in the acquisition of an adequate number of
binary chemical weapons to meet the requirements of the Armed Forces, Pub. L. 99-145
allows the Secretary of Defense to defer, beyond April 1997, the destruction of not more
than 10% ("useful 10%") of the existing unitary stockpile. In April 1990 the Army
officially requested a 20-month extension of the April 1997 completion date.

Congress has directed the Army to accomplish the proposed destruction in a
manner that provides (1) maximumprotection of the environment, the general public,
and the personnel involved in the destruction process; (2) adequate and safe facilities
designed solely for the destruction of the lethal chemical stockpile; and (3) cleanup,
dismantling, and disposal of the facilities when the disposal program is complete.

The existing unitary chemical munitions are stored at eight U.S. Army
installations located in the continental United States: Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG),
near Edgewood, Maryland;Anniston Army Depot (ANAD), near Anniston, Alabama;
Lexington-Blue Grass Army Depot (LBAD), near Lexington, Kentucky; Newport Army
Ammunition Plant, near Newport, Indiana; Pine Bluff Arsenal, near Pine Bluff,
Arkansas; Pueblo Depot Activity, near Pueblo, Colorado; Tooele Army Depot, near
Tooele, Utah; and Umatilla Depot Activity, near Hermiston, Oregon. None of the
agents or munitions currently in storage has been manufactured since 1968, and

@
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although some of them are "like new," others are in various stages of deterioration
(about 20 items at PBA have developed leaks). Ali items that have been verified as
leaking have been containerized and placed in isolated storage.

At each of the eight sites, the Army proposes to remove the agents and
munitions from existing storage, transport them to a proposed on=site disposal facility,
disassemble them, and incinerate the agents and explosive components while thermally
decontaminating the metal munition bodies and bulk containers. No stockpiled agents or
munitions are proposed to be transported to other storage installations or sites for
destruction. Incineration, the selected disposal technology, has been endorsed by the
National Research Council as the safest means of destroying these lethal chemical
agents. For the purpose of this Phase I report, =on=site disposal facility" refers to the
incinerators and ali associated structures and equipment for storing, handling, and
processing the munitions and agents.

A federal program such as the CSDP requires a National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 (NEPA) review to ensure that environmental factors are given adequate
consideration early in the decision=making process. For the CSDP, a NEPA review

strategy has been structured to address two levels of decision making: (1) the
programmatic level and (2) the site-specific level.

Implementation of this NEPA review strategy for the CSDP began in

January 1986 with initiation of the programmatic environmental impact statement (EIS).
In January 1988, the Army issued the final programmatic EIS (FPEIS). The FPEIS
discussed five alternatives: four for destroying the stockpile and the no action alternative
[required by regulations implementing NEPA (40 _ Ft. 1500-1508)]. The five
alternatives are as follows:

0
1. continued storage of the stocks at their present locations (the no action alternative);
2. on-site destruction of the stocks at their present storage locations;
3. relocation of the stocks to regional disposal centers at ANAD and TEAD for

0estruction;

4. relocation of the stocks to a national disposal center at TEAD for destruction; and
5. relocation of the inventories at some sites to alternate sites, with the remainder

destroyed at their present storage locations (this alternative includes air movement of
the APG and LBAD inventories to TEAD for destruction).

The FPEIS identified on-site disposal as the environmentally preferred
alternative (i.e., the alternative with the least potential for significant adverse impacts).
In addition, the Army's Record of Decision (ROD) for the FPEIS selected on-site
disposal for implementation. The ROD stated that environmental impacts, including the
hazards and risk analyses presented in the FPEIS, were a contributing but not the
determining factor in the decision. Other factors considered included the feasibility and
effectiveness of emergency response measures, vulnerability to terrorism and sabotage,
and logistical complexity.

Xg



On-site disposal, having been selected for implementation, will require that the
Army prepare eight site-specific NEPA-compliance documents for each installation to
assist with the site-level decision making. The programmaticROD stated that the site-
specific NEPA documents would focus on the implementation of the programmatic
decision at a given site and on specific issues and concerns related to imF',ementationat
a given site.

O
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ABS'tRACT

The Pine Bluff Arsenal (PBA) near Pine Bluff, Arkansas, is one of eight
continental United States (CONUS) Army installations where lethal unitary chemical
agents"and munitions are stored and where destruction of agents and munitions is
proposed under the Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program (CSDP). The chemical agent
inventory at PBA consists of approximately 12%, by weight, of the total U.S. stockpile.
The destruction of the stockpile is necessary to eliminate the risk to the public from
continued storage and to dispose of obsolete and leaking munitions.

In 1988 the U.S. Army issued a Final Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement (FPEIS) for the CSDP that identified on-site disposal of agents and munitions
as the environmentally preferred alternative (i.e., the alternative with the least potential
to cause significant adverse impacts). The purpose of this report is to examine the
proposed implementation of on-site disposal at PBA in fight of more recent and more
detailed data than those on which the FPEIS is based.

New population data were used to compute fatalities using the same computation
methods and values for ali other parameters as in the FPEIS. Results indicate that ali
alternatives are indistinguishable when the potential health impacts to the PBA
community are considered. However, risks from on-site disposal are in ali cases equal to
or less than risks from other alternatives. Furthermore, no unique resources with the
potential to prevent or delay implementation of on-site disposal at PBA have been
identified.

"Unitary agents are so named because they alone can produce their desired
hazardous effect on human health in their form as stored; they do not require mixing
with anoth_.:component to become hazardous (as is the case with binary chemical

O agents).
,,s
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I. INTRODUCI_ON

1.1 BACKGROUND

ThisPhaseIEnvironmentalReporthasbeenpreparedbytheU.S.Department
oftheArmy toassistinthedevelopmentofsite-specificNationalEnvironmentalPolicy
Actof1969(NEPA) (Pub.L.91-190)compliancedocumentationfordisposalofthe
lethalunitarychemicalagentsandmunitionsstoredatthePineBluffArsenal(PBA)
locatednearPineBluff,Arkansas.PBA isone oftheeightU.S.Army installations
whereon-sitedisposalofagentsandmunitionsisproposedundertheChemicalStockpile
DisposalProgram(CSDP).Followingtheissuan_oftheRecordofDecision(U.S.
Army 1988a)fortheCSDP FinalProgrammaticEnvironmentalImpactStatement
(FPEIS)inFebruary1988(U.S.Army 1988b),theArmy begansite-specificNEPA
reviewsfortheinstallationsinvolvedintheCSDP. The U.S.DepartmentofthcArmy
proposesundertheCSDP todestroythenation'sstockpileoflethalunitarychemical
agents(nerveandblister)andmunitions.

The Army hasdevelopeda two-phaseprocessforconductingthesite-specific
NEPA studies.InPhaseI,theprogrammaticdecisionofon-sitedisposalistobegiven
furtherconsiderationbya reviewofitsvalidityateachstorageinstallationusingmore
detailedandmorerecentdatathanthoseusedintheFPEIS.PhaseII(thepreparation
ofanEIS)istoaddresspotentialimpactsfromsite-specificimplementation(plant
constructionandoperation)ofon-sitedisposal.

The site-specificNEPA reviewsfortheCSDP beganwithTooclcArmy Depot
(TEAD) (U.S.Army 1988c;ArgonneNationalLaboratory1989).The processhas
continued with Anniston Army Depot (ANAD) (U.S. Army 1989), Umatilla Depot
Activity (U.S. Army 1990), and with this report for PBA. This Phase I Environmental
Report is the starting point for the site-specific decision-making proce_ at PBA, and it
provides the environmental information by which the site-specific impacts of the
proposed action are to be assess_ in Phase II.

1.2 PINE BLUFF ARSENAL

PBA is located in Jefferson County, Arkansas, 48 km (30 miles) southeast of
Little Rock and 13 km (8 miles) northwest of Pine Bluff (Fig. 1). The PBA reservation
covers 6052 ha (14,956 acres; 23 miles2) on a tract of government-owned land 18 km
(11 miles) long and 5 km (3 miles) wide; of this area, 82 ha (203 acres) is improved
grounds, 789 ha (1,949 acres) is semi-improved, 7.50 ha (1,854 acres) is unimproved, and
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4,431 ha (10,950 acres) i_ managed for for_t products under an active timber
management program.A 202-ha (500-acre) site at PBA is under the control of the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration and is operated as the National C.enter for Toxicological
Research.

The northern boundary of PBAis adjacent to privately owned farms and
timberland; the southern boundary adjoins undeveloped industrial property and
Mid-America Packaging. The western boundary is adjacent to the Missouri-Pacific
Railroad right-of-way, and the eastern boundary runs generally along the Arkansas River
(Fig. 2). The PBA chemical stockpile is stored in the northern part of the facility in a
chemical storage area with 86 igloos (earth-covered, reinforced-concrete bunkers). Ton
containers of the mustardblister agent are stored in an open area.

PBA's principal missions reflect its position as the production arm of the
Chemical Research, Development and Engineering Center. Project efforts are focused
on (1) manufacturingtechnology to improve product and process, to modernize
technologies, and to enhance production methods; (2) munitions production;
(3) mobilization readiness by maintaining pL'oductionlines and planning for support of
current and mobilization requirements; (4) testing of PBA-produced munitions, testing of
canister and filters used in protective masks, and certification of chemical defensive test
equipment and operators; (5) storage, demilitarization,and maintenance activities such as
shipping and receiving, maintaining and rebuilding protective masks, demilitarizing
nonlethal chemical material, and managing the chemical stockpile; and, most recently,
(6) chemical munitions disposal. Munitions currently produced at PBA include smoke

O munitions, white phosphorous projectiles, and other incendiary projectiles.
A production base for binary munitions, the Integrated Binary Production

Facility, is being constructed at PBA. Several plants are under construction that will
perform fill and close operations for several types of munitions. The facilities are in
various stages of readiness, ranging from complete and available for operation, to still
under design. Continued development will be affected by ongoing negotiations related
to weapons limitation treaties.

The chemical agent inventory at PBA consists of approximately 12%, by weight,
of the total U.S. stockpile including ton containers of HD and HT mustard agent,
M55 rockets and ton containers of agent OB, and M55 rockets and M23 land mines
containing agent VX. Ali of the agents and munitions of the types stored at PBA were
manufactured prior to 1968, and a few have deteriorated to the point of leaking. Ali
items verified as leaking have been containerized and placed in isolated storage. The
destruction of the stockpile is necessary to eliminate the risk to the public from
continued storage of the agents and munitions.

The proposed disposal facility at PBA is planned to be constructed adjacent to
the BZ disposal facility (Fig. 3) that was constructed to incinerate chemical-warfare agent
BZ (a nonlethal but incapacitating agent), BZ-fiUed munitions, and BZ-contaminated
residues. Under the proposed action new construction would take place on the north
and east sides of the existing facility, and would provide for the use of certain BZ
support facilities by the proposed disposal plant.
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1.30_ AND SCOPE

To reasonably and objectively compare the various programmaticalternatives, the
FPEIS employed some generic assumptions and inputs such as process and handling
descriptions, on-site transport characteristics (such as transport distances and road
conditions), and certain meteorological data. Other assumptions and inputs were more
_ite-specific, as appropriate, to allow a reasonable comparison of alternatives. For
example, the actual chemical munitions inventory, as well as the residential population, at (
each site were incorporated into the FPEIS accident analysis. \

The purpose of this report is to examine the proposed implementation of on-site
d_sposalat PBA in light of more recent and more detailed data than those on which the
FPEIS is based. Two principal issues are addressed: (1) whether or not the new data
would result in the rejection of on-site disposal at PBA as the environmentally preferred
alternative (using the same methods and data analysis tools as in the FPEIS), and
(2) whether or not the new data indicate the presence of significant environmental
resources that could be affected by implementation of on-site disposal at PBA. For the
first issue, the data are confined to those used to identify the environmentally preferred
alternative. To address the second issue, existing data on ali environmental resources
that could be potentially affected by on-site disposal at PBA are examined and
summarized. In addition, status reports are also presented on the technical progress and
maturity of the disposal technology (and how it could affect on-site disposal at PBA) and
on the tracking of changes in plant design and operating procedures. A risk assurance
study is under way that examines the ramifications of majordesign changes on risk.

This Phase I Environmental Report is not intended to validate the Army's
programmatic ROD for the CSDP; it can only confirm or reject the environmentally
preferred alternative (on-site disposal) as identified in the FPEIS for PBA. Data
gathered during Phase I include (1) any new information that was not available for use
in the FPEIS, (2) more detailed information than was required for the programmatic
purpose of comparing alternatives in the FPEIS, and (3) any information that may have
been overlooked in the FPEIS.

In fight of the first issue to be addressed in Phase I, the scope of this Phase I
Environmental Report is limited to reexamining the FPEIS environmentally preferred
alternative (i.e., on-site disposal) in light of more recent and detailed data. The scope of
the reexamination is limited to on-site activities associated with the PBA stockpile:
continued storage, on-site disposal, or any packaging, on-site movement, and temporary
storage associated with off.site disposal. This report does not address potential risks or
impacts from possible actions taken outside the installation boundary (e.g., transportation
from one installation to another, unloading at the receiving installation, etc.). However,
on-site activities associated with the regional disposal alternative are considered in the
reexamination and comparison of risks among alternatives at PBA. Technological and
procedural characteristics used to reexamine the environmentally preferred alternative in
the Phase I Report are the same as those given in the FPEIS (U.S. Army 1988a, Vol. 1,
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Sect. 2 and Appendices A, C, and G) and in support studies referenced in the FPEIS.
In terms of the second major issue to be addressed in Phase I, the scope is limited to
potential resources that could be affected by on-site disposal at PBA.

The potential impact region addressed by this document is limited to the area
, within 100 km (62 miles) of the site of the proposed disposalfacility at PBA (Fig. 4).

This area [which is also referred to as the 100-km (62-mile) zone] is the largest credible
zone of potential human health impacts as identified in the FPEIS. At PBA, the
continued storage alternative was postulated in the FPEIS to result in potential human
fatalities to a distance of 100 km (62 miles). In fact this radiuswould apply to ali
alternatives because each would require storage until completion. However, for the
purposes of analysis and comparison of the risks of the various alternatives, the
incremental risks of each alternative are used here.

The on-site disposal alternative at PBA was estimated in the FPEIS to result in
human fatalities to a distance of 50 km (31 miles), and the regional and national disposal
alternatives were postulated to result in human fatalities to a distance of 100+ km. The
latter were classified as such because they have the potential to travel beyond 100 km
based on the amount of agent releasexL However, it is virtually imposs_le that
meteorological conditions would allow it.

Thus, different impact zones are applicable to different alternatives. Also, in the
FPEIS, information on some of the resources was collected for zones of different sizes

[e.g., socioeconomic information was collected for the 10-km (6.2-mile) zone]. This
Phase I report addresses resource information to the minimumdistance applicable for
the alternatives under consideration. Some resources are described for larger regions as
appropriate (e.g., ecological impacts do not necessarily coincide with the zone for human
fatalities; economic impacts are more appropriately described on a multi-county or
regional basis).

Section 2 describes the approach take[) to reassess the programmaticdata for
PBA. It defines and outlines the framework under which the reexamination of FPEIS
data is to be performed. The section also provides an overview of the method employed
in the FPEIS to arrive at the selection of an environmentally preferred alternative (more
detail is given in Appendix A).

Section 3 presents and compares the newly collected site-specific information and
data for PBA. Data are organized according to those affecting the programmatic
selection process for identifying the environmentally preferred alternative (Sect. 3.1) and
those relevant to site-specific implementation (Sect. 3.2). Section 3.3 addresses

, technological considerations such as maturity of the incineration pr_ess, and Sect. 3.4
discusses technology tracking and risk assurance.

A summaryofPhaseIfindingsisgiveninSect.4,alongwithconclusions
regardingpreparationofthesite-specificEISforPBA.
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2. APPROACH

This section of the report provides a general discussion of the process used to
identify the environmentally preferred programmaticalternative in the FPEIS (U.S.
Army 1988), and the types of data, assumptions, and information that were used. This
then provides a basis for a conceptual overview of the Phase I Environmental Report.
The approach used to gather data and information during the Phase I process for PBA is
also disc_

2.1 IDENTIFYING THE PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTALLY PRHFERRED
ALTERNATIVE

During preparat_o_-_fthe FPEIS, a method was developed to systematically
compare programmatica,L,..natives to identify an environmentally preferred alternative.
Alternatives are compared with respect to potential impacts from implementing the
alternatives under normal operations and accident scenarios.

The FPEIS concluded that potential impacts from normal operations would be
minimal and mitigable andwould not be significant in distinguishing among program
alternatives. Consequently, potential effects from accident scenarios figured prominently
in identifying the environmentally preferred alternative. The method consists of
sequential examination and comparison of factors reflecting the programmatic goals of
no fatalities and minimalenvironmental insult. The comparison involved three
consecutive tiers of examination for each programmaticalternative: (1) human health
impacts, (2) ecosystem and environmental impacts, and (3) feasibility and potential
effectiveness of emergency planning and preparedness. Appendix A presents details on
how the method was developed and used in the FPEIS. Figure 5 provides an overview
of how the method was used to identify on-site disposal as the programmatic
environmentally preferred alternative (i.e., the alternative with the least ,potential for
causing significant adverse impacts).

For the first two tiers, five measures of risk were developed to compare
alternatives:

• Probability of one or more fatalities is the sum of probabilities for only those credible
accidents (i.e., accidents with a probabilityof occurrence greater than one chance in
I00,000,000) that could result in one or more fatalities under conservative most
likely meteorological conditions. (See Appendix A for description of these
conditions.)
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• Maximum number of fatalities is the largest number of potential fatalities from

ac_dental releases of chemical agent. It is the consequence of that single cred_le
accident having the greatest lethal downwind distance and one in which the wind is
directed toward the area of maximumpopulation under worst-case meteorological
conditions (see Appendix A for description).

• _cted fatalities are computed as the sum of the products of probabilities and
consequences (potential fatalities) for ali cred_le accidents under conservative most
likely meteorological conditions.

• Personyears at risk are computed as the product of the number of people near a
site at risk from that credible accident with the greatest downwind distance and the
length of time during which that accident could occur.

• Expected plume area is computed as the sum of the products of plume areas and
associated probabilities for ali credible accidents under conservative most likely
meteorological conditions.

Figure 6 presents a simplified generalization of the types of data used to
formulate the five measures of risL The risk measures can be thought of comprising two
types of data: residential population and accident probabilities/agent release quantities
(the risk measure "expected plume area" is the only one of the five that does not reflect
population estimates and is represented solely by the physical characteristics o_"the
accident data base). Within the population data category, the number of people and
their location are of primaryinterest. Within the accident category, two types of data
are of interest: internal and external. Internal data are the technology factors affecting
the accident probabilities and agent release quantities: the types of equipment in the
technology, the procedures by which the technology is used, and the transportation of
agents and munitions on-site. These are termed "internal"data because they are internal
to the Army-that is, the Army can control these through design changes, procedure
changes, or location changes of the propcm_ disposal facility (or railhead loading facility
in the case of national disposal). External data, those over which the Army has little (if
any) control, are meteorological factors; the amount of aircraft activity (which can be
controlled over an installation through the use of prohibited airspace but which cannot
be controlled outside this airspace); the frequency and intensity of earthquakes
(seismicity); and the frequency of meteorite strikes. The assumptions and information
,_tsedfor the external data are described in more detail in Appendix A, as are the
mathematical processes used to analyze the data for the computation of measures of risk.

Of the five risk measures discussed above, the first four were used for the health
effects tier, and the fifth risk measure was used for the ecosystem/environment tier. No
risk measures were deemed necessary for the third tier, which dealt primarilywith the
adequacy of emergency planning and preparedness. The FPEIS method thus consisted
of comparing a particular risk measure for a given alternative with the same risk
measures for the other alternatives. To avoid presenting classified data on the stockpile
at any particular site, the exact numbers calculated for these risk measures were not
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used on a site-by-site basis. Site-specific numbers were translated into shading patterns
in the form of pictograms (Appendix A).

Because of the uncertainty in the computational value of each measure or risk, it
was determined that ff the numericalvalues of risks between alternatives were different
by at least a factor of ten, then this would represent a "significant difference." Because
the pictogram sh'adingpatterns were developed to avoid disclosing classified information,
a difference of at least two pictogram shading patterns (such as the difference between
the single-diagonal shading and the aB-black shading) was thus used as the FPEIS
criterion against which a "significance difference" could be determined. If a one-shading
difference had been used as the criterion, then the pictograms could not be used to
guarantee the factor of ten difference, because the numerical range assigned to each
pictogram shading pattern spanned a factor of ten from its lower limit to its upper one.
Accepting or rejecting alternatives at a given tier was therefore based upon the fact that
a difference between risk measures of at least two pictogramshading patterns
represented a "significantdifference."

As shown in Fig. 4, ali five programmaticalternatives were examined at the first
tier (human health) of the process using the first four measures of risk. The FPEIS
rejected partial relocation by air, continued storage, and national disposal based on the
first four risk measures, leaving regional disposal and on-site disposal for consideration in
the second tier. Examining the regional and on-site disposal alternatives in light of
ecosystem and environmental impacts d_dnot distinguish between alternatives.

In the third tier (emergency planning and preparedness), regional disposal was

O rejected because of the greater difficulties in providing adequate emergency responsealong transportation corridorsvs. on-site. On-site disposal thus survived the three tiers
to become the preferred alternative.

The FPEIS went one step further and examined the preferred alternative, using
the above process and programmatic-leveldata for each site, to show that the risks from
on-site disposal were no greater than the risks from the other alternatives considered.
Note that the method for identifying the environmentally preferred alternative was never
used to identify on-site disposal at a given installation. Rather it was used to identify a
programmaticalternative and then show that the identified alternative was not incorrect
for any given installation. This completed the impact analysisthat served as input into
the decision process for identifyingon-site disposal as the programmatic environmentally
preferred alternative.

2.2 PHASE I CON_AL FRAMEWORK

Figure 7 presents an overview of the Phase I process. The figure is directed at
the use of the Phase I to reexamine ).heenvironmentally preferred alternative. The
sew_nd function of Phase I-examining site-specific resources-4s not unique to the
Phase I/Phase II process and thus is not highlighted in the figure. In the first step, the
data, information, and assumptions us_ to identify the environmentally preferred
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alternative are identified (see Sect. 2.1). More recent and site.specific data in these
areas are then gathered (from scoping meetings, installation visits, contacts with agencies,
and other sources) and examined to determine if any changes have occurred 4thatwarrant
repeating the process for identifying the environmentally preferred alternative. This type
of screening function is done to avoid the complex task of recomputing measures of risk
"fromthe ground up"using every piece of new information. The changes in data that
show no potential to significantly change risk for one alternative over another are merely
mentioned in the Phase I report. For example, ff a given risk measure significantly
increases for on-site disposal without increasing the same for the other alternatives, then
the programmaticresults (that risks from on-site disposal are no greater than those for
other alternatives considered) could be changed, thereby triggering reevaluation of off-
site alternatives with more recent and detailed data. Thus, major changes in the data are
not the sole criterion for recomputing risk measures; the data must also demonstrate a
potential to affect one alternative more than the others.

New data judged to have significant potential to increase risk or judged to have
an uncertain effect on risk are fed into the risk computation. The new data are used to
compute the five measure)of risk for each applicable alternative (continued storage, on.
site disposal, and on-site activities associated with off-site disposal). Those risks are
incorporated into the FPEIS method for identifying the environmentally preferred
alternative. The results are examined to determine ff risk from off-site disposal is
significantly less than risk from on-site disposal. If the answer is no, the Phase I report
is completed and the Pha_e I process is certified (thereby allowing preparation of the
site-specific EIS). If the answer is yes, then an EIS with a different scope is begun-one
that addresses continued storage, on=sitedisposal, and off-site transportation and disposal
at another installation as alternatives.

The use of the FPEIS method is expected to differ slightly in the Phase I report
from that in the FPEIS. In the FPEIS, emergency planning and preparedness played an
important role in identifying the environmentallypreferred alternative, as shown in
Fig. 4. For the scope of this Phase I report, which is directed at distinguishing among
disposal alternatives with respect to the population near PBA, emergency planning will
not be an importantfactor b(_ause the Army has begun enhancements of emergency
planning and preparednes,,)for PBA and vicinity (as well as for the other seven
installations). Because the population near PBA will benefit from the effort to enhance
emergency planning and preparedness regardless)of the alternative under consideration,
emergency planning has limited, if any, potential to affect the identification of the
environmentally preferred alternative. For the population along a transportation
corridor to an off-site disposal location, the planned enhancements to local emergency
preparedness would provide no benefit. For these reasons, the reexamination of the
environmentally preferred alternative in this Phase I report is based primarily<)nthe five
measures of risk and the first two tiers of the selection method.

As discuss_ in Sect. 2.1, the risk measures can be thought of as comprising two
principal types of data: internal and external. TIle internal data in the accident database
can change as the Army revisc_ procedures and modifies the technology of the disposal
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process. However, a risk assurance study is under way (see Sect. 3.4) that examines the
ramifications of design changes on risk and makes modifications ff the FPEIS risk ceiling
is expected to be exceeded. Thus the risk assurance study is performing the function of
Phase I with a slightly different approach-4nstead of assessing the risk ramifications of
changes, it is ensuring that changes resulting in risk above a ceiling do not occur. Thus,
data on technology and procedures are not examined in this Phase I report. The Phase I
approach can thus be considered as conservative in that allowances are not made for
technology changes that have been made to enhance public safety. On-site transport is
examined in this Phase I Environmental Report because it is concerned with factors that
can change due to the characteristicsof each installation and its associated stockpile
(even though they are still factors over which the Army has control). Primary factors
associated with on-site transport are the conditions of the roads and the distances over
which agents and munitions would be transported.

E.,_tentaldata represent factors largely beyond Army control that could affect risk
and, therefore, identification of the environmentally preferred alternative. Each of these
data types is examined in this Phase I report to determine ff FPEIS data are
representative of actual conditions at a given installation. For example, the extent to
which meteorological conditions (mixing height, atmospheric stability, and wind speed) at
an installation are representati,re of the values generically assumed in the FPEIS analyses
is evaluated. Recent and more detailed data on earthquake, tornado, and meteorite
frequencies are examined to see if they reflect the values given in the FPEIS. Data on
levels of aircraftactivity, including the presence of restricted areas, the type of aircraft,
the type of airspace use, and flight frequencies are also evaluated.

23 DATA CO_ON AND AGENCIES CONTACTED

This document is supported by data collected by the authors during a site visit
April 10-12, 1989, to the Pine Bluff, Arkansas, area. A scoping meeting was also held
on April 11, 1989, at the PBA Visitor's Center Auditorium to solicit public input to the
NEPA process and to determine the significant issues relating to the proposed action.
No verbal comments were received during the scoping meeting. Only one written
comment was subsequently received, that being from the U.S. Department of the
Interior. The letter provided points of contact for specific issues that are of interest to
the Department.

To support the identification and assessment of issues in the FPEIS, the Army
funded community studies for five of the eight storage sites. (The other three sites
declined the opportunity to prepare such studies.) PBA was one of the five sites for
which studies were prepared. The PBA community study (Demecs 1987) has been
reviewed for this Phase I report. The document basically supports the conclusion of the
FPEIS that on-site disposal is the environmentally preferred alternative, lt also
recommends extension of the original program completion deadline of September 30,
1_._.4,to allow for additional technology development and optimization of safety and cost
effectiveness. The completion date has since been revised to 1999. Information
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presentedbythecommunitystudy,relatingtosuchareasasatmosphericdispersion
modeling,probabilisticriskassessment,andthreatenedandendangeredspec.ieswillbe
incorporated into the site-specific EIS for PBA.

input was also solicited from the cooperating agencies, which include the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services (DI-H-IS);the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA); the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA); and many
agencies of the state of Arkansas. Information obtained from these agencies was
considered in conducting this analysis. Additionally, each agency reviewed the draft
Phase I document prior to its release. Their comments and written responses are
presented in Appendix F.

In addition to the documents referenced throughout this report, contact was
made with the following agencies during the collection of data for the Phase I process.

Arkansas Boys Training Unit, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (W. Ferrell).

Arkansas Department of Corrections, Little Rock, Arkansas (D. White, Assistant to the
Director).

ArkansasDepartment ofHuman Services,OfficeofLongterm Care,Little Rock,
Arkansas (S. Frazer).

Arkansas Department of Pollution Control and Ecology, Little Rock, Arkansas
(S, ColdweU).

Arkansas Geological Commission, Maps and Publication Section, 3815 West Roosevelt
Road, Little Rock, Arkansas 72204.

Arkansas Histoi_c Preservation Program,Little Rock, Arkansas (C. Buford, State
Historic Preservation Officer).

ArkansasLaw Enforcement StandardsandTraining,Little Rock,Arkansas(B.Brown).

Arkansas Louisiana Gas Company, Little Rock, Arkansas (E. Davis).

Arkansas Office of Emergency Services (J. Witt, Director).

Arkansas Power and Light, Little Rock, Arkansas (D. Webb).

ArkansasSchool for the Blind,Little Rock, Arkansas(J. Duke).

Arkansas School for the Deaf, Little Rock, Arkansas (A. Attington).

Arkansas State Parks, Little Rock, Arkansas (J. Hendric, Dept. of Revenue;
R. Freedman, Planning and Development).
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City of Altheimer, Altheimer, Arkansas (secretary to the mayor).

City of Pine Bluff Planning Office, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (J. Hawkins, G. Garner).

City of Pine Bluff Zoning Department, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (D. Birdsong).

City of White Hall, White Hall, Arkansas (T. Ashcra_ mayor).

Clearlake Footwear, England, Arkansas (L. Miller).

Cotton Belt Railroad, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (M. Bradley, Superintendent).

Delta Career College, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (K. Mezger).

Federal Emergency Management Agency, Region VI, Denton, Texas (G. Jones).

General Waterworks, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (E. McElhanon).

Grant County Civil Defense Division, Sheridan, Arkansas (J. Wynne, Coordinator).

Greater Pine Bluff Chamber of Commerce, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (E. Gaines,
J. Blankenship).

Hardin Water Association, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (R. Rhodes).

Hogan State Fish Hatchery, Lonoke County, Arkansas (D. Fiegel, Assistant Hatchery
Manager).

Jefferson County Judge, Jefferson County Courthouse, Pine Bluff, Arkansas
(Judge J. Jones).

Jefferson County Office of Emergency Services, Pine Bluff, Arkar_as (J. Palmateer,
Coordinator).

Jefferson Regional Medical Center School for Nursing,Pine Bluff, Arkansas (B. Font).

Ladd Water Users Association, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (M. Hanes, manager).
0

Maranatha Christian School, Pine Bluff, Arkansas.

New Life Christian School, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (J. Rushing).

Pine Bluff Christian School, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (M. Wallace).
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Pine Bluff Parks and Recreation, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (J. Jumper).

Pine Bluff Wastewater Utility Sewer Department, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (K. Johnson,
Treatment Director).

Pines Mall, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (1t. Rechter, Assistant Manager).

Sheridan Wastewater Department, Sheridan, Arkansas (D. Fitzgerald, Manager).

Shickel Development, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (T. Mitsch).

South Central Career College, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (M. William).

Southeast Arkansas Economic Development District, Inc., Pine Bluff, Arkansas
(S. Trotter, A. Skinner).

St. Peter Catholic School, Pine Bluff, Arkansas.

Trinity Episcopal School, Pine Bluff, Arkansas.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Endangered Species Office, Jackson, Mississippi
(D. Jordan, Field Supervisor).

United States Geological Survey, Books and Open-File Reports, Federal Center,
Building 41, Box 25425, Denver, Colorado 80225.

Vocation and Technical Educational Division, State Department of Education,
Little Rock, Arkansas (M. Braswell).

Watson Chapel Water Association, Pine Bluff, Arkansas (B. Ross).

White Hall Sewer Service, White Hall, Arkansas (R. Ducey).

2.4 REFERENCES

Demecs, D. D. 1987. Final Report on DPEIS and Related Drafts, U.S. Army Community
Review, University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff, Pine Bluff, Ark.

U.S. Army 1988. Chemical Stackpile Disposal Program Final Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement, Vols. 1, 2, and 3, Program Executive Officer-
Program Manager for Chemical Demilitarization, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md., January.



3. COMPARISON OF SI'_ECI_C AND PROGRAMMATIC DATA

r

The two major pans of this section deal with (1) reexamining the identification
of on-site disposal as the environmentally preferred alternative at PBA using recent and
more detailed data than those in the FPEIS and (2) descn'bingrecent and detailed data
on environmental resources that could be affected by on-site disposal.

As discussed in Sect. 2, the reexamination of the FPEIS environmentally
preferred alternative in this Phase I report is largely based on the evaluation and
c_Jparison of human health risks. Two major components of this comparative analysis
are population data and atmospheric dispersion modeling.

The choice of an atmospheric dispersion model in the FPEIS was limited by the
nature of the accidentally released chemical agents and the complexity of the disposal
program. One requirement of the model or models selected for use in estimating
environmental impactswas to calculate the downwind doses from agents emitted to the
atmosphere from accidents (e.g., spills of liquid agent, detonation of munitions, and
vapor releases from fires). In addition, the model was required to analyze the effects of
thousands of potential releases under various meteorological conditions.

The atmospheric dispersion model D2PC developed by the U.S. Army's Chemical
Research, Development and Engineering Center (Whitacre et al. 1986) was used to
assess the potential impactsof the proposed action and alternatives in the FPEIS. The
D2PC model assumes a Gaussian distn'butionof agent in the vertical and cros_.wind
directions as the agent disperses downwind. This assumption has been documented
extensively in the literature and is used by a multitude of current models. Although
more sophisticated dispersion codes are available, the assumption of straight-line
downwind transport of chemical agent with non-varying meteorological conditions results
in conservative estimates (i.e., overpredictions) of the effects of releases. A specific
point of release was not identified in the D2PC analyses, but instead a generic location
was used. This assumption was made due to the number of potential release sites at
each facility as well as the potential for release during the transportation alternatives
analyzed. Therefore, identical downwind distances were obtained for identical accidents
for ali alternatives. This simple approach, while inappropriate for estimating the impacts
of any given release under real-time conditions, is appropriate for analyzing and
comparing the potential effects of the many postulated accidental releases.

To ensure consistency between the FPEIS and the site-specific EISs, and to allow
direct risk comparisons among the site-specific and programmaticdocuments, the same
model (D2PC) is used in this Phase I report. Use of a model other than D2PC could
result in a risk estimate different than in the FPEIS due solely to the new model

3-1
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and not to any significant changes in facility design or the incorporation of site-specific
data into the assessment.

Section 3.1 uses data collected during Phase I with the FPEIS method for
identif_g the environmentally preferred alternative to reexamine the five FPEIS
measuresofrisk.Section3.1isthus anextensionofSect.2.6.3.3.5intheFPEIS,which

usedprogrammaticdatatoexamineon-sitedisposalatPBA usinghuman healthimpacts,
ecosystemandenvironmentalimpacts,andemergencyplanningandpreparednesseffects.
Section3.2presentsdatacollectedduringPhaseIforsite-specificresourcesthatcould
beaffectedbyconstructionandoperationofa disposalfacilityatPBA. Potentialeffects
on theseresourceswillbeaddressedinthesite-swxificEIS forPBA. Section3.3
addressesmaturityofthedisposaltechnology,andSect.3.4discussestechnologyrisk
assurance.

Onlyhighlightsconcerningthenewlycollecteddataaregiveninthissection.
Forsome oftheresourceareas,a morecompletepresentationofdetailed,site-specific
informationiscontainedinappendicestothisreport.

3.1 REEXAMINING THE IDEN'I]FICATION OF ON-SrI'E DISPOSAL AS THE
ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Identification of the environmentally preferred alternative was based on a risk
analysis for accident conditions. As discussed in SecL 2, the two types of data germane

to the selection process are population and the accident data base. Population data are
concerned with the number and location of people. The accident data are concerned
with the probabilities and agent release quantities of various accidents associated with
each alternative; the probabilities and release quantities can in turn be thought of as
being affected by external factors (e.g., meteorology, earthquakes, meteorites, etc.) and
internal factors (technology, procedures, facility location). This section examines
population and accident data base information collected during Phase I for its potential
to affect the programmatic selection at PBA. Using those data that have appreciable
potential to preferentially affect a given risk measure for a glen alternative, this section
then reevaluates the risk measures with the new data for the three alternatives
applicable to Phase I. Last, the new risk measures are used in the FPEIS method for
identifying the environmentally preferred alternative to determine if off-site disposal risk
is significantly less than on-site disposal risk.

3.1.1 New Valuta for ProgrammaticData and Amumptiom and Th_ Significance

3.1.1.1 _t data base

As discussed in Sect. 2, of the two major types of data that affect the accident
data base (internal and external), most of the focus in this Phase I report is directed
toward the external data because they represent factors over which the/amy has tittle or
no controL Internal data, however, reflect factors over which the Army does have
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controL This section discusses those factors that could have changed from the
assumptions in the FPEIS: on-site transport (as determined from the location of the
proposed on-site disposal facility as compared to the location of the existing storage
area), meteorological factors, earthquakes (seismicity), aircraft activity, tornadoes, and
meteorite strikes, as discussed below.

On-sitemuspm_

As considered in this Phase I study, the probability of an accident occurring
duringon-site transportation of agents and munitions is directly related to the number of
miles travelled. Therefore, on-site transportation distance is an important parameter in
assessing FPEIS risk measures at PBA. The proposed site of the agent disposal facility is
as depicted in the FPEIS: immediately west of the Arkansas River in the northern part
of the insta|lation and approximately4 km (2.5 miles) east-northeast of the existing
storage area. This is within the 3-mile transportation distance that was assumed in the
FPEIS. The route from the storage area to the disposal facility will be constructed or
upgraded for an 85,000 pound haul load. Currently, some of the route is paved, some
unimproved gravel, and some sections have yet to be constructed. The return route, on
which the trucks will be empty, will use existing roads (personal communication from
Lt. C. Sachs, PBA, to T. Ensminger, ORNL). No new information concerning on-site
transport was identified that would invalidate the conclusions of the FPEIS.

Meteomk,gy

The principal type of meteorological data of interest to the selection of the
environmentally preferred alternative is the applicability of meteorological conditions
assumed in the FPEIS: wind speed, atmospheric stability and mixing height. Tornadoes
are disc_ in a separate section (below) in conjunction with meteorites.

Meteorological data for PBA were examined to evaluate the appropriateness of
the conservative most likely (CML) and worst case (WC) meteorological conditions that
were used in the FPEIS. The CML scenario represents a frequently occurring
meteorological condition that results in relatively large doses of agent release compared
with other frequently occurring conditions. Specifically, neutral atmospheric stability
(Class D) with a wind speed of 3 m/s (6.6 miles/h) was selected for the CML condition.
The WC scenario represents a credible condition that results in near maximum doses.
Specifically, a stable atmosphere (Class E) with a wind speed of 1 m/s (2.2 miles/h) was
chosen _or the WC condition.

Accurate measurements of wind speed and derivations of stabilities are needed to
evaluate the appropriateness of the two conditions for PBA. Quality control procedures
were performed to determine the accuracyof the wind data collected at two towers
located at PBA. The quality of the wind data appears reasonable, and the data should
be quite representative of conditions at the site of the proposed disposal facility. The
stabilities which are derived from PBA data using methods based on the standard
deviation in horizontal wind direction (sigma-theta method) appear reasonable for
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Tower 6, both by time of day and for the overall period of record. For Tower 1, the
distribution of stabilities appeared biased in the direction of being too unstable and was
not used further.

The joint frequency distribution of stabilities and wind speed classes was
constructed to determine the applicability to PBA of the CML and WC meteorological
conditions (Table 1). The distribution indicated that neutral atmospheric stability
(class D) occurs more often (35% of the time) than any of the other classes, and
D stability with winds between 2.1 and 3.6 m/s (4.7 and 8.1 miles/h) occurs more than
10% of the time, a greater occurrence than any other wind speed class within D stability
except the 12% occurrence of winds less than 2.1 m/s (4.7 miles/h). Be.c_use the range
(upper bound minus lower bound) of the former wind speed class is only 1.5 m/s while
the range of the latter wind speed class is ,2.1m/s, a wind speed of 3 m/s is expected to
occur more frequently than lower wind speeds for D stability. Class D stability with
higher wind speeds also occurs frequently but results in less conservative predictions
(i.e., it would result in smaller dose_ for a given downwind distance). However, the
lower wind speeds have the potential to be associated with higher doses of chemical
agent and, therefore, potentially larger estimated fatalities from accidents. The
implications of using a lower wind speed for CML conditions are addressed in
Sect. 3.1.2.2.

With regard to WC conditions, although maximum predicted doses result from
Class F stability with low wind speeds and F stability occurs almost 7% of the time at
PBA, F stability intentionally was not used for the WC scenario because predicted doses
are greater than doses realistically expected in a credible scenario. During F stability, a
puff or plume meanders along a serpentine path rather than moving downwind in a line;

Table 1. Joint frequency distribution (in percent) of stability
and wind speed for the PBA Tower 6 station (15 m)

Wind speed (m/s)a
Stability

class 0--2.1 2.1-3.6 3.6-5.7 5.7-8.7 8.7-10.8 > 10.8 Total

A 3.9 2.5 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.7
B 4.1 5.5 2.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 12.1
C 5.8 8.8 7.0 1.9 0.1 0.0 23.6
D i2.2 10.5 9.1 3.2 0.1 0.0 35.1
E 10.9 3.6 0.9 0.5 0.0 0.0 15.9
V 5.._.99 0.__27 O..._.flO 0.0 0.._0 O.__.Q 6,_._66

Total 42.8 31.6 19.5 5.9 0.2 0.0 11)0.0

'Multiply by 2.237to convert to miles perhour.
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therefore, actual maximum doses at given locations would be reduced compared with
predicted doses that assume continuous exposure along a centerline downwind axis. As
the puff from an instantaneous release expands because of diffusion, it becomes subject
to changes in wind direction within the increasing volume of air that it occupies as it
travela downwind. Therefore, although the effect is not as pronounced as for a
continuous plume, actual maximumdoses in a puff are also less than predicted doses
because of stretching and shearing occurring along its meandering path.

Class E stability with low wind speeds produces the next highest predicted doses,
and the meandering plume is not as pronounced for E stability. For this reason,
E stability with low wind speeds was selected as the WC scenario. Class E stability with
winds less than 2.1 m/s (4.7 miles/h) occurs approximately 11% of the time. Based on
these results, it is concluded that the CML and WC meteorological conditions used in
the FPEIS are appropriate for PBA.

The height of the mixed layer is another important meteorological factor
affecting predictions of dispersion. Lowering this value would tend to decrease the
volume of the atmosphere available for dispersion of agent and potentially increase
predicted concentra-tions of agent in the atmosphere. Data on the height of the mixed
layer at PBA are obtained on-site by an acoustic sounder, but the instrument is currently
being used on an experimental basis only [W. F. RosteL PBA Meteorologist, Pine Bluff,
Arkansas, personal communication with R. L. Miller, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL), Apr. 11, 1989]. Therefore, the best available estimates for this parameter are
calculated using data from the nearest National Weather Service station with upper-air
data at Little R_L Arkansas, 48 km (30 miles) north-northwest of PBA. Because the
height of the mixed layer usually is quite uniform throughout central Arkansas at any
given time, these estimates of the height are representative of PBA.

The FPEIS used a value of 750 m (2475 ft) for accidental release scenarios. An
examination of morning and afternoon mixing heights by season (Hoizworth 1972) for
Little Rock reveals that mean morning mixing heights range from 342 m (1129 ft) in the
autumn to 544 m (1795 ft) in the spring, and mean afternoon mixing heights range from
1101 rr.(3633 ft) in the winter to 1851 m (6108 ft) in the summer. Note that the mean
morning mixing heights are lowered considerably by ground-level inversions during stable
conditions and usuallywould be higher for the CML scenario of neutral atmospheric
stability. For the WC scenario, the height of the mixed layer is not of concern because it
is unlikely that more intense stable conditions would occur above the surface inversion
that causes the stable conditions. Based on mean values reported by Holzworth, the
selection of a height of 750 m (2475 ft) is appropriate for PBA; however, for
conservatism, risks associated with a lower mixing height of 500 m (1650 ft) are
evaluated in Sect. 3.1.2.

Seismicity

Seismic risk analysis in the FPEIS was based on probabilistic earthquake data
provided by ATC 1978. According to ATC an effective peak ground acceleration
(EPGA) equal to 0.05 g has a 10% probabilityof being exceeded at least once in
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50 years at PBA. Probabilities of exceeding larger design EPGAs [0.20 g and 0.81 g for
the main munitions demilitarization building (MDB) and the toxic cubicle (TC),
respectively] were extrapolated from data provided by ATC and used in the FTEIS risk
analysis. Based on ATC data, EPGA = 0.20 g has approximately a 10% probability of
cxceexlance at least once in 1000 years and EPGA - 0.81 g is screened out of the
FPEIS risk analysis on the basis of extremely low probability (less than one chance in a
million annual probability of occurrence).

Based on currently available data, the seismic risks for the MDB and TC remain
unchanged. FEMA's 1988 seismic risk map (Fig. 8) is essentially the same as that of
ATC (1978), both having been based on an earlier seismic risk analysis by Algermissen
and Perkins (1976). A more recent analysis by Algermissen and others (1982) suggests
no significant change in seismic risk for PBA. Both Algermissen studies were national,
rather than site-specific, in scope and may not necessarily be good representations of
seismic risk at PBA. Nevertheless, the Algermissen studies are the best available sources
of information available at this time. A site-specific probabilistic risk analysis as
described by EPRI (1988) for use in electric power plant studies has not been done
for PBA.

Seismicity data collected during Phase I supplement those in the FPEIS in three
important respects. First, regional WC earthquakes and their associated peak ground
accelerations (PGAs) have been estimated and compared with earthquake engineering
design parameters. Second, foundation conditions (an uncertainty discussed in general
terms in the FPEIS) are now known in greater detail. Finally, corroborating evidence

has been compiled that is consistent with the FPEIS assertion that on-site surface Orupture along a fault beneath PBA is unlikely. Table 2 summarizes several sources of
information. The Army contractor's (Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc., and URS/
John A. Blume and Associates 1987) summary is presented separately at the end of this
section.

When the FPEIS was prepared, very little site-specific information was available.
The worst.case PGA had not been estimated. Furthermore, liquefaction and ground
motion magnification were considered feasible, but the presence of faults capable of
producing on-site surface rupture was considered highly unlikely (based on region-wide
geology and professional judgement, rather than site-specific geotechnical data).

Data collected during Phase I (U.S. Army open-file data) show that the proposed
disposal facilities would not be damag_ by eanhquake-generatexi soil liquefaction,
assuming they are constructed on terrace deposits similar to those on which the BZ site
is located. Construction on the Arkansas River flood plain would be avoided. The BZ
site is on high ground where the water table is nearly 15 m (50 ft) below the surface.
Surficial soils (3 m or 10 ft thick) are sr.ifrclay-siltsand hardpan. They are underlain by
3 to 8 m (10 to 26 ft) of hard sandy clay and very dense fine silty sand of Pleistocene age
which, in turn, lie on semiconsolidated Eocene age shale as determined by lithologic logs
and standard penetrometer tests. Dense soils with a deep water table are not likely to
liquefy (Seed and Idriss 1971).

Information collected during Phase I confirms the FPEIS assertion that on-site
surface rupture along an active fault at PBA is unlikely. No confirmed surface ruptures
have been discovered in strata of the Mississippi embayment region (Thenhaus 1983).
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Tam Z Summary _ -__ and programmatic emhquake paramcten
at Pine Bluff Arm_ mmpan:d to earthquake engineering

de_gn pamaw.ten

Site.specific
Earthquake Programmatic Site-specific design
parameter EIS data parameters'

Effective peak ground Seismic Zone 1b Seismic Zone Ib General purpose
acceleration (EPGA) EPGA = 0.05_ b EPGA = .05 gb support facilities
10% probability of EPGA. 0.06 ga seismic Zone 2
exceedance at least EPGA ffi 0.10 g
once in 50 years (probability of

exceedance 10% in
250 years)

Maximum historical Not provided Tulsa, Okla.; 1956e
earthquake in Paris, Tcx.; 1882f
Wichita m Ouaehlta northwest Miss.; 1931h
Province Modified Mercalli body-

wave Intensity
(Imm)=VII, magnitude
(mb)= -5.5_,td

Not provided PGA = 0.18 g_ Main munitions O
Peak ground demilitarization
acceleration (PGA) for building, MDB
above earthquake, PGA = 0.20 g
assuming it occurs seismic Zone 3

on-site (Probability of
exceedance - 10% in
1000 years)

'Not provided Imm = VIII; mt, =
Worst case (WC) -6.0J

earthquake in Imm = IX; mb =
Wichita-Ouachim - 6.2h
Province

Not provided PGA = 0.18 gr:, 0.25 g
PGA for above PGA = 0.28 g_
earthquake, assuming it PGA = 0.34 gh,iOCCUrson-site

Not provided New Madrid, Mo.
Maximum historical Feb. 7, 1812;
WC earthquake in the Imm = XII

R_lfoot Rift mb = 7.4c't'h'"(700- and
1400-yearrecurrence
intervals northeast and
southwest of Marked Tree,
Ark., respectively)

Not provided PGA = 0.32 ggt
PGA for the maximum (on-site Imm = IX)
historical WC (on.site Imm = VII)q
earthquake Omre = PGA not givenq
XI/) assuming it occurs
near Marked Tree,
Ark.; 130 km NE of
PBA
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wa_ z (r_,:o._u_)

Site-specific
Earthquake Programmatic Site.specific design

__ parameter HIS data parameters'

PGA for the maximum Not provide,d PGA --- 1,0 _ PGA ffi 0,81 g (toxic
historical WC (on.site Imm = XI) cubicle inside MDB)
earthquake (Imm =
XII) assuming it occurs
at Stuttgart, Ark.;
50 km NE of PBA

Potential for , Yes (Professional NoneP (Drill logs, standard
liquefaction judgment) penetrometer tests)

Potential for ground Yes, based on regional Yes, based on local Appropriate design
motion magnification geology and depending geology and depending on response spectra

on structural design structural design h consistent with design
PGA and durationof
shaking

Potentialforsurface None (Professional Unllke_ ="
rupture (capable faults) judgment)

aB, Ro_, design engineer, U.S. Army Corps of Enginee_, Huntsville Division, personal communication with
W. P. Staub, geotechnical engineer, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, August 31, 1989.

bATC (Applied Technology Council), Tentative Provision:t for the Development of Seismic Regulationafor Buildings,
Applied Technology Council/National Bureau of Standards, Special Publll_tion 510, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Washington, D.C., 1978.

¢More stringent (conservative) interpretation of ATC (1978).
aS. T. Algermissen, et al., Probabilistic Estimates of Maximum Acceleration and Velocity in Rock in the Contiguous

United States, U.S. Geological Survey, Open-File Report 82-1033, Denver, Colo., 1982.
eArkansas Power and Light, Sa]_'_yAnalysis Report for Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission Docket No. 50-368, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Washington, D.C., 1976.
/'NRC (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission), Safety Analysis Report Related W the Operation of Grand Gulf Nuclear

Station, Units I and 2, U.S, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Docket Nos. 50-416 and 50.417, NUREG.0968, Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Washington, D,C., 1981; NRC (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission), Safety Evaluation
Report Related to the Operation of Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, Units I and 2, U.S, Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Docket Nos. 50..445 and 50-446, NUREG-0797, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Washington, D,C,,
1981,

hjacobs Engineering Group, Inc. and URS/John A. Blume and Associates, Geological.Sei3rnological Investigation of
Earthquake Hazards for a Chemical Stockpile Di_ag_al Facility at the Pine Bluff Arsom_ Arkansas, contractor report by
engineers to U.S. Army Engineer Division, Huntsville, Ata., contract no. DACA87.-864)085, prepared for the Office of the
Progra.mManager for Chemical Demilitarization, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., 1987.

_PGA calculations are based on ground motion attenuation curves of Herrmann 1981 (on-site earthquakes) and
Murphy and O'Brien 1977 (off-site earthquakes) as provided by Jacol_ Engineering (1987).

_PBA Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) analysis.
A:Worst-caselocation [NRC (1981)].
lp. C. Thenhaus, Summary of Worlohops Concerning Regional Set.indc Source Zones of Parts of the Conterminous

United States Convened by the U.S. Geological Survey 1979.1980, Golden, Colorado, USGS Circular 898, AJe_tandria,Va.,
1983.

mU.S. Geological Survey, Investigations of the New Madrid, Mi_ouri Earthquake Region, Professional Paper 1236,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1982.

'10. W. Nuttli, "Similarities and Differences Between Western and Eastern United States Earthquakes, and Their
Consequences [or Earthquake Engineering," in Proceedings of EarOutuak_ and Earthquake Engineering: The Eastern
United Smwa, ed. J. E. Beavers, Ann Arbor, Mich., 1981.

./'Seed,H. B. and I. M. Idriss, 1971. "SimplifiedProcedure for Evaluating Soil Liquefaction Potential," Journal of
the Soil Mechanics and Foundations Division, American Society of Civil Engineers.

'lAlgermisaen, S. T. and M. G. Hopper 1984. "Eatimated Maximum Regional Seismic Intensities Associated with an
Ensemble of Great Earthquakes that Might Occur Along the New Madrid Seismic Zone, East-Central United States,"
U.S. Geological Survey mira::elianeousfield ,tudiez, Map MF-1712, Reston, Virginia.
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In the northeastern end of the Mississippi embayment (the New Madrid region where
major earthquakes have been histoflcally recorded), Eocene age faults have been
discovered in the subsurface by seismic reflection profiling, but none has reached the
surface (USGS 1982). According to Nuttli (1981), majorearthquakes in eastern United
States seldom, if ever, cause surface rupture.

Although surface rupture at PBA during a near-field, strong.motion earthquake
is unlikely, foundations might be destabilized by sand blows. Geologic conditions at PBA
are similar to those in northeaste,m Arkansas where widespread sa_ld boils associated
with the 1811-1812 sequence of great earthquakes have been reported (Heyl and
McKeown 1978). Russell and Parks (1975) describe numerous sand dikes in the Porters
Creek Formation in the eastern Mississippi embayment region of Tennessee. The
occurrence of these sand dikes suggests that the potential for sand blows exists over a
wide area of the Mississippi embayment.

Although not expected, foundation conditions at the PBA site may require that
some process facilities be supported on deep foundation systems. If deep foundation
systems are used on process facilities, the potential for magnification of earthquake
induced ground motions would exist. Magnification is a design consideration under the
control of the U.S. Army. Appropriate design response spectra would be selected
consistent with design peak ground acceleration (PGA), duration of shaking, and
foundation systems to be constructed.

Site-specific analysisconsidered potential WC earthquakes in two seismotectonic
provinces, the Wichita-Ouachita Province (where PBA is located) and the Reelfoot Rift
Zone (a nearby region which is considered to be the most seismically active in the
eastern United States). There is disagreement with respect to the modified MercaUi
intensity (I,,,,) for the WC earthquake in the Wichita-Ouachita Seismotectonic Province
and the location of the WC earthquake in the Re.elfoot Rift Zone.

Various investigatorsassert that the WC earthquake in the Wichita-Ouachita
Province could occur anywhere within that province, for example, on the PBA site as
shown in Fig. 9. However, the I,,,, for the WC earthquake varies between VII
(NRC 1981) and IX (Jacobs Engineering 1987), based on Iu ffiVI-VII and VII,
respectively, for the maximumhistorical earthquake in the province. PC]hs for the
WC earthquake in the Wichita-Ouachita Province (occurring at PBA) range from
0.18 g to 0.34 g.

Various investigators agree that for the maximumhistorical WC earthquake in
the Rcclfoot Rift Zone, II,= - XII. For the Reelfoot Rift Zone, the maximumhistorical
earthquake (I== = XII) and WC earthquake are syponymous because Imm ffi XII is the
highest value provided in the modified Mercalli int( _sityscale. There is disagreement,
however, regarding how near majorearthquakes within this zone may be to PBA.
According to Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc., and URS/John A. Blume and Associates
(1987) major earthquakes may be expected no closer than 130 km (78 miles). In contrast,
NRC (1981) takes the more conservative position that majorearthquakes may be
expected throughout the length of the Rcclfoot Rift rather than being separated by a
100 km (62 miles) corridorof minimal seismic activitywhich characterizes the Central
United States Stable Region. According to Thenhaus (1983), the southern terminus of
modern seismic ac'ivity in the Reclfoot Rift Zone is uncertain, either terminating
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Rg. 9. Historical record of stmng-moUonearthquakes from 1699-April 1989. [Based on
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration data, Arkansas Power and Light, Safety
Analysis Reportfor Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2, U,S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Docket
No. 50.368, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Washington, D.C., 1976; NRC (U,S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission), SafetyAnalysis Report Related to the Operationof Grand Gulf Nuclear
Station, Units ; and 2, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Docket Nos, 50-416 and 50-417,
NUREG.0968, Office oi Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Washington, D.C., 1981; O. W. Nuttli,
"The Mississippi Valley Earthquakes of 1811and 1812 Intensities, Ground Motion, and
Magnitudes," SeismologicalSocietyof America Bulletin 63(1), 227-48 (1973).] For clarity, selected
smaller earthquakes in the Reelfoot Rift Zone are not shown,
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nearMarkedTree,Arkansas,about50km (31miles)westofMemphis,Tennessea,and
about150km (93miles)fromPBA ornearStuttgart,Arkansas,atthesouthwesternend
oftheReelfootRiftandabout50km (31miles)fromPBA. A majorityofprofessional
seismologistsconvenedataworkshopchairedbyThenhausbelievethatthesouthern
termiimsofseismicactivityisnearMarkedTree,citingthehistoricalpatternofseismicity
asshowninFig.9.Allparticipantsattheworkshopagreedthatifindeedthe
southwesternendoftheReelfootRiftZoneisseismicallyquiescentratherthaninactive,
therecurrenceoflargeearthquakeswouldbelessfrequentinthesouthwesternpartof
thezone(ontheorderof1400yearsincomparisontoapproximately700yearsinthe
regionnorthofMarkedTree,Arkansas),

PGAs atPBA wereestimatedfortwolargeearthquakesintheReelfootRift
Zone. The firstestimatewasfora maximumhistoricalearthquake(I=.,= XII)occurring
130km (92miles)northeastofPBA nearMarkedTree,Arkansas.ltwasassumedthat
theI,,,,= IX atPBA, forwhichthePGA = 0.32g,basedon dataprovidedbyJacobs
EngineeringGroup,inc.,andURS/JohnA.Blume andAssociates(1987).Data
providedbyAlgermlssenandHopper(1984)suggestthatI,,.,= VIIatPBA (Jefferson
County)butI=,,= IX inanadjacentcounty(ArkansasCounty)fromsuchan
earthquake.The secondestimatewasfora maximum historicalearthquake(I.,== XII)
occurring50km (31miles)northeastofPBA nearStuttgart,Arkansas,Inthesecond
caseitwasassumedthattheI=,.= XI atPBA, forwhichthePGA = 1.00g.Basedon
theThenhaus(1983)workshop'smajorityopinionthatmajorearthquakesarenotlikely
tooccurintheReelfootRiftZone southofMarkedTree,thefirstcaseisthemost

likelyWC ,estimate(PGA = 0.32g)atPBA. Itisconceded,however,thatsome
professionalseismologistsbelievethisestimateistoolow.InanyeventtlleTC wouldbe
designedtoshutdown safelyinallcasesbuta WC earthquakeatStuttgart.

Table2 comparesestimatedPGAs withearthquakeengineeringdesign
parameters.As indicatedinthetable,generalpu_ supportfacilities(nonhazardous)
wouldbedesignedtowithstandanearthquakewitha 10% probabilityofexcea.danceat
leastonce.in50yearsora63% probabilityof_cee.danceina 475-yearreturnperiod.
The mainmunitionsdemilitarizationbuilding(MDB) wouldbedesignedtoshutdown
safelyintheeventofanyearthquakeexcepton-sitemaximum historicalearthquakesin
theWichita-OuachitaProvinceoranywherewithintheReelfootRiftZone (- 700-year
and ~ 1400-yearrecurrenceintervalsnorthandsouthofMarkedTree,Arkansas,
respectively).The toxiccubicleinsidetheMDB wouldbedesignedtoshutdown safely
intheeventofa mostlikelymaximumhistoricalWC earthquakeintheReelfootRift
Zone butmay failunderanabsoluteWC scenario(aWC earthquakeoccurringnear
Stuttgart,Arkansas).

The aboveengineeringdesignparametersexceedUniformBuildingCode (UBC)
standards.AlthoughPBA islocatedinseismiczone1 (potentialforminorearthquake
damage),allprcw.essfacilities(excepttheTC) insidetheMDB wouldbedesignedin
accordancewithUBC (1985)standardsforseismiczone3 (potentialformoderate
earthquakedamage).As such,seismiczone3 standardsaremercstringentthanthose
forseismiczoneI.The MDB hasbeenassignedthehighestimportance
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factor (I-1.5) permitted by the 1985 UBC. To reduce the risk associated with a seismic
event, the TC would be a clone of the TEAD TC. The 'lEAD TC is designed for a WC
earthquake response spectra defined by the maximumPGA and duration of shaking at
TEAD (0.81 g and 20 s, respectively). Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc., and URS/John
A. Blume and Associates recommended a less stringent design for the TC at PBA
(PGA ffi 0.34 g and duration of shaking ffi 20 s for a WC New Madridearthquake 130
km (78 mi) from PBA.

Jacobs Engineering Group (1987) and its subcontractor (U'RS/John A. Blume
and Associates) provides a detailed deterministic (but no probabilistic) seismic risk
analysis for the Pine Bluff Arsenal. This analysis includes a comprehensive literature
search. A total of 81 references are cited by Blume.

The following information is Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc., and URS/
John A. Blume and Associates (1987) deterministic seismic risk summary for Pine Bluff
Arsenal:

"Inthe vicinity of PBA, surface exposures consist predominantly of
unconsolidated sediments of Tertiary or Quaternary age. These sediments thin gradually
to the north as they approach the boundaryof the Gulf Coastal Plain province and
thicken to the south as they approach the Gulf Coast. The Tertiary materials are
underlain by poorly indurated Cr_tat_ous sediments which similarlydip seaward and
thicken to the south, but are rarely_ on the surface. Bedrock in the area consists
of buried Paleozoic shale and sandstone, which are thought to be similar,but not
identical, to the Paleozoic rocks outcropping throughout northern Arkansas. The
unconformable contact between Pal_:ozoic formations and the overlying Tertiary or
Cretaceous sediments dips moderately downwardto the south and is at a depth,of about
1000 m (3200 ft) below sea level at the site.

"There are no known faults at or near the PBA, and therefore there is no
apparent hazard due to possible surface fault rupture. The nearest known faulting is not
active and is seen in Paleozoic rocks near Little Rock, Arkansas, about 49 km (30 miles)
from PBA. The New Madrid Seismic Zone, located about 130 km (92 miles) northeast
of the site, is the dominant source of majorearthquakes in the region. Active faulting
associated with seismicity has been identified in the New Madrid Seismic Zone, and it
was the source of extremely destructive and far.reaching earthquakes in 1811-1812. The
maximumearthquake at the site would be a repetition of the _mber 16, 1811 event
having a magnitude (body-wave) of about 7.5 and creating Modified Mercalli Intensity of
IX at the site. It is estimated that this event would produce 0.34 g peak ground
acceleration at the site. The same PGA would be produced by the maximumearthquake
for the Wichita-Ouachita province (mb - 6.2) located at the site. An appropriate
response spectrum and time history for this event, which envelopes ground motions that
would be produced by both a near-field and a far-field earthquake, are given in the
PBA report. The duration of strong shaking is estimated to be 20 s."

The design response spectra referred to in Blume's summary are the simplified
84th percentile spectra of Seed and others (1976) for stiff soil and rock. Table 3
provides salient facts with respect to maximumex13ectedearthquakes in tectonic zones
and provinces near PBA and expected mean peak ground accelerations generated at
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PBA bytheseearthquakes.As indicatedbythetable,maximumexpectedearthquakesin
theWichlta-OuachltaandNew Madridtectoniczonesproducethelargestpeakground
acceleratiomatPBA. The epicenteroftheWichita-Ouachitaearthquakeisassumedto
beon-slteandtheepicenteroftheNew Madridearthquakeisassumedtobelocatedat
theclosestdistance[130km (92mi)]fromPBA.

Table 3. Estimated peak ground _tion at Pine Bluff Arsenal
u ,

Minimum

Maxinmm distance Intensity at
Tectonic earthquake to PBA PBA PGA

zone or province (mb) (km) (I.,.) (mean)
11

Wichita-Ouachita 6.2 at site IX 0.34 g'

Central United States 5.5 40 VI+ 0.08 g_

Gulf Coastal 5.5 160 IV 0.01 g'

Ozark 6.5 110 VI + 0.08 ga

New Madrid mb = 7.5 130 IX 0.32 gb

'Based onHerrmann,1981.
bBasedon Murphyand O'Brien,1977.
Source: JacobsEngineeringGroup, Inc.and URS/JohnA. Blumeand Associates,1987.

In conclusion, no significant differences exist between the FPEIS seismic data
and the seismic data gathered during Phase I that would warrant recomputation of risk.
The potential for on-site liquefaction is less in the site-specific analysis than was the case
for the FPEIS and the potential for surface rupture during an earthquake at PBA '_
remains unlikely as presented in the FPEIS.

act_ty

A review of the PBA accident data base indicates that aircraft crashes have the
potential to significantly affect only continued storage risks. Because of the relatively
large amounts of chemical munitions being stored over an extended period of time, air
space restrictions could reduce the risks of continuous storage. For example,
consideration in the FPEIS risk analysis of airspace restriction for PBA as a mitigative
measure indicated that such action would have no significant impact on risk at PBA for
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anyalternativeotherthancontinuedstorage(seeU.S.Army 1988).Forthisreason,any
new dataon aircraftactivitywouldnothavethepotentialtopreferentiallyaffectmeasures
ofriskatPBA fromon-sitedisposaloron-siteactivitiesassociatedwithtransportation
(i.e.,onlycontinuedstoragewouldbe affected).Consequently,new informationwould
havelittlepotentialtoaffectriskamong alternativesandthusarenotconsideredfurther
inth/ssection.

Meteoritesand

Data used in the FPEIS for expected frequencies of tornadoes and meteorite
strikes in the PBA vicinityare contained in Appendix A (Table A.1). These data were
examined and found to be reasonable. No more recent or detailed data for these
parameters beyond those in the FPEIS were located.

3.1.1.2 Popuhtion

The FPEIS presented the residential population around PBA as of the 1980
Census by radial sector and distance out to 100 km (62 miles), as shown in Table 4 (U.S.
Army 1988). As stated in SecL 2, the FPEIS method for identifying the environmentally
preferred alternative is based on residential population only and does not include
place-of-workoron-postpopulations.Becausethe1980censusdatawillbeoverI0years
oldbythetimeconstructionandoperationoftheproposeddisposalfacilitybeginsatPBA,
thelatestpopulationestimates(i.e.,for1986)havebeenusedtoadjustthe1980census
data.Populationestimatesinnon-censusyearsarelimitedtocountypopLdationsand
populationswithinincorporatedareas.A two-stepprocesswasusedtoestimatethe
populationchangeattheenumerationdistrictlevelinthisassessment.Hrst,theestimated
populationchangesforincorporatedareasineachpotentiallyaffectedcountywereequally
apportionedamong enumerationdistrictscomprisingthenamed area.Second,the
unaccounted-forchangeincountypopulationwasequallyapportionedamong enumeration
districtscomprisingthenonincorporatedareas.

As intheFI'EIS,thesepopulationestimateswereassignedtoagrid.Whereasthe
estimatesusedintheFPEISconsideredonlypopulationandenumerationdistrictlocation
increatingthegrid-basedpopulation,thePhaseIestimationmethodexcludespopulation
fromareasthatareclearlynotresidential(e.g.,installationboundariesofPBA, LakePine
Bluff,ArkansasRiver,stateparks,wildlifemanagementareas,etc.).The effectofusing
thisexclusioninformationistocreatepopulationdistn'butionswithlargerconcentrations
ofpopulationthanwereintheFPEIS.However,theseconcentratedpopulationareasare
now accompaniedbyareasthatweredescribedashavingsmall,butnonzero,populations
accordingtotheFPEIS.

The revisedresidentialpopulationdataarepresentedinTable5 inthesame
formatusediLtheFPEIS.The effectofusingthe1986populationestimatesisto
increasethetotalpopulationwithinthe100-km(62-mile)zonebyabout2%. An
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Table 4. Residential population distn'bution around the Pine Bluff Arsenal pmpcr, ed
plant site" as given in the F'mal Programmatic F.axvimnmental Impact Statement

Incremental population data at specified distances
Direction (km) b

0.1 1-2 2-5 5-10 10-20 20-35 35-50 50-100

N 2 3 26 115 459 1,218 12,536 77,010
NN_ 2 2 8 54 198 3,281 1,120 22,061

NE 2 1 7 51 232 1,663 1,133 11,415
ENE 1 1 7 71 304 1,918 2,537 17,982
E 1 1 8 18 534 2,186 776 9,623
ESE 3 3 10 2 73 879 792 6,319
SE 3 4 62 244 16,866 2,147 1,768 14,158
SSE 2 1 134 2,069 41,801 5,340 1,812 18,791

S 2 1 102 1,114 4,141 1,660 2,418 14,824
SSW 1 1 16 564 612 767 753 12,751
SW 2 3 39 246 516 639 396 7,110

WSW 3 10 163 35 441 2,261 949 15,754 e
W 3 16 203 12 511 3,912 1,927 58,424

WNW 3 17 184 246 770 766 13,960 41,829
NW 3 11 111 304 647 4,808 23,055 18,415
NNW 3 9 78 192 707 4,169 145,350 136,557

Total 36 8-4 1,158 5,337 68,812 37,614 211,282 483,023

"Latitude 34.34"N; Longitude 92.11"W.
bMultiply by 0.6214 to obtain miles.

Source: U.S. Department of' Commerce, Bureau of the Cereus, County and City
Data Book, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1986.
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Table 5. 1986 residential population distn'bution around the Pine Bluff Arsenal
pmptr_ dis_ facility" site using data collected during Phase I

Incremental population data at specified distances
Direction (km) b

0-1 1-2 2-5 5-10 10-20 20-35 35-50 50-100

N 0 0 54 135 305 1,392 1,634 63,461

NNE 0 0 26 70 172 4,028 2,074 21,206
NE 0 0 30 97 344 1,641 1,175 12,514
E/fiE 0 0 20 100 371 1,812 4,724 14,217
E 0 0 3 73 615 2,028 538 8,728
ESE 0 0 1 3 205 1,007 547 5,072
SE 0 0 2 1 1,493 1,572 1,806 15,417

SSE 0 0 0 2 45,449 4,084 1,831 18,671
S 0 0 0 2,078 13,702 2,561 2,000 14,646

SSW 0 0 27 1,016 1,207 1,235 1,351 12,564
SW 0 0 14 378 447 731 351 7,084
WSW 0 0 30 301 431 1,862 1,238 15,478
W 0 0 10 376 391 4,486 1,876 67,828
WNW 0 0 0 249 795 1,006 8,460 45,146

NW 0 0 11 187 679 4,582 42,656 25,214
NNW 0 0 53 167 712 3,452 137,388 157,147

Total 0 0 281 5,233 67,318 37,479 209,649 504,393

'Latitude 34.36"N; Longitude 92.08"W.
bMultiply by 0.6214 to obtain miles.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, County and City
Data Book, Washington, D.C., 1986.
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estimated 1%007additional people are located in the potentially impacted population zone
around PBA compared with that population descn'bed in the FPEIS.

The data collected during Phase I have revealed that no persons live within
2 km (1.2 miles) of the proposed disposal facility, whereas the FPEIS assumed that
120 persons live within the 2-km zone. Approximately 877 fewer people live in the
24o 5-km (1.2- to 3.1-mile) range than were assumed in the FPEIS. This change primarily
results from including the installation boundary, thus excluding residents within the
boundary, and from shifting the coordinates of the proposed disposal site to reflect its
location more accurately. The on-site population will be included in the site-specific
environmental impact statement. Additionally, it was determined during the Phase I
process that the nearest off-site resident to the proposed disposal facility is located
2.3 km (1.4 miles) to the northeast, a_oss the Arkansas River.

Even though the relative change in residential population is not large, it does
_ warrant reexamination of the FPEIS measures of risk for two reasons: (1) the absolute

number of people affected is important, regardless of percentages, when dealing with
potential fatalities and (2) the relocation of the population resulting from use of the actual
boundary of PBA could affect the FPEIS me_ures of risL An examination of the
accident data base for PBA shows that at least 46% of the total accidents at PBA have no
potential to produce fatalities beyond distances of 2.3 km (1.4 miles) from the site of the
proposed disposal facilities. Eliminatingpopulation in this distance category by using
actual installation boundaries could thus have a substantial effect on reducing the
magnitudes of some of the FPEIS measures of risk for PBA. Also, because the
alternatives are represented by accidents in different distance categories, there is a dh
potential for the new data to preferentially affect a given risk measure for a given
alternative.

At PBA the chemical agent storage area is located approximately 4 km (2.5 miles)
from the proposed disposal site and approximately0.6 km (0.4 mile) from the PBA
northwest installation boundary. Private, residential housing is situated just outside the
boundary in this area, with the nearest off-site resident approximately 0.8 km (0.5 mile)
from the storage area. The FPEIS assumed that potential accidents at PBA would affect
the population closest to the disposal facility. However, accidents occurring at the storage
area and the proposed disposal site could involve different populations. A number of
potential short-distance events (including transport accidents) under CML weather
conditions would result in different fatality estimates based on releases from the two
locations.

Table 6 presents the same type of population data for the storage area as is
presented in Table 5 for the pro_ disposal site. A transportation accident could occur
anywhere within the storage area or along the route to the proposed disposal site.
However, for conservatism (worst case) in risk data development, a point was selected in
the northwest comer of the storage area, as close as possible to the largest number of off-
site residents. These data indicate that 379 people live within 2 km (1.2 miles) of the
storage area. Furthermore, 6413 more people are located in the 100-km (62-mile)
potentially impacted population zone of the storage area than are located in the same
zone of the disposal site.
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Table 6. 1986 residential population dism'bution around the Pine Bluff Arsenal
chemicalagent storage area'

Incremental population data at specified distances
Direction (km) b

0-1 1-2 2-5 5-10 10-20 20-35 35-50 50-100
i,

N 0 0 55 105 704 1,682 21,774 79,933
NNE 0 0 49 210 201 2,523 1,357 24,928
NE 0 0 17 161 132 2,527 1,162 12,149
ENE 0 0 0 117 238 2,074 1,879 17,357
E 0 0 0 18 345 2,302 861 8,683
ESE 0 0 0 4 33 859 1,020 5,447
SE 0 0 1 477 19,965 11,077 1,702 13,291
SSE 0 4 30 1,897 27,747 7,720 1,652 19,524
S 0 17 43 690 1,993 1,728 2,472 14,492
SSW 17 36 110 364 356 795 618 13,093
SW 9 54 106 145 287 801 530 7,318
WSW 19 54 35 53 451 2,343 1,031 16,706

31 61 522 3,856 2,185 66,907
W 13 53

WNW 9 41 64 162 761 695 20,448 35,891
NW 0 32 71 201 649 5,999 20,332 16,699
NNW 0 21 72 187 646 8,002 174,718 108,679

Total 67 312 684 4,852 55,030 54,983 253,741 461,097

'Latitude 34.35"N; Longitude 92.13"W.
bMultiply by 0.6214 to obtain miles.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, County and City
Data Book, Washington, D.C., 1986.
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The risks of ali the disposal alternatives, as well as continued storage, could
potentially be increased because of the proximity of the storage area to the boundary at
PBA. The risks associated with the on-site disposal alternative could also be affected by
the 4-km (2.5.mile) separation of the proposed disposal site from the storage area and the
different populations that could potentially be reached by an accidental release, lt was
determined, therefore, that the PBA levels of risk should be reevaluated to assess the
effects of potential storage area releases on the measures of risL

3.1.1.3 Summary

Evaluation of data collected duringPhase I for PBA indicates that in terms of
information used to develop the five FPEIS measures of risL the new residential
population data, the choice of CML meteorological conditions, and the location of the
chemical agent storage area warrant recalculation of risL The accident data base did not
undergo sufficient change to be factored into computation of risk and thus is not further
considered in this Phase I Environmental Report. No significant new information was
found for on-site transport, seismicity, aircraftactivity, or meteorites and tornadoes that
would warrant recomputation of risk;therefore, these factors are not examined further in
this report.

3.1.2 Evaluating Measures of Risk with Data Collexaed During Phase I

As discussed in Sect. 2, comparison of FPEIS and Phase I data is used as a
screening tool to identify those factors that should be incorporated into a recalculation of
the FPEIS measures of risk. Recomputing the five measures of risk with the data
collected during Phase I and evaluating the results using the FPEIS decision method
allows an evaluation of the suitabilityof on-site disposal.

As discussed in the previous section, changes in population data were found to be
large enough to warrant reestimation of fatalities and reeomputation of the five measures
of risk. To maintain consistency with the FPEIS, only residential population is used.
On-post population data have been gathered for use in the PBA EIS and are presented in
Sect. 3.2.5. Ali population data will be considered in estimating fatalities for the
site-specific EIS. The discussion that follows addresses the effect of updated population
data for the region around PBA, the effect of the distance separating the storage area and
proposed disposal site (see Sect. 3.1.2.1), and the effect of using a CML meteorological
condition different from that used in the FPEIS (see Sect. 3.1.2.2).

Risks for the continued storage and off-site disposal alternatives involve the
storage site previously disc_, approximately 0.8 km (0.5 mile) from off-site population.
For on-site disposal, transport accidents were assumed to occur at the storage area site;
population numbers were developed, and potential fatalities were calculated. The same
procedure was carried out for the proposed disposal site using the population specific to
that site [2.3 km (1.4 miles) to the nearest off-site resident]. The potential fatalities for
the two sites were then assessed together to develop the measures of risk for the on-site
disposal alternative.
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The first step in evaluating the measures of risk is to compute estimated maximum
and average fatalities. For each distance category, average fatalities are computed by
calculating the mean fatalities for 360 equally spaced plumes around the site of the
proposed disposal facility, and potential maximum fatalities are taken to be the largest
number of fatalities from these 360 plumes.

Overlaying the updated population of Table 5 with the plumes from the same
assumed meteorological conditions used in the FPEIS (see Appendix A, Fig. A-3) gives
new fatality estimates for accidental releases of agent at the PBA disposal site. These
revised fatality estimates are presented in Table 7. For comparison, Table 8 repeats the
original PBA fatality estimates from the FPEIS (see FPEIS, Table 4.3.6).

In Table 7, the majordifference between the revised and the FPEIS fatality
estimates is that the number of fatalities for distances of 2 km (1.2 miles) or less drops to
zero because, contrary to what was assumed in the FPEIS, there is no actual off-post
residential population that close to the site of the proposed disposal facility. For distances
to 50 km (31 miles), the fatalities are less than those estimated in the FPEIS for ali
meteorological;conditions. For distance_ beyond 50 km (31 miles), the potential maximum
fatality estimates based on the new residential population estimates are somewhat larger
than those in the FPEIS. These differences are attn'butablelargely to the increase in
population since the 1980 census and to the consideration of population exclusion areas as
described previously. The greatest numerical increase in the estimated fatalities in Table 7
is in the 100-km (62-mile) potential maximumWC category, where the estimate increases
3.2% (from 15,500 in the FPEIS to 16,000 in Phase I). The next largest increase
(400 persons) in the average 100-km (62-mile) WC category is also the largest percentage
increase at 17.4%.

Another factor identified as warrantingreevaluation of risks is the potemial for an
accident in the chemical agent storage area that is located close to the PBA boundary. To
assess the risks associated with releases from the storage area conservatively (worst case),
in the current analysis, ali of the transport accidents were assumed to occur there. Thus
the impacts to the population located closest to the storage area were maxim_. In the
FPEIS, transportation accidents accounted for approximately 85% of the risk a,_sociated
with on-site disposal. Plant operations events resulted in 15% of the on-site risk, with
handling events contributingonly less than 1%. A transport accident could occur
anywhere along the on-site transport route; however, most of the route for on-site
disposal is outside the storage area in an easterly direction, toward the center of the PBA
facility and away from the off-site population. Table 9 provides fatality estimates for the
new storage site using 1986 census data. These data confirm the fact that fatalities could
occur within 1 km (0.6 mile) of the storage area.

The fatality estimates given in Tables 7 and 9 were used to compute each of the
five measures of risk for on-site disposal, continued storage, and on-site activities
associated with off-site transport. The revised risk pictogram is shown in Fig. 10b along
with values from the original FPEIS pictogram (FPEIS, Fig. 4.3.5) for comparison
(Fig. 10a).

Examination of the PBA Phase I fatality estimate table for the 5-km (3-mile)
distance category shows that there is an approximate 5-fold maximum increase in the
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Table 7. Estimated fatalities by downwind distance for selected meteorological
oonditio_ for Pine Bluff Arsenal pro_ dis_ site using

data collected during the Phase I process

PhaseI fatalities '_b
Average Potential Maximum

Conservative Conservative
Downwind most likely (CML) Worst case (WC) most likely Worst case
distance meteorological meteorological meteorological meteorological

(km) conditions c conditions c conditions ° conditions c

0.5 0 0 0 0
1.0 0 0 0 0
2.0 0 0 0 0
5.0 1 J 4 2

10.0 10 5 50 20
20.0 130 50 1,200 600
50.0 NAa 500 NAd 4,600

100.0 NAd 2,700 NA_ 16,000

"The number of deaths is rounded.

_rlae average fatalities equals the mean of fatalities from ali possible plumes in a
360* arc around the site. The potential maximum fatalitie_ equals the fatalities from a
plume traveling over the greatest population density.

°Conservative most likely (CML) conditions are D stability and a windspeed of
3 m/s; worst case (WC) conditions are E stability and a wind speed of 1 rn/s. Note that
the fatality entries in this table are organized by downwind distance and no_.Atby the quantity
of chemical agent released. The fatality estimates are larger for an accident in the sam..__&
downwind distance category under CML conditions than for WC conditions because the
CML plume is larger and hence covers a larger area. However, for a given quantity of
chemical agent released in an accident, the WC conditions would produce a larger
downwind distance than CML conditions and would therefore give a larger number for
estimated fatalities.

dNA = not applicable; the largest credible accident does not travel this distance
under CML conditions.
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Table 8. Estimated fatalities by downwind distance for selected meteorological
conditions for Pine Bluff Arsenal, as given in the F'mal

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
ii i J i li ii ,

FPEIS fatalities'_b

Average Potential maximum

Comervative Conservative

Downwind most likely (CML) Worst ease (WC) most likely Worst case
distance meteorological meteorological meteorological meteorological ,

(km) conditions ° conditions ° conditions ° conditions*
-,,i ii

0.5 Id 0 1d 1_
1.0 1 1 2 1
2.0 1 1 5 3
5.0 6 2 25 20

10.0 32 15 95 40
20.0 275 100 2,000 925
50.0 NA' 500 NA' 5,400

100.0 NA' 2,300 NA' 15,500

'The number of deaths is rounded. FPEIS = final programmatic environmental
impact statement.

bi'he average fatalities equals the mean of fatalities from ali possible plumes in a
360* arc around the site. The potential maximum fatalities equals the fatalities from a
plume traveling over the greatest population density.

°Conservative most likely (CML) conditions are D stability and a windspeed of
3 m/s; worst case (WC) conditions are E stability and a wind speed of 1 m/s. Note that
the fatality entries in this table are organized by downwind distance and no.._.!tby the quantity
of chemical agent released. The fatality estimates are larger for an accident in the sarn......._e
downwind distance category under CML conditions than for WC conditions because the
CML plume is larger and hence covers a larger area. However, for a given quantity of
chemical agent released in an accident, the WC conditions would produce a larger
downwind distance than CML conditions and would therefore give a larger number for
estimated fatalities.

'q'he l's shown for the 0.5 distance in the FPEIS resulted from a typographical
error. Ali columns should have contained O's for that distance.

"NA = not applicable, because the largest credible accident does not travel this
distance under CML conditions.
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Table 9. Estimated fatalities by downwind distance for selected meteorological
conditions for Pine Bluff Arsenal storage area using data collected

during the Phase I process

Phase I fatalities ',b
Average Potential maximum

Conservative Conservative
Downwind most likely (CML) Worst case (WC) most likely Worst case
distance meteorological meteorological meteorological meteorological

(km) conditions ° conditions ° conditions° conditions °
j--,

1.0 0 0 1 3
2.0 1 0 8 5
5.0 8 2 40 20

10.0 30 10 80 40
20.0 130 50 1,500 750
50.0 NAd 504 NAd 5,300

100.0 NAd 2,700 NA d 17,000

'The number of deaths is rounded. FPEIS = final programmatic environmental
impact statement.

_I'he average fatalities equals the mean of fatalities from ali possible plumes in a
360° arc around the site. The potential maximum fatalities equals the fatalities from a
plume traveling over the greatest population density.

°Conservative most likely (CML) conditions are D stability and a windspeed of
3 m/s; worst case (WC) conditions are E stability and a wind speed of 1 m/s. Note that
the fatality entries in this table are organized by downwind distance and no.__!tby the quantity
of chemical agent released. The fatality estimates are larger for an accident in the same
downwind distance catego_ under CML conditions than for WC conditions because th-"-'e

CML plume is larger and hence covers a larger area. However, for a given quantity of
chemical agent released in an accident, the WC conditions would produce a larger
downwind distance than CML conditions and would therefore give a larger number forestimated fatalities.

dNA = not applicable, because the largest credible accident does not travel this
distance under CML conditions.
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Fig. 10. Risk with mitigation, in the vicinityof Pine Bluff Arsenal (PBA) for
programmatic alternatives. (Risk along transportation corridors or at a national

e destructionsite is not included.)
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number of estimatedfatalitieswhen the transportationaccidentsare assumedto occur
inside the chemical agent storage area, However, the increase over the FPEIS numbers
in Phase I fatalitiesin the 5-km (3-mile)distance does not result in an increase in the
on.site disposal risk sufficientto cause a pictogramshading increase for the three
probabilisticrisk measures. In fact,a one shading level decrease occurred in the
probabiltWof one or more fatalities for on-site disposal. This resulted from the
placement of the current disposalsite farther awayfrom the off.site population
effectivelydeleting the risk of the short.distanceevents associatedwithdisposal
operations. If a one-shading increase had occurred in the PhaseI pictogram,it would
not be significantwhen compared with risks associatedwith the other alternatives. The
one shadingincrease for the continued storage "probabilityof one or more fatalities"
occurred because the storage yard accidentfor ali alternativeswas movedcloser to the
facilityboundary and closer to the off-site population.

3.1.2.1 I)ifl'erences in the measuresof riskfrom_ in the FPEIS

Figures 10a and 10bpresent a ptctogramdepicting the five measuresof risk for
appropriate alternatives at PBA usingFPEIS and Phase I data, respectively. National
disposalis not shown because the risksof off-site transportwouldbe the same ,ce,',both
the regionaland national alternatives.Partialrelocation was not considered tn the
FPEIS for PBA. Details on the computationof the measures of risk presented in
Fig. 10are discussedin AppendixA. The discussionbelow is limited to the differences
between the FPEIS risks and the riskscomputed from newlycollecteddata collected
during Phase I. Site-specificconclusionsare presented in Sect,3.1.4.

• Probabilityof one or morefatal_'es. As shown in Table 5, there are no off-post
residentswithin 2 km (1.2 miles) of the proposed disposalsite at PBA. This value
shc_uldbe compared to the 120residents specified in the FPEIS for the same region.
As explained in Sect. 3.1.1.2,the difference is due to the use of the actualPBA
installationboundary to locate the site-specificpopulation. The FPEIS generically
assumed that this distancewas 500 m (0.31 miles).

The significanceof thisdifference in population is directlyreflected in the
revisions to fatalityestimates (Table 7) from those presented in the FPEIS (Table 8).
As a result of fewer people livingclose to the proposed disposalsite, smallaccidental
releasesof chemical agent,which in the FPEIS were predicted to cause fatalities
_thin 2 km (1.2 miles)of the disposal facility,now would be predicted to produce no
fatalities.

Table 6 indicates, however, that 379 persons reside within2 km (1.2 miles) of
the storage area. In order to develop a worst-case scenario,ali transport accidents
associatedwith on-site disposalwere assumedto occur in the storage area as they
would for aliother alternatives. The specific transport accidentsite selected was
0.8 km (0.5 mile) from the nearest off-site resident.

Combining the potential fatalitiesfrom transport accidents anddisposal
operations accidentsresulted in a one-shadingdecrease in the probabilityof one or
more fatalities for the on-slte disposalalternative. Disposaloperations accidents,
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whichaccountedfor15% oftheriskforon-sitedisposal,arcallshort-distance
events,i.e.,less than2 km (1.2miles).Thus,movingtheproposeddisposalsite4 km
(2.5miles)furtherawayfromtheoff-sitepopulationessentiallydeleted15% ofthe
risk.Transportaccidentsarelongerdistanceeventsandaffectapproximatelythe
samepopulationasintheFPEIS.

Conversely,thecontinuedstoragealternativeshoweda one-shadinglevel
increasefortheprobabilityofoneormorefatalities.The increasewaslessthanone
orderofmagnitude;however,theprobabilityofoneormorefatalitieswasnearthe
topoftherangeforthecontinuedstoragealternativeintheFPEIS,thustheincrease
wasenoughtoplacetherevisedvalueina higherrangeon thepictogram.Regional
disposalwaslowenoughintherangethatno changeoccurredinthepictogram
shading.

• Maximum numberoffatalities,Baseduponnewlycollectedpopulationdataforboth
theproposeddisposalsiteandthestorageareaatPBA, the"maximumnumberof
fatalities"fora 50-km(30-mile)accidentwouldbe4600and5300,respectively
(Tables7 and9).Fora 100-km(62-mile)accidentthenumberswouldbe 16,000and
17,000,respectively.ThesenumberscanbecomparedtotheFPEIS maximum
fatalityestimatesof5400forthe50-km(30-mile)accidentand 15,500forthe100.km
(62-mile)accldcnt(Table8).The pictogramshadingdoesnotchangeforthis
measureofriskforanyoftheFPEIS alternatives.

• Expectedfatalia'es.Although"expectedfatalities"werereducedsomewhat,basedon
thePhaseIpopulationdata,noneofthealternativeschangedsignificantly.

• Person.yearsatr/sk.The totalpopulationwithinthe100-km(62-mile)potential
impactzoneincreasedbyabout2% overthepopulationdatapresentedintheFPEIS
forthePBA area.Sincetheperiodsfordisposaloroff-sitetransportoperationsat
PBA arethesameastheywereintheFPEIS,"person.yearsatrisk"foreach
alternativeincreasedbyonlyabout2%. Therefore,thepictogramrepresentationof
"person-yearsatrisk"doesnotchangefromthatpresentedintheFPEIS.

• Expected plume area. Since neither the probability of an accident nor the resulting
plume area was changed by the collection of data collected during Phase I, the
"expected plume area" measure of risk did not change from that presented in the
FPEIS.

3.1.7.2 Effect of various meteorological conditions upon measures of risk

As discussed in Sect. 3.1.1.1, high wind speeds are associated with a more
effective atmospheric dispersion of chemical agent and result in a lower estimated dose
than do low wind speeds, lt is therefore not n_ary to study the effect of atmospheric
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dispersion of chemical agent under meteorological conditions in stability class D with
wind speeds higher than 3 m/s (the FPEIS choice for CML conditions) or in stability
class E with wind speeds higher than 1 m/s (the choice for WC conditions). Based on
the meteorological data in Table 1, it dees appear that D stabilityand wind speeds below
3 m/s warrant further study in regard to atmospherically dispersed doses of chemical
agent and the recomputation of risk. The results of such a study are pre._nted in this
section.

A new site.specific CML meteorological condition was selected for study.
Instead of D stability and a wind speed of 3 m/s, the new CML condition was defined as
D stability and 1 m/s. To further ampLifyany effect of the new CML condition
compared with the FPEIS CML condition, the height of the nixed layer was chosen as
500 m for the new CML condition (as compared with 750 m in the FPEIS). The use of
the new CML condition provides very conservative results (i.e., high-fatality estimates)
compared with the FPEIS CML which is closer to the weighted average of the
meteorological conditions provided in Table 1.

The combined effect of the lower wind speed and reduced height of the mixed
layer produced higher doses of chemical agent at greater downwind distances than were
reported in the FPEIS. New plume contours and new downwind accident distance
categories (see Appendix A for a discussion of the concept) were generated from the
D2PC atmospheric dispersion model with the aew CML condition as input. The FPEIS
methodology of computing estimated fatalities and then computing the five measures of
risk was _ to study the implications of the new CML meteorological condition at

,, PBA.
Two sets of pictogram results were computed using (1) the new CML condition

with the population distribution from the FPEIS (Table 4) and (2) the new CML
condition with the updated population distribution (Table 5). The new pictograms were
virtuallyidentical to those in Fig. 10. Only the shading pattern for "expected plume
area"for the on-site disposal alternative changed; it increased by one shading pattern in
both of the two new sets of pictograms. This is not a significant difference from the
FPEIS estimated risks. None of the other shading patterns changed for any of the other
alternatives.

It is concluded that the choice of meteorological conditions to compute risks at
PBA is inconsequential; it has no potential to change the FPEIS ranking of the
alternatives.

3.1.3 Identifying the Site.-Specific F.arvironmentallyPreferred Alternative

Figure 10b pre.u_.ntsthe revised, site-specific measures of risk from the
perspective of the population residing near PBA. The regional disposal alternative is
included as a surrogate for off-site transport from PBA. Cross-country transportation
risks for an off-site disposal alternative are not shown but are assumed to remain the
same as presented in the FPEIS for a regional or national disposal option. Results for
the five measures of risk are as follows.
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!I,

Measure of risk Result

Probability of one or more fatalities Ali alternatives indistinguishable.
Continued storage shows somewha_ higher
risks than the other alternatives but not at
a significant level

Maximum number of fatalities Ali alternatives indistinguishable. On-site .
, disposal appears tO be somewhat

preferable to the others, but not at a
significant leveL

Expected fatalities All alternatives indistinguishable.

Person-years at risk Ali alternatives indistinguishable.

_ted plume area Ali alternatives indistinguishable.

Based on an examination of Fig. 10b, the alternatives are indistinguishable (i.e.,
none of the alu:rnatives showed a difference of two levels of shading, or two orders of
magnitude, for any of the measures of risk). However, it should be noted that the risks
from the pro_ action (on-site dis_) are in ali cases equal to, or less than, the risks
ft'ore other alternatives.

The conclusion is that on-site disposal remains valid as the environmentally
preferred alternative for PBA. From the perspective of the population near PBA, the
risks from on-site disposal are in ali cases equal to, or less than, the risks from other
alternatives. If one adds the off-site transportation risks (not shown in Fig. 10 and beyond
the scope of this report), the on-site alternative is preferable given the opportunity for risk
reductions associated with emergency planning and preparedness activities that are under
way at PBA.

3.2 NEW INI_RMATION AFFEC"I_G IMPLEMENTATION OF ON-SITE
DISPOSAL AT PINE BLUFF ARSENAL

As discussed in Sect. 2, some of the resources and information, although
considered in the FPEIS, were not overriding factors in comparing programmatic
alternatives and in identifying the environmentally preferred alternative. These factors are
air quality; surface water and groundwater; land use; ecology; and social, economic, and
cultural resources. Some types of resource data (e.g., meteorology and aircraft activity)
are germane to both F_cts. 3.1 and 3.2 in that they were used to select the
environmentally preferred alternative and were also used to assess potential environmental
impacts not considered in the risk-basedselection method. Aspects of these data types
are disc_ in tb_ section to the extent that they pertain to potential
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impacts gromconstruction, to incident-free operation, and to accident scenarios. In this
Phase I review, these resources are again being examined to determine if significant
resources are present that could be affected by the proposed on-site disposal facilities.
Emergency response is also discussed to provide a status of planning and preparedness
activities at PBA.

3.2.1M xaok)/Air Ouaiity

i Since the completion of the FPEIS, on-site meteorological data, including wind
speed and direction, have been obtained for CY 1988 from two meteorological towers
(Towers 1 and 6) located within the PBA installation. Towers 1 and 6 are part of a
7-tower meteorological network at PBA (Fig. 11). Tower 5 is somewhat closer to the
proposed facility than Tower 6; however, Towers 1 and 6 are preferred _cause they
house instruments that monitor winds at 15, 30, and 60m above ground level (agl) while
instruments at the other towers monitor winds at 60 m agl only, above the general height
of interest for most applications in the site-specific EIS. The wind data from these
towers can be compared with data that were used in the FPEIS from Pine Bluff
Municipal Airport, located approximately 21 km (13 miles) southeast of the site for the
proposed disposal facility, to determine which are more representative of the wind at the
site of the proposed facility. Because the on-site towers are much nearer the facility,
they sho,.:ld be more representative unless the data are inadequate or inaccurate.
Although the available period of record is longer at Pine Bluff Airport, it is less recent
(January 1950 to December 1954). Winds were measured at approximately I_
11 m (37 ft) agl at Pine Bluff Airport.

The wind data from Towers 1 and 6 at 15 m (49 ft) agl, nearest the general
height of interest for most applications in the site-specific EIS, were used in the
comparison. Quality control procedures were performed and determined that the quality
of data appears reasonable. The wind data can be compared most easily in the form of
,_d roses that summarize the wind direction and speed at the sites. Figures 12a
and 12b present wind roses for PBA Towers 1 and 6, and Fig. 12c displays the wind rose
for Pine Bluff Municipal Airport that was used in the IVEIS. The wind roses depict the
annual joint frequency distribution of wind speed and wind direction. In these graphs,
winds blowing from each direction are plotted as individual bars that extend from the
center of the circular diagram. Wind speeds are denoted by bar widths; the frequency of
wind speed within each wind direction is depicted according to the length of the bar.
Note tha: the points on the wind roses represe_nt the directions from which the winds
come. The frequency is given as the percentage of the total number of measurements at
the location.

A comparison of the two wind roses for PBA reveals a similar pattern: prevailing
winds are generally from the south-southwest or north-northeast. This similar pattern
suggests that the quality of data appears reasonable. The terrain at PBA is quite flat,
and no dominant topographic feature broadly influences the wind direction. The small
differences among wind roses are probably due to extremely localized flows.
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The prevailing wind direction from the north-northeast exhibits a slightly different pattern,
and a somewhat larger frequency of high wind speeSs occurs at Tower 6.

In contrast, the wind rose for Pine Bluff Airport displays a different pattern from
the wind roses for PBA. The prevailing winds are not as dominating, but appear to be
generally from the south. The wind rose for Pine Bluff Airport displays a bias toward the
eight principal points of the compass because of the method in which the observers took
the readings. A comparison of the wind speeds indicates a similaritybetween Pine Bluff
Airport and Tower 6.

Data within the PBA installation are more representative of the wind at the site of
the proposed disposal facility. Stabilities derived from PBA data ruing methods based on
the standard deviation in horizontal wind direction (sigma theta method) appear
reasonable for Tower 6, but the distribution of stabilities for Tower 1 appeared biased in
the direction of being too unstable and was not used further (see Sect. 3.1.1.1). For the
PBA site-specific EIS, wind data from Tower 6 will be used in assessing impacts during
incident-free operations. Results will be compared with applicable ambient air quality
standards.

With regard to existing ambient air quality, the Pine Bluff area is currently
designated as an attainment area for ali criteria pollutants (S. Co_ldwell,Arkansas
Department of Pollution Control and Ecology, Little Rock, Arkansas, personal
communication with R. L. Miller, ORNL, Oak Ridge, Tenn., June 30, 1989). The nearest
Class I Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) area, designated to greatly restrict
the degradation of ambient air quality, is Caney Creek Wilderness Area, located 184 km

(115 ro'des) west of the proposed disposal facility. The potential effects of the proposed
facility on air quality at Caney Creek Wilderness Area will be considered in the
site-specific EIS.

At present, seven air permits covering approximately 20 discreet emission points
have been issued to the Pine Bluff Arsenal. Total air emissions of about 121 tons/year are
summafizexl in Table 10. Ali permitted sources are within allowable emission limitations
as established by the Arkansas Department of Pollutior. _ntrol and Ecology.

3.2.2 Water Resources

Water resources in the vicinity of PBA can be impacted by large accidental
releases of chemic.al agent through two environmental pathways: (1) surface water can be
directly impacted by atmospheric dispersion and subsequent deposition of agent and
(2) groundwater can be directly impacted by chemical agent spills. Bear.auseassessment of
impacts is beyond the scope of this Phase I report, the size of the accident has been used
to quantify the potential impact to water resources near PBA and to determine the
significance of water resource data.

The size of the largest hypothetical accident for each alternative at PBA is
representative of the size of the potential area for surface water impacts (i.e., for
atmospheric dispersion and deposition impacts). Regardless of the location of the surface
water resource, higher concentrations of chemical agent could potentially be deposited
onto surface water bodies during large accidents than for smaller accidents.
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Table 1{1 Pine Bluff Arsenal ¢:xistingair emitmiom summary

Pollutant Tons per year (CY 1988)

Acetone 51.6

Methylene chloride 2.69

Particulates 58.35

SO2 8.452

Hydrogen fluoride (HF)' 0.0004

Hydrogen chloride (HC1)' : 0.0004

Methylphosphonic difluoride (DF)' 0.0004

Xylene 0.39

Permit Number ,Pollutant

445-I Particulates O
(Pit incinerator)

505-A Acetone, particulates, SO2,
(5 boilers, 3 P20s scrubbers, methylene chloride
3 acetone scrubbers)

719-A Particulates, xylene, hydrogen
(Binary DF manufacture) fluoride (HF), hydrogen chloride

(HCI), methylphosphonic difluoride
(DF)

731-A Particulates, SO,
(BZ demilitarization)

748-A Particulates
(Open burning ground)

924-A Sulfuric acid mist (shown as SO2)
(FS transfer)

958-A Acetone
(M819 red phosphorus mix
facility)

'Emission totals based upon maximum allowable DF erosion rate (.001 lbs/hr)
Source: G. Thomasson, Pine Bluff Arsenal, Pine Bluff, Arkansas, personal

communication with M. Mitckes, Ebasco, Inc., Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 18, 1989.
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On-site disposal has a 50-krn (31-mile) accident as its worst ease; the other
alternatives--continued storage, regional disposal, and national disposal-.have larger
accidents that fall into the 100-km (62-mile) downwind accident category. Based on the
relative size of the worst ease accident for each alternative, there is a greater potential for
surface water impacts to oc_eurfor the continued storage, regional disposal, and national
disposal alternatives. The on-site disposal alternative presents the least potential for
surface water impact.

The potential for impact to groundwater resources can be represented by the
quantity of chemical agent spilled during a hypothetical accident. From the FPEIS
accident database, the WC spill quantities can be obtained for PBA. The maximum
credible spill for the continued storage alternative could occur as a result of a plane
crashing into the storage area, with no fire resulting. An estimated 154,051 kg
(339,625 Ib or 32,082 gal) of mustard agent could be spilled. For the regional and national
alternatives, the maximum credible spill involves 1311 kg (2890 lb or 273 gai) of mustard
agent spilled as a result of an aircraft crash into the transport containers in the holding
area. For on-site disposal, the spill involves 63 kg (139 lb or 15 gal) of agent GB. This
spill accident results from the detonation of M55 rockets resulting in the puncture of
adjacent rockets. Probabilities for ali these events are very low. However, based on the
relative size of the largest accidental spill for each alternative, it can be determined that
on-site disposal presents the least potential for groundwater impact.

A description of the site-specific surface water and groundwater regimes is
summarized in Appendix C. The FPEIS provides a similar description of the surface water
and groundwater regimes (U.S. Army 1988; Vol. 1, Section 3,2.5.4). Additional information
collected since publication of the FPEIS has revealed several difference_ that could not be
ascertained without a detailed inspection of site-specific data.

PBA is situated in the Caney Bayou-Arkansas River watershed. As discussed in
the FPEIS, the two bayous and six creeks that drain the arsenal ultimately flow into the
Arkansas River. The preferred disposal site, adjacent to the BZ site, is located on the
northern half of the arsenal. Runoff from this area can drain to the Arkansas River
through Phillips Creek. Runoff from the facility will be collected, controlled, and
monitored before being released into Phillips Creek.

The site adjacent to the BZ site is a particularly favorable location because these
runoff pathways are directly traceable, and they do not flow through the city of Pine Bluff.
Moreover, there are no public water supply intakes downstream of PBA that withdraw
surface water directly from the Arkansas River. The sustained flow of the Arkansas River
can dilute small instantaneous (as opposed to continuous) spills of chemical agent that
may enter it as runoff before they reach the Mississippi River which serves as a public
water supply.

Runoff from the southern half of PBA drains into Caney Bayou which passes
through the city of Pine Bluff before discharging into the Arkansas River. The disposal
facility should not be located on the southern half of the arsenal because accidental spills
of agent would follow this pathway that flows past residential areas. Furthermore, Caney
Bayou has a complicated, dendritic drainage system in which flow tracing of spills would be
difficult, if not impossible to carry out.
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The FPEIS did not discuss the Coekfield-Jackson Aquifer which resides between
the Quaternary Aquifer along the surf'ace and the deeper Sparta Sand Aquifer. Most wells
tapping the Coeld'ield-Jackson Aquifer are located in the western part of Jefferson County
upgradient from Pine Bluff and PBA. Total pumpage is approximately 1360 m3/d
(0.36 million gal/d), which is used primarily for domestic and small public water supplies.
The geological formations which define the Quaternary and Coekfield-Jackson aquifers
have outcrops on PBA. In the unlikely event of a large uncontrolled release of chemical
agent, agent could enter thee two aquifers by the route. The flow of groundwater in the
Quaternary Aquifer is coupled to Bayou Bartholomew and the Arkansas River. Inflows
and outflows to and from each of these three hydrologic units create a complex flow
regime.

The FPEIS stated that there was no hydraulic interconneetion between the Sparta
Sand Aquifer and the overlying water-bearing formations. Evaluation of this statement
should account for the presence of the large cone of depression centered at Pine Bluff
caused by pumpage from the Sparta Sand Aquifer. Vertical hydraulic gradients formed by
this cone of depression could induce water leakage downward through the aquitard
separating the Cockfield-Jackson Aquifer from the Sparta Sand Aquifer. Such leakage is
not likely to occur because the aquitard consists of relatively thick, silty to sandy clay. The
aquitard reduces the likelihood of contamination of the Sparta Sand Aquifer in the event
that an accident-related spill does occur.

A detailed discussion of the factors (i.e., water temperature and pH, agent
solubility, volatility, hydrolysis rate, and soil retention) affecting the potential for
contamination of surface water or groundwater following a spill of chemical agent is
presented in the FPEIS (U.S. Army 1988; Vol. 3, Appendix N). Spill containment
procedures and decontamination me_ures following such an accident would, however,
minimize the impacts of such a spill (U.S. Army 1988; Vol. 1, Sect. 4.5.2.1). A spill
prevention control and countermeasures plan has been implemented at PBA
(U.S. Army 1986; Appendix B).

The design of the facility at PBA, which has not been finalized, will include a
system of curbs, berms, and sumps to contain, control, and collect any spills of chemical
agent that might occur. Furthermore, the Army has made a firm commitment to a
program of rapid response so that impacts from a zpill would not occur or, in a worst case,
would be minimized. The final design of the disposal facility will be submitted to the state
of Arkansas for review and, if acceptable, will be incorporat,_Minto the state's hazardous
waste permit for PBA. The final design is also made available to the National Research
Council for review. However, the final responsibility for the facility design, including the
system of curbs, berms, and sumps, will remain with the Army.

Additional information on site-specific water resources collected since the FPEIS
was published does not invalidate the conclusions that were reached.

3.2.3 Land Use

Supplemental information for the PBA area indicates that there has been little
change in the data presented in the FPEIS. No unique land-use resources have been
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identified for the regionaround PBA that woulddelay or prevent implementation of
on-site disposal. Additional, detailed information about the site-specific land use is given
in Appendix D.

3.2.4 Ea31ogi_ Remun_

Ecological resources are of interest because they provide the backbone of support
for the human population, including employment (e.g., agriculture, lumber, industry, etc.)
and recreational opportunities (e.g., fishing, hunting, and outdoor sports). Threatened and
endangered species are of particularinterest because of their greater sensitivity to
extinction given their limited numbers. Protecting species from extinction is important
because of the need to maintain biodiversity which has direct bearing on the quality of the
human environment. Furthermore, the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (Pub. L. 93-205)
requires federal agencies to ensure that their actions do not jeopardize the continued
existence of endangered or threatened species, nor destroy or adversely modify designated _
criticalhabitat for such species. Resource areas of special ecological interest include
wilderness and wildlife areas, nature conservancy areas and national parks.

The distances for the no.effects and human no-deaths zones are based on the most
serious accident for each alternative under worst-case meteorological conditions
(see Appendix A). For releases of agents GB and VX, the no-effects zones usuallyreflect
distances that are about seven times greater than those used for the no-deaths zones
(U.S. Army 1988). For PBA, the no-deaths distance is 100 km (62 miles) for continued
storage, and 50 km (31 miles) for on-site disposaL The no-effects distances would thus
extend hundreds of kilometers from the site of the proposed disposal facility at PBA for
the alternatives of interest. Due to the uncertainties associated with dispersion modeling
at distances beyond 100 km (62 miles), ecological resources located beyond this distance
will not be considered. Within the human health no-effects zones, impacts to ecological
resources could result.

For releases of mustard, no-effects distances are not considered because the agent
is a carcinogen, and the human no-effects concentration is unknown (U.S. Army 1988).
Thus, the no-deaths zone for mustard agent [5 km (3.1 miles)] is used to identify potential
ecological resources for this type of agent.

Additional information on ecological resources obtained since the FPEIS is shown
in Tables 11 and 12. The locations of these resources are shown in Fig. 13. Information
on ecological resources included in the FPEIS was based on data from the
GEOECOLOGY data base at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). Use of a
standardizeddata base allowed the same level of coverage for ali sites and transportation
options and reduced potential bias in determination of the ecologically preferred
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Table 11. Number of protected ecok]gi_d remunaat within the no-e,ffec:t_
dittama_ for the nmat mrkM on-aite m:k_ta under wontt case

meieomlogkal mmiitiom at Pine Bluff Ataenal
ml I -- i l iii ii _ -. II l ii

Agent released
ii iiii i iii iii ii ii ii iiiii i _11

Resource H, HD, I-ITb GB and VX_

" "" ---- i __ ±__ j,, ,, _

National park units 0 1
Wilderness areas 0 ,' 0
Nationalforests 0 I
Threatenedandendangered

species d 5 8
Wild and scenic rivers 0 0
Designated natural areas" 2 15
National wildliferefuges 0 1
State parks 2 6
State wildlife management

areas 1 8
Fish hatcheries 1 1
m., ii iii i .... roll

'No-effects distancesare approximately7 times the no-deathsdistances.
bNo-effcctsdistancesfor mustardarc unknown;thus,analysisis basedon accidentswith

no-deathsdistancesof 5 km for the on.site disposalalternative.
°Analysisbasedon accidentswithno-deathsdistancesof 33 km for the on.site disposalalternative.

dDoesnot includecandidatespecies.
°ArkansasNaturalHeritageCommission.
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Table 12. Emlogilml remurc_ within the 100-km (62-nn'le) impact zone around
Pine Bluff Araenal (PBA) as identifu_ during the Phase i process

Public areas within 100 km of PBA site

Distance Area

Area __ County from site (aere..,;)ii ii

National Forests (NF)

Ouachita NF Saline 80 km NW 53,463
Perry 93,530

National Parks (NP)

Hot Springs NP Garland 90 km WNW 5,839.2

National Register Sites (NRS)

Arkansas Post NMem Arkansas 80 km ESE 389.2

National W'ddlife Refuges (NWR)

White R/ver NWR Desha 90 km ESE 112,348
Arkansas

Phillips
Monroe

State Fish Hatcheries

Hogan State FH Lonoke 50 km NNE 267

State Parks (SP)

DeGray SP Hot Spring 100 km W 939
Lake Catherine SP Hot Spring 80 km W 2,180
Pinnacle Mtn. SP Pulaski 65 km NW 1,801
Toltec Mounds SP Lonoke 30 km N 182
Jenkins Ferry Battle-

ground Hist. Mon. Grant 45 km WSW 40
Marks Mill Battleground

Hist. Mon. Cleveland 65 km S 6
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Table 12. (Continued)
" Distance ....... Area ......

Area County from site (acres)
Jm ii i i

State W'ddlife Management Areas (SWI_)

Bayou des Arc _ Prairie 90 km ENE 954
Bayou Mete State Game Arkansas 35 km E 33,901

Area Jefferson

Bell Slough WMA Faulkner 70 km NNW2,800
Camp Robinson WMA Faulkner 60 km NNVZ5,000
Dagmar WMA Monroe 90 km NE 8,062
Harris Brake WMA Perry 95 km NW 2,866
Trusten Holder WMA Arkansas 90 km ESE 5,206
Wattensaw WMA Prairie 70 km NE 17,461

Locks and Dams, Arkansas River

Lock & Dam 1 Arkansas 90 km ESE
Lock & Dam 2 Arkansas 85 km ESE
l.x_k & Dam 3 Jefferson 45 km ESE
Lock & Dam 4 Jefferson 25 km ESE
Lock & Dam 5 Jefferson 5 km N
Lock & Dam 6 Pulaski 35 km N
Lock & Dam 7 Pulaski 55 km NNW
Lock & Dam 8 Perry 90 km NNW

Sources: U.S. Forest Service, Land Areas of the National Forest System, as of
September 30, 1988, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1988. U.S. National
Park Service, National Park Service Statistical Abstract 1988, Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., 1989.
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A. OUACHITA NATIONAL FOREST K, DAGMAR WMA ORNL,DWG89,11"117
B, LAKE OUACHITASTATE PARK L, WATTENSHAWWMA
C. HOT SPRINGSNATIONAL PARK M, BAYOU DESARC WMA
D. LAKE CATHEHINESTATE PARK N, REX HANCOCKBLACK SWAMPWMAE, DE GRAY STATE PARK

O, HENRYGRAY HURRICANELAKE WMA
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O, BAYOU METO WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT Q, PINNACLEMOUNTAINSTATE PARK WMA
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Fig. 13. Location of important ecological resources within the 100-1ore (62-mile)zone around Pine Bluff Arsenal
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alternative. Information obtained during preparation of the Phase I report has veflfied
the geoe.c.z,logy data obtained for Arkansas during preparation of the FPEIS. Additional
information ha.,;been obtained on the numbers of national forests (one), state parks (six),
and state wildlife management areas (eight) (see Table 10 and Fig. 13). Comparison of
information about threatened and endangered species in the FPEIS and the Phase I
report show that the information obtained for the FPEIS is still valid. Two species--
Geocarpon minimum (no common name) and Arctic peregrine falcon-have been included
in the Region IV Threatened and Endangered Species Notebook since the endangered
spe.cim information was obtained in 1986 from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS).
Consultation has been initiated with the Jackson, Mississippi, Endangered Species Office
of FWS for the 100-km (62-mile) zone around PBA, and resulting information will be
included in the Phase II site.specific EIS.

The bald eagle, Arctic peregrine falcon, least tern, and piping plover migrate
through and could feed in the area, but are not residents. The red-cockaded woodpecker
and Geocarpon minimum occvr in the southern portion and the pink mucket pearly
mussel in the western portion of the 100-km (62-mile) zone. The Floflda panther is
known historically from Arkansas, including the 100-km (62-mile) zone; and the American
alligator nests within the 100-km (62-mile) zone. The potential impacts to these species
that could result from a release of chemical agent will be addressed in the site-specific
EIS.

Data collection during preparation of the Phase I report does not alter the
conclusions of the ecological resources section of the FPEIS that in the event of an
accidental release of chemical agent impacts to ecological resources will occur. The
addition of state parks,wildlife management areas, and important natural areas to the list
of resources within the 100-km (62 miles) zone does not alter the conclusions of the
FPEIS. These resources are distributed throughout the impact zone and are not
concentrated in the general downwind direction from the site. This additional information
will help to better estimate the extent of effects to important ecological resources.

3.2.5Social,EconomicandCulturalResources

Since the completion of the FPEIS, updated and additional data on community
resources surrounding PBA have been collected. Data on community resources are
relevant for two purposes: (1) to identify concentrations of population and other resources

. that may be affected by a release of chemical agent and (2) to estimate the potential
socioeconomic impacts from population growth and other activities associated with the
constrtlction and incident-free operation of the disposal facility. The zone of impact
relevant for socioex.onomic data collection during the Phase I process varies according to
whether the resource potentially could be affected by an accident or by project-induced
growth.

Site-specific populations that have been characterized since the FPEIS include
worker and resident populations located both on-post at PBA and off-post; potentially
sensitive populations (i.e., children and the elderly) by county of residence; transient
populations, defined as concentrations of people visiting or gathering in the vicinity on
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an intermittent or irregular basis (e.g. recreational events); and special populations, which
include day-to-dayconcentrations of people with special nee_ who are dependent on
others for protection and require special attention in an emergency. There are no
federally recognized Indian settlements within 100 km (62 miles) of PBA (EPA 1989).

The FPEIS considered residential population to 100 km (62 miles) to estimate
human fatalities. It did not consider daytime popuiation, nonresidential data, or on-post
population on a site-specific basis. Data on daytime (i.e., place-of-work) population for
the area surrounding PBA will be collected and analyzed for inclusion in the site-specific
EIS. In lieu of more detailed place-of-work data, nearby industries with 100 or more
employees and other large employers in Pine Bluff are identified in Appendix B.

Normal working hours for PBA employees are from 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Shift
work between the hours of 4:00 p.m. and 7".30a.m. varies depending upon the work load.
Employment on the installation during the evening and night shifts is estimated at
75 workers inBuildings 31-000 through 34-(}(}0,45 security officers located throughout the
arsenal, and 10 fire department workers in Building 104}50. Shift workers at NCTR are
estimated at 20.

An estimated one-third of PBA's 1400 dayshift employees work in the vicinities of
buildings numbered in the 10-000s, 57-000s, and 634}00s. There are approximately
2230 contractors permanently badged at PBA. Of these, 1900 are badged to work on
PBA on a daily basis, and 325 are badged to visit PBA as necessary. Of the latter,
40 enter on a daily basis. Approximately 50 contractors and vendors and 40 commercial
carriers without permanent access badges enter PBA on a daily basis. Approximately
175 '__.th"rvisitors enter PBA each day. In addition to PBA employees, contractors, and
visitors, day-shift employment at NCTR totals approximately 600.

The on-post resident population consists of occupants in barracks and family
housing. There are also 21 guest units on-post. The on-post resident population is shown
in Table 13.

Because data in Sect. 3.1 and in the FPEIS consider human fatalities in the

resident population to 100 km (62 miles), the Phase I process has collected data for
off-post human resources for the region within a 100-km (62-mile) zone. Because the
Protective Action Zone (PAZ) (the second of two emergency response zones) roughly
approximates a 50-km (31-mile) zone for PBA, data are shown separately for the 50-km
and 100-km zones. In some cases, detailed data are delineated only for Jefferson and
Grant counties, which include the Immediate Response Zone (IRZ) (Jefferson County
Office of Emergency Services 1989).

Figure 14 shows the portions of 11 counties that lie within a 50-km (31-mile) zone
of PBA. The incorporated places and their populatio_ that make up the 50-km (31-mile)
zone are shown in Table 14. Data on off-post resident population trends and potentially
sensitive age groups in the resident population arc presented in Appendix B. Transient
and special population data within the 100-km and 50-km zones are also presented in
Appendix B.

Land use, although considered in Sect. 3.2.3, has been characterized here with a
focus on economic value that might be affected as a result of contamination of land or
property. Because land use could be affected by an accidental release of chemical agent
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Table13. On-poU capatyandoccupancy

Housing Capacity Average occupancy :,

Number of

Rate (%) persons

Family housing 44 units 100 - 150a

Guest house 21 units 90b 19

Barracks 43 units 80 35

'As of April 1989,militarypersonnellivingin familyhousing had, on average,
2.58dependents.

is the rate for MondaythroughFriday. Occupancyduring weekendsis lower.

during a worst case storagc accident, data are presented for a 100-km (62-mile) zone.
These data are presented in Appendix B.

The FPEIS did not evaluate in detail archaeological and historic sites and
structures beyond the boundary of PBA. Appendix B enumerates the sites that are in
counties located wholly or partiallywithin the 50-km (31-mile) and 100-km (62-mile)
zones.

Additional data on socioeconomic resources are important for assessing impacts
during construction and incident-free operations. Project-induced population growth
during the construction and operations phases of the project could affect employment,
infrastructure, and the provision of public services in the immediate vicinity of PBA.
Based on the current locations of the residences of civilian employees at PBA, the
following approximate distribution of inmigrating population associated with the proposed
disposal facility could be expected.

Pine Bluff (Jefferson Co.) 60.1%
White Hall (Jefferson Co.) 16.5
Little Rock (Pulaski Co.) 3.3
Sheridan (Grant Co.) 5.6
Other 14.___.55

Total 100.0%
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Table 14. Population of incorporated areas within the
50-km (31-mile) zone for Pine Bluff Arsenal

Estimated

County Incorporated areas population'

Jefferson Fine Bluff 63,232
Altheimer 1,120
Sherrill 160
Redfield 1,020
White Hall 4,095
Humphrey 1,570b
Wabbeseka 360

Grant Leola 420
Poyen 290
Prattsville 350
Sheridan 3,050
Tull 290

Lonoke Allport 300

Coy 170 O
England 3,290
Humnoke 450
Keo 280
Lonoke 4,090

Pulaski Alexander 280
Little Rock 181,030
Wrightsville 1,510

Saline Bauxite 480
Benton 18,220
Bryant 4,490
Haskell 1,280
Shannon Hills 1,910
Traskwood 430

Dallas Carthage 580

Cleveland Rison 1,280

Lincoln Star City 2,030
Grady 550

Arkansas Stuttgart 10,470

IAll estimates are for 1986, except those for White Hall and Pine Bluff, which are 1988 estimates,
received from SE Arkansas Regional Planning Office.

_I'he town of Humphrey is inctuded in both Arkansas and Jefferson County. The Jefferson County Oportion of Humphrey has a population of 1,120; and the Arkansas County portion has 450.
Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, South.1986 Populan'on and 1985 per

(?.,qr_./l ]nt*,,'In_ b".tt_el_ttlttp.¢ frw /'¢al_l'I_p_ i_nl/ l_rnrv'w_,TtDrl Plat,_,cp, _ri_ D_")_ Mr_ l_ _ .gr" T I C t'Lr,. ...... ,.................. ,s ................. ,it-........ , ,i _-'.',..J. "-.'_._v_,tJJta_-J4_

Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1988. A. Skinner, Southeast Arkansas Economic Development District,
lhc., Pine Bluff, ArL, personal communication with J. Morrissey, SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn., Jan. 31, 1990.
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The "Other"categoryincludesanumberofsmalltownsintheareawithinabout50km
(31miles)ofPBA. Socioeconomicdatacollectionrelevanttoproject-inducedgrowth
duriugthePhaseIprocesshasfocusedprimarilyonJeffersonCountyandtheSheridan
communityinGrantCounty,althoughdataforothercountiesto50km (31miles)have _,
beenincludedwhereavailable.Dataon LittleRock (pop.181,000)werenotincluded

becausethesmallmagnitudeofgrowthexpectedinLittleRockwouldrepresenta
negligiblepopulationincreaseinthatcity.Some datarelevanttoproject-inducedgrowth,
suchaspopulation,schools,andlanduse,havebeenpresentedelsewhereinthissection.
Supplementaldataon employment,income,housing,facilitiesandservices,and
transportationarepresentedinAppendixB.

3.2.6Ain:raftActivity

InformationaboutaircraftactivityintheFPEISwas takenfromriskanalysesby
GA Technologies,Inc.,judgedagainstcriteriasetupbytheNuclearRegulatory
Conun/ssion(NRC) forriskstothenuclearindustryfromaircraftcrashes.The NRC
criteriaforlowprobabilityofaircraftaccidentsatasitearemetwhen:

, thesite-to-airportdistanceisbetween8 and 16km (5and10miles)andtheannual
number of air operations is less than 500 times this distance squared, or the
site-to-airport distance is greater than 16 km (10 miles) and the projected annual
number of operations is less than 1000 times this distance squared;

s the site is at least 8 km (5 miles) from the edge of military trainingroutes;

• the site is at least 3.2 km (2 mile_) from the nearest edge of a federal airway, holding
pattern,orapproachpattern.

A surveyofthemostrecentFrightInformationPublicationfortheareaaround

PBA stillindicatestheexistenceofthreeprivateairfields16to22km (10to14miles)
distantfromtheproposedsite.GriderFieldatPineBluffisabout26km (16miles)
southeastoftheproposedsite;in1987,GriderFieldhada totalof483instrument

approaches,composedof452generalaviation,13airtaxis,and 18militaryaircraft
(FAA 1988).A helipadison-siteabout3 km (2miles)fromthechemicalmunitions
storageareaboundary.The flightfrequencyisestimatedtobe30orfewerflightsper
month.

Thereareno militarytrainingroutes,militaryoperationsareas,orrestrictedareas
inthevicinity.Low altitudefederalairwaysV74,V305,andV16 passatdistancesof10,
17,and18km (6,10,and11miles),respectively.HighaltitudejetrouteJ42passesover
theproposedsite.

The NRC criteriaaremet forlowprobabilityofaircraftaccidentsattheproposed
site.
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327 Ptanningand

Emergency planning and preparedness played a key role in identifying the
programmaticenvironmentallypreferred alternative. The difficultyof planning emergency
response activities for an accident along any off-si:_etransportation route was an important
consideration in rejecting those alternat_,._:_req_iring 0ff-site transport. The Army has
begun enhancement of emergency plannii_i__m_i'/prcparednessat each installation
regardless of the proposed action; thus, e_er_pn_ _ilanningwill benefit equally each of
the alternatives under consideration in this report (continued storage, on-site disposal, and
on-site activities associated with off-site disposal) and was not a key factor in reexamining
the environmentally preferred alternative in Sect. 3.1. Consequently, emergency planning
and preparedness are discussed in the context of new information affecting on-site disposal
that will be addressed in the site-specific EIS. The following is a brief discussion of
emergency planning activities in the PBA vicinity.

The Army has begun enhancement of emergency response capabilities by
requesting funds from Congress to implement the Emergency Response Concept Plan
(ERCP) (Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc., and Schneider EC Planning and Management
Services 1987) at all eight storage sites, including PBA. The Army also has funded
planners to work with local governments to upgrade exiting plans. In addition, the Army
is committed to provide technical assistance and coordinate local planning efforts.
Furthermore, the Army intends to request funds to improve emergency response
capabilities through capital improvements in fiscal years 1990 and 1991. Combined, these
enhancements are aimed at upgrading the emergency response capabilities commensurate
with ERCP and should greatly improve emergency response capabilities in the PBA
vicinity.

_ Response to a chemical release at PBA is the cooperative responsibility of PBA,
Jefferson County Office of Emergency Services, and the state of Arkansas. PBA's
emergency plan is provided in the Chemical Accident Incident Response and Assistance
(CAIRA) Plan dated May 1, 1985. In the event of an incident involving the release of
chemical agent, whether or not it is expected to result in off-post consequences, PBA is
responsible for prompt notification to thc official off-post contact, the Jefferson County
Sheriff's Department. Initial response actions would be based on an emergency
classification system developed by PBA and protective actions recommended by PBA
officials.

The emergency classification system contains six levels of emergency response,
which var3,with the severity of the release and atmospheric conditions. The Emergency
Respork_ I_vel would be declared by PBA officials. Jefferson County officials have the
lead responsibility to coordinate ali off-post emergency response activities. The Jeffe_-son
County Emergency Response Plan details the actions to be taken by the different
government, private, and volunteer organizations within the county according to each
Emergency Response Level.

The main concentration of resources to be drawn upon in an emergency situation
would be in the IRZ, which defines the jurisdictions within an approximate 15-km
(9.3-mile) radial distance from PBA. The Jefferson County Office of Emergency
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Services assists the activities of the Grant County Office of Emergency Services. Jefferson
County would be automatically notified of a release (J. Palmateer, Jefferson County
Emergency Services Coordinator, personal communication with D. Feldman, ORNL
Oak Ridge, Tenn., Aug. 28, 1989). The Arkansas State Office of Emergency Services in
Conway would be contacted next and would provide additional support ff the off-post
consequences of an accident exceeded the capabilities and resources of Jefferson and
Grant counties (Jacobs Engineering Group 1989a).

Jefferson County officials would next alert adjacent counties. Counties located
outside the Immediate Response Zone (IRZ) but within the PAZ are not currently
included in the coordinated emergency planning efforts among PBA, Jefferson County,
and Grant County, although officials are hopeful that funding in FY 1990 will allow for
the extension of' coordinated planning to communities in the PAZ (J. Palmateer, Jefferson
County Emergency Services Coordinator, personal communication with 3. Morrissey,
SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn. July 18, 1989).

The Jefferson County Office of Emergency Services has an annual operating
budget of $59,000. Every participating agency and jur_iiction has its own budget. Three
cities within Jefferson County--Redfield, Altheimer, and White Hall--have their own
Emergency Response Plans, which are coordinated with the Jefferson County Emergency
Services Coordinator. The Jefferson County Emergency Response Plan serves as the plan
for the city of Pine Bluff, which accounts for about two-thirds of the Jefferson County
population.

During the week of April 12, 1989, a major full-field exercise was conducted at

O PBA, involving ali public safety agencies and organizations within the IRZ. About350 personnel from Jefferson, Grant, and Cleveland counties participated in the exercise.
Government agencies and community facilities that participated included the State Health
Department, Arkansas Department of Pollution Control and Ecology, Office of
Emergency Services, State Police, Little Rock AFB, Camp Robinson, Universi_ of
Arkansas Medical Center, Baptist Medical Center, Jefferson Regional Medica_Center,
Watson Chapel, and White Hall Schools (Lt. C. Sachs, PBA, Ark., personal
communication with J. Morrissey, SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 3, 1989). The Jefferson
County Office of Emergency Services and the Grant County Civil Defense Division
currently are in the process of incorporating what was learned from the exercise into
existing emergency response plans. Communications between on-post and off-post
officials was the area deemed most in ne_ of improvement (J. Palmateer, Jefferson
County Emergency Se_ces Coordinator, Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication with
J. Morrissey, SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 10, 1989; J. Wynne, Grant County Civil
Defense Coordinator, Sheridan, Ark., personal communication with J. Morfissey, SAIC,
Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 18, 1989). A particularly important weakness that surfaced during
the exercise was a problem with information flow among agencies, i.e., participating
agencies understood their own responsibilities but were unsure of the responsibilities of
other agencies (J. Palmateer, Jefferson County Emergency Services Coordinator,
Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication with D. Feldman, ORNL Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
Aug. 28, 1989). As a result of the exercise, stepped-up training is being undertaken to
ensure interagency coordination. Jefferson County officials have suggested that county,

i
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state,federal,andPBA officialsmay requirea memorandum ofunderstandingtodevelop
anefficientmessageflowbetweenon-postandoff-postofficials(G.Jones,Federal
EmergencyManagementAgency,Region6,I_nton,Tex.,personalcommunicationto
D.Feldman,Oak RidgeNationalLaboratory,Oak Ridge,Tenn.,June19,1989).

An UpdatedSiteAssessmentforPineBluffArsenalandAdjacentJurisdictions
(JacobsEngineeringGroupInc.1989a)concludedthatwrittenplanslacka coordinated,
well-defined system to guide the efforts of participants. While the PBA CAIRA Plan is
highly detailed with respect to roles, respomibilities, and procedures for on-post
emergency response activities, it does not detail the decision-making process that must
precede off-post actions. PBA officials are aware of the need to improve in this area.

Jefferson County's most recent disaster was a 1985 train derailment involving a
major commercial chemical spill. The disaster involved the evacuation of approximately
3000 people within a mile of the spill for a period of 6 days. County officials implemented
the evacuation successfully and without injuries. The American Red Cross and Salvation
Army effectively activated and supported mass care centers during the evacuation
(J. Palmateer, Jefferson County Emergency Services Coordinator, Pine Bluff, Ark.,
personal communication with J. Morri_sey, SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 10, 1989). As a
result of emergency response to the chemical spill, Jefferson County emergency officials
adopted the practice of relying,whenever possible, upon the organization responsible for
the accident (i.e., the railroad in this case) for information, recommendations, and
guidance. Likewise, local officials would rely upon the arsenal for such guidance in the
event of a chemical agent release. Also as a result of the train derailment, a system of

obtaining input and developing consensus among participants was established O(J. Paimateer, Jefferson County Emergency Services Coordinator, personal communication
with D. Feldman, ORNL, Oak Ridge, Tenn., Aug. 28, 1989).

The primary goal of the Jefferson County Office of Emergency Services is to
prevent loss of life through immediate action following an accident. Therefore, adequate
resources must be locally available. However, the lack of sufficient funds to obtain the
necessary equipment, sheltering, and medical capabilities is an ever-present problem
(J. Palmateer, Jefferson County Emergency Services Coordinator, Pine Bluff, Ark.,
personal communication with J. Morrissey, SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 10, 1989).
Concern also has been expressed by county and state officials that guidelines for the use
of federal funds lack adequate flexibility for local communities to follow in upgrading
emergency systems (Judge Jack Jones, Jefferson County, Pine Bluff, Ark., comments made
at National Intergovernmental Consultation Coordination Board Meeting, Denver, Colo.,
June 27, 1989).

The Jefferson County emergency operations center (EOC) is located in the
basement of the Pine Bluff Civic Center, although emergency services officials actually rely
on command post operations near PBA, including a mobile EOC unit. The EOC's
location, layout, space, parking facilities, and equipment have been identified as areas in
need of improvement in the Updated Site Assessment for Pine Bluff Arsenal and
Adjacent Jurisdictions. The assessment recommended that Jefferson County should have
a fixed EOC from which to direct emergency response operations and that the EOC
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should be located far enough away from the arsenal that it would not be at risk from an
accident at PBA. Plans are being discussed to build a new EOC, although the location is
still undetermined (Jacobs Engineering Group Inc. 1989a).

3.3 TECHNOLOGY STATUS AND MATURITY

This section provides a status report on the developments in the proposed disposal
technology since the FPEIS, with an emphasis on the continuing operational experience
being gained during this time. Technology status and maturityrefers to the continuing
refinement of designs and procedures from the conceptual design stage to the operation
of the initial disposal facility, through the time the chemical stockpile is destroyed. The
design and procedures are further refined through state and U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) regulatory reviews. Regulatory approvals of the design are
required from the state of Arkansas prior to the start of construction and operation of the
PBA facility. This section focuses on technology developments that have occurred since
the FPEIS.

As the implementation of the CSDP progresses, an increasing amount of the
stockpile would be destroyed. Facilities built and operated in the latter stages of the
program would benefit from the lessons learned in the design and operation of earlier
facilities. Table 15 presents the projected cumulative stockpile destruction in future years
as the site-specific facilities are built and operated. A revised schedule was presented to

Congress in April 1990. The Army has o/ticially requested an extension from 1997, asapproved in P.L. 100-456, to 1998 as a completion date. By March 1996, when the PBA
facility is projected to begin disposal operation, about 26% of the total U.S. stockpile is
projected to have been destroyed.

Chemical demilitarization operations have been conducted in demilitarization
facilities in former production facilities at Rocky Mountain Arsenal (RMA), located in
Denver, and at the Chemical Agent Munitions Disposal System (CAMDS), located at
TEAl), Utah. Through calendar year 1989, about 6.7 million kg (14.8 million lh) of agent
had been destroyed at RMA and at CAMDS. Table 16 summarizes the U.S. Army's
experience in industrial scale disposal of lethal chemical agents and munitions.

New experience since the FPEIS is compared in this section with estimated
emissions and projected plant operating conditions in the FPEIS to determine if recent
technological experience continues to support the selection of on-site disposal. Because
no accident conditions during chemical agent disposal operations have occurred since the
FPEIS, experience can only be compared with conditions which were expected during
normal operations. Normal operations are defined as operations which occur without a
release of chemical agent which exceeds regulatory limits into the environment.

No significant human health impacts were expected in the FPEIS during normal
plant disposal operations. This is supported by operational experience and equipment
advancements since the FPEIS. During recent VX testing at CAMDS, no agent emissions
exc.e_ed the regulated limits as presented in Table 4.1.2 of the FPEIS. In fact, agent was
not detected in the stack gas at any time during these tests. To further safeguard the
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Table 15. Projected chemical agent stockpile
desmm'tion schedule

Sites starting Sites ending Chemical inventory
Year operations operations remaining at year end (%)

1990 JACADS -- 99.6
1991 .... 98.2
1992 .... 96.5
1993 TEAD -- 93.1
1994 -- JACADS (36)' 88.6
1995 ANAD -. 75.5
1996 UMDA, PBA, -- 64.0

APG, NAAP

1997 LBAD, PUDA APG (13), NAAP (11) 40.0
1998 -- TEAl) (63), ANAl) (36), 0.0 (Dec. 1998)

UMDA (32), PBA (33),
_ _ LBAD (16),PUDA (21)

'Monthsofincineratoroperations.
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public and the work force, agent monitoring technology has improved since the FPEIS
resulting in shorter agent detection response times (see Sect, 3.3.8). At the time the
FPEIS was published, initial PCB incineration tests at CAMDS had been conducted.
Based on these tests, it was concluded PCB incineration would result in no significant
human health effects. This conclusion is reinforced by recent TSCA R&D burns
conducted at JACADS in which emissions were substantiallylower than commercial PCB
permitted units within the continental Un:ted States.

Air quality impacts from emissions during normal operation of the proposed
disposal facilities were evaluated in the FPEIS. In acco_,dancewith FPEIS assumptions,
HCf, NO= particulate, and SO2 emissions were monitored and found to be within EPA
regulatory limits during the recent VX incineration tests at CAMDS. The FPEIS further
indicated studies were incomplete of products of incomplete combustion (PIC) that would
result from emissions during normal operation of the proposed disposal facilities, but to
date had found PIC amounts to be negligible. Recent VX testing at CAMDS support this
claim. Those PICs detected during this testing were below the emission standard by a
factor of 106.

3.3.1 BZ Demilitarization _tiom

Since issuance of the FPEIS, the Army initiated the operation of a demilitarization
facility at PBA for the destruction of the nonlethal but incapacitating agent BZ. The
facility was constructed to dispose of 1500 BZ munitions,
approximately2000 drums of contaminated residue, and more than 200 drums of neat BZ
that were stockpiled at PBA. Operations began on May 9, 1988. Ali neat BZ was
destroyed by September 1988. Ali BZ munitions had been destroyed by September 1989,
and ali of the BZ-contaminated inventory had been destroyed by January 1990.
Approximately 42,600 kg (94,000 lh) of agent BZ were destroyed by incineration. During
these demilitarization operations, no facility endssions were detected that ex_ed
regulatory limits.

Two Chemical Occurrences were reported during toxic operations at the BZ
Demilitarization Facility. The first Chemical Occurrence, in November 1988, involved an
operations worker who demonstrated partial symptoms of BZ agent exposure. A technical
investigation of the first Chemical Occurrence revealed inconclusive evidence of worker
exposure to BZ agent: yet enhancements were made to existing personnel entry and
egress procedures for access to contaminated plant areas during demilitarization
operations. The second Chemical Occurrence, in April 1989, involved a maintenance
worker who demonstrated merc pronounced symptoms of BZ agent exlx_ure. A technical
investigation of the second Chemical Occurrence could not determine the mechanism for
BZ agent exposure:;nevertheless, further enhancements were made to personnel entry and
egress procedures, quality control, and medical monitoring procedures. Both workers
returned to duty after conclusion of each technical investigation.

The BZ disposal process was developed based on knowledge gained from disposal
operations at CAMDS and RMA. Selected BZ equipment, including the deactivation
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furnace system and heated discharge conveyor, was purchased based on equipment
technical data packages from CAMDS. Because the disposal procedures for BZ and the
lethal unitary agents and munitions are based on a common technology, much of what was
learned from disposal of the BZ has been applicable to the CSDP. In addition, although
BZ is a nonlethal agent, the BZ disposal plant was operated in terms of safety, surety
inspections, and guidelines as if it were disposing of lethal agents. The BZ facility and the
CSDP facilities have been designed for maximumagent containment and destruction as
well as maximumprotection of both workers and the public from agent exposure. Specific
contributions from the BZ disposal operations are as follows.

• The BZ training program included extensive hands-on trainingwhich, because of its
success, will be implemented at Johnston Atoll Chemical Agent Disposal System
(JACADS) (Sect. 3.3.2) and the Chemical Demilitarization Training Facility (CDTF)
to support the CSDP.

• At the end of systemization and before startup of the BZ disposal operations, a
preoperational survey was conducted by a team of experts (U.S. Army and DHHS) to
ensure that the BZ disposal system conformed to ali applicable safety, environmental,
quality assurance, security and safetystandards and that an acceptable level of
performance could be maintained during the BZ disposal operations. Ali findings
essential to the safe and/or efficient operation of the BZ facility required correction
prior to start of operations. Many of the problems identified during the BZ
preoperational survey could have been resolved much earlier in the systemizat!on
period. For this reason, Operational and Readiness Evaluations are being conuucted
at JACADS and CONUS CSDP facilities before the formal preoperational survey.
These evaluations will be conducted periodically during the plant systemization periods
to inspect designated systems and subsystems for compliance with regulatory
requirements; to assess the progress of the facility toward achieving an operational
status in accordance with the schedule; and, to the maximumextent possible, to
identify and resolve problems before the formal preoperational survey, thereby
minimizing schedule impacts.

• The BZ disposal facility is the first government owned, contractor operated facility
managed by the Program Manager for Chemical Demilitarization (PMCD).
Experience has been gained regarding schedule durations and potential problems
associated with hiring contractor personnel under the Chemical Personnel Reliability
Program. This program ensures personnel assigned to positions involving a_ to
chemical surety material are emotionally stable, loyal to the United States, trustworthy,
and physically fit to perform assigned duties. This program will also be instituted at
the JACADS and CSDP facilities.

In January 1990, cleanup and closure operations of the BZ facility was initiated in
accordance with ali state, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA) and
Army regulations. As of March 20, 1990, ali of the majorprocess equipment, except
furnaces, had been removed from the facility. It is estimated that closure procedures will
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be completed by June 1990.At that time the plant will be configured for incorporation
into the CSDP.

q

3.3.2 Johnston Atoll

Johnston Atoll is a coral atoll located in the central Pacific Ocean about 700 miles

southwest of Honolulu, Hawaii. Johnston Island, the largest island of the atoll, is a
storage site for three types of chemical agents and munitions:GB, VX, and mustard
(H and HD). These agents are present in rockets, mines, projectiles, bombs, and ton
containers.

JACADS is also located on Johnston Island. This facility, which is scheduled to
become operational in May 1990, will be the first full-scale plant capable of destroying ali
types of munitions and agent. The JACADS process utilizes the reverse assembly
incineration pr_ endorsed by the National Research Council as the best available
method of disposal for meeting the environmental and safety requirements. The JACADS
munition disassemblyequipment and incinerators were developed as a result of experience
gained during disposal of the stockpile at Rocky Mountain Arsenal and more recently at
the CAMDS, the Army's development center in Tooele, Utah. The JACADS technology
is also planned to be used at the CONUS facilities.

JACADS Operational Veffr.ation Testing

In September 1988, Confess, in Pub. L. 100-456, required the Army to
successfully complete operational verification of the JACADS technology at Johnston
Atoll before proceeding with destruction of the CONUS stockpile of munitions and agent.
To meet this requirement, the Army plans to conduct Operational Verification Testing
(OV_ at JACADS to demonstrate that chemical munitions and agent can be destroyed
safely and efficiently in an environmentally _und manner. The JACADS Test and
Evaluation Master Plan (Duff et al. 1989) for the OVT program has been reviewed by
DHHS and the National Research Council.

JACADS OVT is to be conducted during the first 16 months of JACADS
operations. During this period, the overall JACADS process, and in particular the

- performance of the incinerator systems, will be evaluated with ali three chemical agents
(mustard, GB, and VX) in conjunction with the processing of rockets, projectiles, and ton
containers. The general objective of the OVT is to demonstrate the operability of the
entire plant, including personnel and ali support systems, under toxic operating conditions.
The overall JACADS system will be evaluated for environmental compliance, industrial
and chemical agent safety, and system reliability.

Four tests are planned during OVT, each lasting from 2 to 4 months. A sufficient
number of munitions will be destroyed during each test to allow confidence to be
developed in the ability of the process to function under normal operating conditions.
Representative items in the chemical stockpile and ali three agent types will be destroyed.
The tests, in order of their planned oceurrence, are as follows.
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• M55 rockets containing nerve agent GB. Total attainment of design goals, depending
uponthelevelofsuccessachieved,willresultinthedestructionofbetween12,000and
16,500 rockets during OVT.

• M55 rockets containing nerve agent VX. It is intended that approximately 13,889
rockets will be destroyed duringOVT, based on achieving full production rates.

• One-ton containers containing blister agent HD. Each container holds about 1700 lb
of agent. Approximately 67 will be destroyed during OVT, based on achieving full
production rate.

• 155-mm projectiles containing HD. Approximately5670 will be destroyed during
OVT, based on achieving full production rates.

Each test will start out at low production rates, with a carefully orchestrated rate
increase to complete the test at full production rates. During periods of full production
rates, trial burns will be conducted in ali four incinerators as required by the permit issued
under RCRA. Ali environmental requirements of the RCRA permit must be met during
OVT in order for full operation of JACADS to be allowed following OVT completion.

Test data from JACADS OVT will be evaluated for implementation into all CONUS
facilities except the TEAD facility prior to comtruction. Test data will be evaluated and
incorporated into the TEAD facility as necessary, prior to the start of operations. The
Army has selected MITRE Corporation to be the JACADS OVT evaluation contractor.
MITRE is a not-for-profit, federally funded research and development (R&D) center with
experience in the evaluation of both incineration technologies and chemical munitions
demilitarization procemm, in addition, the National Research Council is responsible for
oversight of the CSDP and of the JACADS facility. Participation by this body could
include on-site impectiom, review of data, and input to the final OVT reports.

Findings from the OVT will be incorporated into the PBA design and equ_?ment
specificatiom prior to comtruction. A 4-month design and procurement verification
period following OVT has been incorporated into the PBA schedule. This verification
period will be used for corrections dictated from OVT and from the experience gained
trom the program. In addition, the OVT findings will be evaluated after each phase of
OVT and will be implemented immediately into the PBA design as necessary.

Statm of the JACAI_ f_'ty

id January 1986, the U.S. Army began construction of JACADS. JACADS equipment
procurement was initiated in October 1985 and completed in November 1988. Equipment
imUdlation and feid testing of the equipment required for disposal of M55 rockets was
completed in August 1988. As of April 1990, systemization of rocket systems at JACADS
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has been completed, and the operations and maintenance contractor (OMC),
Steams-Roger Division, United Engineers and Contractors, is in the f'malstages of
personnel training and documen_tion review.

Since the fall of 1988, a significanteffort has been expended at the JACADS facility
to perform precision and accuracytests on the agent monitoring systems. These tests
consist of challenging the systems with varying con_ntrations of the three chemical agents
to ensure that the systems are operating properly and to certify the operators. To date,
approximately 28,000 man hours have been expended to collect, enter, and analyze data
from this testing. This extensive effort emures that the monitors achieve the required
precision and accuracy at the low agent concentration detection limit.

In addition, extensive efforts have been conducted in personnel training. As of April
1990, operations and maintenance personnel collectively attended over 100,000 hours of
training. This program consists of approximately 60% classroom instruction and 40% field
trainingand practical exercises. Members of the OMC work force are being cross trained
to serve in several functions. This is essential for the JACADS project due to the remote
location and the difficulty of employee replacement. The OMC is attempting to conduct
the majorityof the work force trainingprior to toxic operations. This will allow
unrestricted access to the plant for training pu_. Upon completion of the classroom
training, ali personnel must take an exam for the course. Each person must achieve a
score of 80% or better on the exam to become qualified and be able to proce_ to the
field training part. As of 23 March 1990, 88% of ali classroom training for operations and
mainte_aancepersonnel had been completed. Approximately 50% of the classroom ,aL
instruction for contingency training has been completed.

The field portion of the trainingprogram consists of providing instruction to the work
force on the Standing Operating Procedures (SOPs). After this period of instruction is
complete, each member of the work force must perform the procedures in the SOPs
which govern operations in his or her area of responsibility. This performance will be
monitored by a Certifying Official who will attest that the person is proficient or certified
in his or her job. As of 23 March 1990, 54% of ali certification of operations and
maintenance personnel had been completed. Approximately 30% of the field training for
Contingency Procedures have been completed.

Representatives from DHHS, NRC, and EPA have provided oversight for the
JACADS startup. In late February 1990, a site visit was conducted by representatives
from DHHS including an Assistant Surgeon General of the Public Health Service. Their
review was concentrated in the area of perimeter and workplace monitoring and medical
support capabilities. In a letter documenting the results of this visit, DHHS made various
recommendations but concluded that they believe everything possible in the engineering
field has been done to ensure safety of the workers and the island population.
Representatives from DHI-IS will also participate in the pre.operationalsurvey prior to the
start of JACADS operations. EPA has provided oversight during the permitting process
and ensured that this has been started before TSCA R&D trial burns. In addition, NRC
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has provided oversight to the program by reviewing OVT plans, performing site visits, and
evaluating overall progress of the program.

Based on an NRC recommendation, a perimeter monitoring system is being
implemented at Johnston Island similar to the system currently in use at TEAD for the
CAMDS facility. The JACADS perimeter system will be an integral part of the
demilitarization technology validation testing. The purpose of the system is not to control
disposal activities or to provide an early warning of an accidental release but to provide a
historical record of any major release of agent. The perimeter monitoring system will
consist of eight agent sampling stations around the perimeter of the JACADS facility and
chemical storage area. In addition, four meteorological stations will be reed to collect
data to model a potential agent release. Data for certain pollutants for which ambient
standards have been established under the Clean Air Act will also be collected at four of
the stations. These criteria pollutants are ozone, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and total
suspended particulates. This additionalmonitoring is not required by regulation but is a
voluntary commitment by the Army to provide a general check on the ambient air quality
impact of JACADS emissions. This perimeter monitoring system is scheduled to become
operational in the fall of 1990. In the interim, a temporary meteorological station is
available in the event of an agent release. In regard to monitoring for agent emissions,
the JACADS RCRA permit requires ali stacks from the facility to be continuously
monitored for the presence of agent.

Two TSCA R&D trial burns were conducted in the Deactivation Furnace System in
February 1990. These trial burns are required due to the presence of polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) in the rocket shipping and firing tubes, R&D trial burns followed by
demonstrations burns are required by the EPA prior to granting an operating permit to
incinerate PCBs. The R&D trial burns consisted of feeding PCB-contaminated shipping
and firing tubes and the complete rocket motor section into the Deactivation Furnace
System. Chemical agents were not present in the M55 rockets during these tests.
Representatives from Headquarters, EPA witnessed the TSCA R&D test burns. Results
have been received from the first R&D burn, which was conducted at a feed rate of
30 rockets per hour. These analyses were conducted and results obtained by a contractor
under the direction of Headquarters, EPA. Dioxins and furans were not detected in the
stack effluent with the exception of octachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin which was found at near
ambient levels. A PCB destruction and removal efficiency of 99.9999%, as required by the
TSCA regulations, was achieved.

The highest monitored concentration of PCB's in the JACADS stack gas from the
DFS test burn was 5.6 × 10-4g/h. This low concentration is achieved due to the low
concentration of PCB in the feedstock (average concentration of 2700 ppm) and the
attainment of the required 99.9999% PCB Destruction and Removal efficiency. Table 17
provides a comparison of these PCB emissions with three of the largest commercial EPA-
permitted PCB incinerators located within the United States. The lowest emissions values
from the PCB incinerators and the highest value measured from the JACADS DFS unit
are presented.

The PCB emissions monitored from the JACADS DFS were significantly lower than
permitted units in the continental U.S. It should be further noted that an even
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Table 17. Co_ of JACADS PCB emim3m with three
commerctdEPA-permitt_PCBtn_nx___tc_

+ Rollins 0.0181 g/h (calcula_ow value)
ENSCO 0.0548 g/h (caiculatod_ow level)
SCA 0.0630 g/h (measured.-Iow value)
JACADS DFS 0.00056 g/h (measured--high value)

higher destruction and removal efficiency is expected to be achieved at the CONUS

facilities. The DFS afterburners for the CON"USCSDP facilities are being designed to
operate at 2200°F with a 2.0-s residence time as compared with the JACADS DFS
afterburner which operates at 2000°F with a 0.5-s residence time.

3.33 1989 VX Test Program at CAMDS

CAMDS is the Army'spilot plant for proof testing chemical demilitarization
technology using agents and munitions stored at TEAD. It is located at TEAD, about
50 km (30 miles) west of Salt Lake City, Utah.

In September 1989, VX testing began at CAMDS. Although VX has been
incinerated at CAMDS in the past, this testing provided additional ex_rien_ prior to the
beginning of JACADS OVT. During this test period, the performance of the
demilitarization equipment was further evaluated and VX incinerator tests were conducted
in the liquid incinerator (LIC). A test burn was also conducted in the LIC to characterize
effluents and solid residues and compare them against regulatory standards. The feed to
the LIC was varied to characterize furnace performance under varying operatingconditions.

The CAMDS LIC was operated between September 10 and November 2, 1989.
The test plan was based on feeding agent VX to the primarychamber and water or spent
decontaminating solutions (decons) into the secondary chamber. The spent decon solution
was 1% sodium hypochlorite (NaOCI). The LIC successfully incinerated 18,240 kg
(40,215 lh) of agent VX during the test period. The average VX feed rate to the primary
chamber was 92.5 kg/h (204 lh/h) during approximately200 h of agent feed to the LIC.

Approximately 25 ms (6530 gal) of 1% sodium hypochlorite solution were incinerated in
the secondary chamber at anaverage feed rate of 0.3 m3/h(1.3 gpm) for the 84 h of
decon operation. The chemical agent detectors did not measure agent in the stack or
surroundi!ngarea at any time during the testing.

RCRA demonstration burns were conducted as part of the VX testing.
Representatives from the Utah Bureau of Solid and Hazardous Wastes witnessed four
agent incineration tests conducted between September 18 and 22, 1989. The carbon
monoxide emissions never exce_ed the pro_ Tier I hourly limit of 100 ppm. The VX
destruction and removal efficiency exceeded 99.9999%. The paniculate emissions
averaged 135 mg/m3 over the RCRA demonstration period with only one run exceeding

O
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the limit of 180 mg/m3. Hydrogen chloride (HCl) emissions never exceeded the 1.36 g/h
(0.003 lb/h) limit. A less formal test burn was conducted with the incineration of VX in
the primary chamber and 1% sodium hypochlorite in the secondary chamber. The
emissions results from the bum indicated compliance with RCRA regulations.

One problem that de_eloped during the VX testing was that a glassy green slag
formed in the bottom of the secondary chamber. Subsequent analysis indicated the slag
had been generated from a reaction involving the phosphorus from the agent, sodium
from the spent decontamination solution, and silica and alumina from the furnace chamber
refractory. Additionally, the secondary chamber refractory was damaged. Additional tests
are planned with the CAMDS LIC utilizing a high phosphorus simulant, dimethyl
phosphite (DEP), in mid-1990. The LIC will be operated under various conditions to
promote better understanding of the slag formation. The removal of the slag from the
secondary chamber is also being studied. The current salt removal system did not appear
to perform effectively during the VX tests. Section 3.3.8 provides recommended
improvements to the JACADS LIC based on these findings.

3.3.4 1990 Mmtard Agent (HD) Test Program at CAMDS

In the fall of 1990, testing with mustard agent (HD) is scheduled to begin at
CAMDS. Although agent HD has been incinerated at RMA in the past, the CAMDS
testing will provide additional experience before agent HD is incinerated during the
JACADS OVT. During the proposed mustard tests, the performance of the
demilitarization equipment will be further evaluated and incineration tests of agent HD
will be conducted in the LIC and Metal Parts Furnace (MPF)_ A test burn will be
conducted in the LIC and MPF to characterize effluents and solid residues and to
compare them to the regulatorystandards. The feed to the LIC will be varied to
characterize furnace performance under varying operation cortditions. Drained ton
containers and projectile bodies will be thermally decontaminated in the MPF to confirm
processing rates and to characterize emissions and residues.

3.3.5Award oftheSystemsContractforthe_ DemilitarizationTrainingFacility

In July 1989, the systems contract for the construction and operation of a CDTF
was awarded to General Physics Corporation of Columbia, Maryland. This facility, which
is being constructed at the Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland,will be used to ensure
uniform and consistent training is provided to workers who will operate the eight
demilitarization facilities planned for construction. The CDTF is scheduled to begin
training operations in late 1990.

The CDTF will provide basic and prerequisite instruction in chemical agent and
munition destruction for both government and contractor personnel involved in operation
of the CONUS facilities. The CDTF will provide classroom instruction, hands-on
equipment operation, computer simulation and continuation/refresher courses. A
centralized training facility will enable workers to obtain training in a nonhazardous
environment and will facilitate standardization of operations and maintenance procedures
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between the eight CONUS facilities. A single contractor is being used to train workers at
the CDTF to facilitate incorporation of lessons learned and to centralize the training
expertise, increasing overall trainingeffectiveness.

3.3.6 Award of the Systems Contract for the Tooele Chemical Agent _ Facility

In September 1989, the systems contract for the Tooele chemical agent disposal
facility was awarded to EG&G, Inc., of FalLsChurch,V/rginia. EG&G, Inc., is responsible
for the construction, operation, and decommissioning of the first full-scale CONUS
chemical agent and munitions disposal facility. This facility is to be constructed at the
Tooele Army Depot, Utah. Operation of the Tooele facility is scheduled to begin in 1993.

3.3.7 Equipment Acquisition Contracts

In November 1988, an equipment acquisition contract was awarded to Bechtel
National, Inc. Bechtel is responsible for the acquisition of process equipment to be
standardized between the eight CONUS demilitarization facilities. Examples of equipment
to be purchased by Bechtel include the demilitarization equipment used to disassemble the
munitions prior to incineration, the blast doors for the explosive containment room, and
the brine reduction equipment.

Major process equipment critical to the safe operation of the facilities
(e.g., furnaces, control systems and pollution abatement systems) are being purchased by
Stearns-Rogers, Inc., the JACADS equipment acquisition and operations contractor. The
JACADS equipment acquisition contract contains options to purchase major equipment
systems for the eight CON'US demilitarization facilities from the JACADS equipment
vendors. This acquisition strategywill result in purchasing systems critical to the safe
operation of the facility that are essentially identical to those purchased for JACADS. As
a result, safety and environmental compliance aspects of this equipment will be able to be
demonstrated during JACADS OVT.

Equipment acquisition for ali sites through a single equipment acquisition
contractor (either Bechtel or Steams-Rogers) will result in obtaining uniformity and
standardization of equipment between the CONUS sites and will facilitate incorporationof iessom learned.

3.3.8 IndividualEquipment Advancements

In addition to experience gained from ongoing demilitarization programs, separate
test programs and research and development efforts are ongoing to improve the
performance of individual equipment systems and ensure that state-of-the-art technology is
continually incorporated into the CSDP facilities. For example, since the FPEIS was

written, major advancements have been made to the automatic continuous air monitoring
system (ACAMS) and ventilation filtration system.
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During 1988, a research and development program was initiated to modify the
ACAMS so that it could detect time-weighted average (TWA)concentrations of the
agents HD, GB, and VX within a 3- to 5-min cycle. This was an improvement over the
response time cited in the FPEIS, in which high-level detection was assumed to be
achieved within 5 min, but detection to the TWA level could only be achieved within 8 to
22 min. These reduced response times were successfully achieved during demonstration
tests in mid-1988, and the JACADS ACAMS were modified to include this new
technology prior to the start of operations.

Dugway Proving Ground is currentlyconducting adsorption tests on carbon to
determine the effects of agent GB concentration, relative humidity, and temperature on
adsorption and desorption performance of carbon filters. Test conditions were selected
based on an experimental design chosen to provide a response surface st carbon bed
depths of 5, 10, and 20 cm (2, 4, and 8 in.). The results should indicate the optimal
operating conditions for the carbon and will enable the Army to assess the optimal carbon
depth and the optimal operating conditions for the filters.

The FPEIS made a public commitment to _ransportmunitions from the storage
area to the disposal facility in an ONC that wo_ld meet certain puncture, drop, fire, and
crush performance criteria. The ONC was necessary to mitigate the risk of chemical
munition transportation accidents during demilitarization operations. Since the publication
of the FPEIS, the Army has pursued the development of this container. As of April 1990,
the ONC design has been completed, puncture and fire tests have been successfully
completed on a full scale mock-up ONC, and fabrication of a prototype ONC has been
initiated. Prototype testing, to include projectile penetration tests, rocket drop tests,
handling demonstrations, and a compliance test are scheduled to be completed at the end
of 1990. Following prototype testing, acquisition of the ONCs for the CONUS facilities
will be initiated.

As discussed in Sect. 3.3.3, two areas of concern were identified with the LIC
secondary chamber during CAMDS VX testing in late 1989. During these tests, a glassy
green slag formed in the bottom of the secondary chamber, and the secondary chamber
refractory became damaged. These findingswere not of concern from an operational
safety standpoint but have the potential to increase plant downtimes. Studies have been
initiated to develop a slag removal system and identify a new refractoryfor the LIC
secondary chamber with a longer life than that of the chamber currently installed. The
results of further investigations and planned improvements to be implemented in the
JACADS Lic are described here.

The secondary chamber refractoryhad been damaged primarilyas a result of a
reaction between the phosphorus from the VX and sodium in the spent agent
decontamination solution and the silica and alumina in the refractory. Following an
industry search and consultation with major refractory manufacturers, it was concluded
that Ruby SR (90% alumina--10% chromia) brick had the properties to best withstand the
conditions (high temperature, high phosphorus, and alkali content) in the LIC secondary
chamber. This refractory is planned to be installed in the JACADS LIC when the life of
the current refractory is expended.
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The green slag generated at CAMDS during the VX and dex_n tests

predominantly consisted of 58% phosphorus pentoxide, 9% lime, 12% alumina, 8% silica,
4% magnesia, and 7% soda. It is believed that less slag will be formed when the

secondary chamber refractoryis replaced with Ruby SR; however, because of the presence
of phosphorus in the LIC feed, some slag formation will still occur. A slag removal system
is being designed to facilitate maintenance operations at the JACADS facility. The
proposed system will consist of a removable cart on tracks with a hydraulic mechanism to
seal the cart to a port at the base of the secondary chamber.

A manhole is planned to be installed in the JACADS LIC secondary chamber to
facilitate inspections. In addition, the more toxic primarychamber will be physically
divided from the secondarychamber by a wall. Maintenance operations and the removal
of the slag will be facilitated by this measure.

3.4 RISK ASSURANCE

The FPEIS risk analysiswas based on the JACADS 60% design as modified by
conceptual changes planned for implementation at the eight proposed CONUS facilities.
A risk assurance study is under way in support of the site-specific NEPA process to
examine the ramifications of major proceduraland conceptual changes to the design
analyzed in the FPEIS. Such design changes have resulted from Army efforts to make the
disposal operation safer; to make the plant more efficient in disassembling munitions and
in destroying agents; to incorporate lessons learned from CAMDS, JACADS, and other
facilities (as discussed inSect. 3.3); and to comply with environmental permit requirements
that change over time and vary from state to state.

Major changes wiUbe examined as part of the risk assurance study to determine if
they have the potential to significantly increase the risk of on-site disposal from that
presented in the FPEIS. If such a potential increase is identified, the resultant risk will be
calculated and a determination will be made (using the FPEIS decision methodology) as to
whether on-site disposal is still the preferred alternative for that site. The effectiveness of
potential mitigation measures reducing the change in risk to insignificant levels would alsobe examined.

As individual facility designs further evolve from the concepts presented in the
site-specific EIS, additionaldesign and procedural changes may be made. Prior to
finalizing these design changes, a rigorous safety review will be conducted in accordance
with the System Safety Management Plan for the CSDP. This plan outlines the various
safety reviews and checkpoints to be implemented during the design, construction, and
operation of the proposed disposal facility, including various hazard analyses, fault tree
analyses, and safety assessments and inspections. Ali proposed design changes will be
subjected to the same extent of safety analysis as the original design. For this reason,
additional site-specific risk analysisbeyond that presented in the FPEIS and updated in
the risk assurance study is not planned. This section highlights the results of this risk
assurance process and presents conclusions about selected design changes relevant toPBA.
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3.4.1Rau_le _d _ forRi_ Am_ atthePineBluffArsenal

The JACADS design(atits60% completionlevel)providedthebasisforthe
FPEIS riskanalysis.Table18providesa summaryoftheprincipalchangesindesignand
operatingproceduresforPBA thathavebeenapprovedbytheArmy sincepublicationof
theFPEIS.Many otherminorchangesarenotshowninTable18;however,basedon an
assessmentofthepotentialforchangestoaffectrisk,theitemsinTable18havebeen
identifiedaswarrantinga closerexaminationoftheirmociatedriskvaluesandhow those
valuesmightdifferfromthevaluespresentedintheFPFASforPBA.

"Risk"isdeterminedbytheprobabilityofanaccidentanditsconsequences.Any
designchangethathasthepotentialforincreasingeithertheprobabilityorconsequence
ofanaccidentwill,therefore,increasetheriskandwillrequirecloseexaminationforthe
purposeofriskassurance.One criterionforidentifyingchangesthatrequirefurther
examinationisthenumberofadditionalstepsintheproceduresimplementingthenew
design. For example, if the FPEIS assumed that munition pallets were handled three
times prior to their unpacking and individual munition disassembly, but the new design
allows for six such handling steps, then risk must be reexamined to determine if the
frequency of an accident has increased.

Another criterion involves the quantity of agent that could be involved in an
accident. For example, if the accident sequence in the FPEIS assumed that only small
quantities of agent could be involved, but the new design allows for larger agent quantities
to be present, then reexamination of the risk implications for that design change is
warranted by the potential increase in the quantity of chemical agent accidentally released.

Applying the above criteria to the potential for design changes to affect risk, the
items in Table 18, with the exception of the new construction at the BZ site, were
identified for further examination. The risk implications of these items are discussed
below. A report on the reassessment of the risk implications for the complete set of
changes in design and operating procedures from those presented in the FPEIS is
currently being prepared as part of the risk assurance study.

3.4.2 Design _ Requiri_ Reexaminatioa of Risk at the Pine Bluff Ammal

3.4.2.1 Container handling buikiing

The FPEIS assumed that agents and munitions would be removed from their
existing storage, placed inside on-site transportation containers, and transported to a
munitions holding igloo (MHI). The MHI provided temporary storage of sufficient
munition quantities to operate the plant during non-daylight hours (i.e., when _ -ire
transport from existing storage directly to the plant could not occur). The MHI concept
involved storing packaged munitions in a standard earth-covered magazine (igloo),
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Table 18, Summaryof majorchanges in design and operatin8 procedures
for the proposed disposal faciliti_ at the Pine Bluff Ar___!

FPEIS design Current d_ign
i i

Munitions handling igloo (MI-II) used for MHI replaced by container handling
temporarystorage of sufficient munitions building (CHB) that has a mustard thaw
to support multishift plant operations, capability.

On-site container (ONC) used to ONC will still be used but has been
safeguard munitions during transport, redesigned; ONC holds up to nine pallets
ONC holds only one pallet or box of of munitions. Two ONCs per munition
munitions. Four ONCs to be transported transporter.
by each munition transporter;only one
transporter per convoy.

Existing BZ plant to be modified for Only support facilities from the BZ plant
destroying the entire PBA stockpile, will be used. A new munitions

demilitarization building is to be
constructed to destroy the PBA stockpile.

handling the packages with tbrklifts inside the igloo, and moving the packages by forklift
across an open area to the demilitarizationbuilding.

The MHI concept was subsequently found to be inadequate because its capacity
was insufficient and there were too many handling steps to support the throughput and
processing rates required by the demilitarizationplant The new PBA design incorporates
a container handling building (CHB) that eliminates these inadequacies of the MHI
concept; however, the CI-IB introduces new design features that warrant a reexamination
of risk. Because the C'HB has a larger capacity than the MHI and is not as well protected
from external events as was the MHI (i.e., the MHI was to have been an earth-covered
concrete structure), there exists a potential for more agent to be involved in an accidental
release. In addition, there are fewer handling steps-,and a reduced probability of
accidents--for the CHB than for the MHI. While these may appear to be offsetting
factors, their relative contribution to risk is unclear. Thus, a reexamination of risk was

required to define the overall risks associated with the replacement of the MHI by theCHB design.

Results of e_mining CHB risks. The result of examining the risks of this new
design indicates that none of the five FPEIS measures of risk for PBA are higher with the
CHB than with the MHI. The risks (primarilythose risks from munitions handling)
associated with the MHI were eliminated from the accident data base, and new risks were
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developed for the CI-IBand added back into the data base. The net result was a decrease
in the three probability-related measures of risk (i.e., the "probabilityot one or more
fatalities," the "expected fatalities," and the "expected plume area"). The minimum
decrease in risk was 45% for each of these three measures of risk. Because the size
(i.e., downwind no-deaths distance) of the largest CHB accident was no larger than other
dominant accidents at PBA (i.e., it was in the 50-km accident distance category), the other
two measures of risk. the "maximumnumber of fatalities" and the "person-years at
risk".-did not change. The risks associated with the new CHB design are, therefore, less
than or equal to the risks associated with the MI-IIin the FPEIS for PBA.

3.4.2.2 Redesigned on-site container

The FPEIS assumed that paUets or boxes of munitions would be removed from
existing storage, placed individuallyinside an on-site container (ONC) for protection
during on-site movement, and transported to the disposal facility (either directly to the
plant or to the MHI). During on-site movement, four ONCs would be loaded onto a
munitions vehicle, and only one munitions vehicle would be in the convoy as it moved
between the existing storage area and the disposal facility.

Resolving the inadequacies of the MHI, as described above, by using the new CHB
also required redesigning the ONC. The redesigned ONC will now carry more than one
pallet or box of munitions (e.g., up to nine pallets of projectiles can be simultaneously
transported inside the new ONC). Two of the new ONCs will be loaded onto a munitions
vehicle for transport between the storage area and the disposal facility.

Because the new ONC has a larger capacity than the ONC concept assumed in the
FPEIS risk analysis, a potential exists for a transport accident to release larger quantities
of chemical agent than in the FPEIS. Furthermore, the larger capacity of the new ONC
will require fewer trips between the storage area and the disposal facility. Fewer vehicle
miles will be travelled, and the probability of an accident during transport will, therefore,
decrease. The potential offsetting effects of these two factors (larger capacity and fewer
vehicle miles) makes the impact on the FPEIS risk values for PBA unclear. Therefore, areexamination of ONC risks is warranted.

Results of reexamining ONC risks. The result of reexamining the risks of the new
ONC design and its accompanying transportation procedures, indicates that none of the
five FPEIS measures of risk for PBA are higher than with the old ONC conceptual
design. There was a decrease in the three probability-related measures of risk (i.e., the
"probabilityof one or more fatalities,"the "expected fatalities,"and the "expected plume
area"). The decrease in risk was 8% or less for each of these three measures of risk.
Because the size (i.e., downwind no-deaths distance) of the largest ONC accident with the
new design was no larger than other dominant accidents at PBA [i.e., the largest accidem
would still be placed into the 50-km (31-mile) accident distance category], the "maximum
number of fatalities"and the "person-yearsat risk"measures of risk did not change.
Therefore, the risks associated with the new ONC design are less than or equal to the
risks associated with the ONC concept in the H_EIS for PBA.
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3.4.2.3 Use of the existing BZ fuer'titlesat Pine Bluff Arsenal

The FPEIS stated that the existing BZ plant (see Sect. 3.3) at PBA would
modified and used to destroy the entire PBA stockpile; however, the risk assessment
supporting the FPEIS analysisdid not take into consideration site-specific design changes
to the BZ facility at PBA. Instead, the risk assessment assumed that the PBA disposal
plant would be a clone of the other CSDP facilities. The Army'scurrent plan is to utilize
only the support facilities from the existing BZ plant and to construct a new munitions
demilitarization building (MDB) adjacent to the BZ plant at PBA. This new facility would
be used to destroy the entire lethal chemical stockpile at PBA. The PBA MDB would be
downsized from the TEAD and JACADS facilities, because it would not require projectile
disassembly equipment.

The implication of this change in PBA design strategy from that presented in the
FPEIS is that the assumptions in the FPEIS risk assessment for PBA remain valid. The
FPEIS risk assessment has adequately accounted for the similarity between the proposed
PBA disposal facilities and the facilities at the other CONUS sites.
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4. FINDINC__ AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1 REEXAMINING ON-SrFE DISPOSAL AS THE ENVIRONMENTALLY
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

The data used in the FI'EIS to select the environmentally preferred alternative
were identified, and more recent and more detailed site-specific data of the same types
were gathered during the Phase I process. These new data were then examined and
compared with the FPEIS data to determine if they have changed enough to warrant
recomputation of the five measures of risk used to identify the programmatic
environmentally preferred alternative. Residential population (off-post) was identified as
having changed enGugh to warrant recomputation of risk. This is due primarilyto
population growth (from 1980 data in the FPEIS to 1986 data now available) and to a
change in the location of the residents [instead of 120 persons living within 2 km
(1.2 miles) of the site of the proposed disposal plant, as was assumed in the FPEIS,
residents were assumed to be located no closer than the actual installation boundary].
Furthermore, the proposed disposal site geographic coordinates were revised to more
accurately reflect the location of the proposed disposal site. lt was also determined that
the CML meteorological conditions at PBA warrant additional study. Instead of the
FPEIS CML conditions [D stability, wind speed 3 m/s, and 750 m mixing height], a new
CML condition was defined as D stability,wind speed 1 m/s, and a mixing height
of 500 m. For the areas of road conditions, aircraftactivity, meteorite frequency, and
seismicity, either new data were not identified during the Phase I process or, if located,
were not sufficiently different from data used in the FPEIS risk assessment to warrant
recalculation of risk.

As a first step in reassessing risk, the new population data were used to compute
average and maximumfatalities using the same computation methods as in the FPEIS
and using the programmaticvalues for ali other parameters. The revised fatality
estimates were then used to compute the five measures of risk for on-site disposal,
continued storage, and on-site activities associated with off-site transport. These risk
measures were summarized in pictogram form as was done in the FPEIS. Examination
of the Phase I pictogram indicates that the alternatives are indistinguishable. However,
risks from on-site disposal are in ali cases equal to or less than risks from other
alternatives.

The meteorological conditions of CML and WC scenarios assumed in the F_PEIS
risk analysis were found to be appropriate for PBA. Consideration of one other viable
meteorological condition for the CML scenario produced the conclusion that there

O
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would have been no differen,ze in FPEIS risk values if t_:_alternate CML scenario had
been used.

The conclusion is that on-site di._posal remains valid as the environmentally
preferred alternative for PBA. From the perspective of the population near PBA,
on-site disposal is at least equivalent to ali other alternatives in terms of the potential for
human health impacts. If one adds the off-site transportation risks (not addressed in this
document because they are beyond the scope), the on-site alternative is clearly
preferable given the opportunity for risk reductions a._;ociatedwith emergency planning
and preparedness activities that are under way at PBA. _

4.2 RESOURCE DATA RELATED TO IMPLEMENTATION OF ON-SFI_
DISPOSAL AT PINE BLUFF ARSENAL

During the Phase I process, data on resources that could be affected by on-site
disposal at PBA were gathered to determine ff any significant new or site-specific
resources are present that could affect construction and operation of the on-site disposal
facility (including incident-free operations and accident scenarios): population (including
residential, on-post, daytime, and special populations), meteorology and air quality,
surface and groundwater, land use, ecology, soci_nomics, and aircraft activity. Some
of these resources were examined in the FPEIS in assessing potential impacts of the
programmatic alternative, whereas others represent new information that was not
appropriate for examination on the programmatic level. No assessment of potential
impacts was done during the Phase I process. Rather, the data were examined to help
identify potential issues to be analyzed under Phase II. Results for the principal
resource areas are presented below.

• Population. Residential population within the 100-km (62-mile) zone of the
site of the proposed disposal facility at PBA increased about 2% from 1980
(FPEIS data) to 1986 (Phase I data). Using the actual PBA boundary, no
off-post residential population was found within 2 km (1.2 miles) of the
proposed disposal site; however, the chemical agent storage area was found
to be within 0.8 km (0.5 mile) of off-site residents. The significance of these
changes has been discus._ in Section 3.1. On-post population was found to
range from 1382 in the daytime to 140 in the nights and evenings. Special
populations (infrequent events) have been identified on areas at and near
PBA. Ali of these data will be comidered, in conjunction with data on
residential population, in estimating fatalities in the site-specific EIS for
PBA. Additional data were also collected regarding American Indian
entities, No legally designated Indian country or federally recognized Indian
communities exist within 100 km (62 miles) of the disposal site.
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s Meteorology and air quality. The weather conditions of CML and WC
assumed in the FPEIS were found to be appropriate for PBA. Wind data
from within the PBA installation differ from data at Pine Bluff Municipal
Airport (used in the FPEIS to assess the impacts of incident-free operations)
and are more representative of the wind pattern at the site of the proposed
disposal facility. The data from PBA Tower 6 will be used as input for
atmospheric dispersion models in assessing potential impacts from
construction and normal incident-free operations. A Class I prevention of
significant deterioration (PSD) area located 184 km (115 miles) west of PBA
was identified. Potential impacts of air emissions from the pmpou_ disposal
facility on this area of pristine air quality will be considered in the site-
specific EIS for PBA.

* Water resources. Additional site-specific data collected since publication of
the FPEIS reinforce the programmaticconclusions. The site for the disposal
facility is located on the northern portiol_of PBA. Runoff from this site

drains to nearby lakes and ponds or to creeks which do not meander through
the city of Pine Bluff. Instead, these creeks discharge into the Arkansas
River upstream from the city. Runoff is diluted by both the flow of the
creek, and the relatively high, sustained flow of the Arkansas River before
reaching Pine Bluff. Rainwater runoff will be collected in a holding pond
before being discharged to the environment,

Accidental spills of chemical agent that could seep into the
groundwater beneath PBA could enter the surficial Quaternary Aquifer or
the Cockfield-JacksonAquifer directly beneath it. Both of these aquifers
have outcrops on PBA. Seepage of contaminants into the deeper Sparta
Sand Aquifer, which serves as the municipal water supply for Pine Bluff, is
prevented by an aquitard (the Cook Mountain Formation) consisting of
relatively thick, silty to sandy clay.

• Land use. No unique resources have been identified after examining more
recent and detailed data,

• Ecological resources. Since the FPEIS, Geocarpon m/n/nuon has been listed
as occurringin the impact zone and Arctic peregrine falcons as using the
area for feeding during migration. This brings the number of threatened and
endangered species that could occur within the 100-km (62-mile) impact
zone to a total of eight species. This list may be revised and expanded after
a response to the request for site-specific information is obtained from FWS
and will be addressed in the site-specific EIS.

The identification of additional threatened and endangered species
listed since data collection for the FPEIS and the addition of state parks,
wildlife management areas, and importantnatural areas does not alter the
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conclusions of the FPEIS; the additional information will help to better
estimate the extent of effects to important ecological resources. Information
on wind direction and other meteorological conditions, the quantities of
agent that could be released under worst-case accident scenarios, and the
location and densities (where information can be obtained) of ecological
resources potentially at risk will be used to estimate the extent of impacts
that could occur to ecological resources in the site-specific EIS.

• Social, economic, and cultural resources. Additional data were collected
beyond the 10-km (6.2-mile) zone used in the FPEIS. These data include
worker and resident populations located both off-post and on-post at PBA;
potentially sensitive populations (i.e., children and the elderly) by county of
residence within a 100-1an (62-mile) zone; large transient populations within
the 50-km (31-mile) zone; special populations (e.g., schools, health care
facilities, day care facilities, corrections facilities, and post-secondary schools)
within a 100-km (62-mile) zone; industries within Jefferson and Grant
Counties; land use in the city of Pine Bluff and agricultural land use within
the 100-km (62-mile) zone; historic and archaeological sites within the
100-km (62-mile) zone; public safety services in Jefferson and Grant
Counties; and economics and infrastructurewithin Jefferson and Grant
Counties, the zone likely to experience project-related population growth.

No unique cultural resources have been identified.

• Aircraft activity. There is no significantchange in aircraft activity near the
proposed site as compared with that presented in the FPEIS.

• Emergency preparedness. Emergency preparedness and response
enhancements on-site b_ve been initiated since the FPEIS. The Army has
begun implementing an emergency response plan at PBA, has funded
planners to work with local governments to upgrade existing plans, and is
committed to providing technical _istance and coordination to local
planning efforts.

4.3 OTHER FACTORS

Technology maturity and technology trackingand risk assurance were also
examined duringthe Phase I process, although neither factor was instrumental in
reaching conclusions identified in the previous two sections for PBA.

For technology maturity, four principal technology developments have occurred
since the FPEIS and should be of value in the implementation of on-site disposal at
PBA: BZ disposal, systemization of JACADS, VX disposal tests at CAMDS, and
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equipment advances. BZ destruction at PBA has helped to establish preoperational
surveys, personnel hiring practices, operations schedules, and operation procedures that
will be of value to PBA disposal operations. Destruction of lethal unitary chemical
agents and munitions at Johnston Atoll _ provide data from equipment startup,
personnel training, and OVT that Hill be evaluated for incorporation into the PBA
facility before construction. At TEAD, CMDS tests have been conducted with the

agent VX, which should provide valuable information to the Johnston Atoll operations,
as well as PBA, on equipment performance, emissions, and effluents. Last, advances
have occurred since the FPEIS in the areas of air monitoring and air filters. Advances in
air monitoring technology now allow detection ofa TWA concentration of agent within
3 to S min, which is a substantial improvement over the 8 to 22 min assumed in the
FPEIS. Filter tests are ongoing to optimize the performance of filters designed to
remove agent GB from an a/r stream.

Technology tracking and risk assurance refer to tracking the disposal facility
design changes that have occurred since the FPEIS to ensure that the relative ranking of
alternatives as presented in the FPEIS risk pictograms for PBA will not change. The
F'PEIS was based on a facility design that was largely conceptual. Since then, the design
has progressed toward completion and thus may have changed in some respects from
that used to develop the FPEIS risk levels. Other factors that can change the design
include incorporating lessons learned from technology maturity and responding to
changing environmental permit requirements. No currently proposed design changes
have been found that result in a different rankingof the various alternatives based upon
their respective levels of risk.



APPENDIX A

IMPACT ANALYSES IN THE FINAL PROGRAMMATIC
HNVIRONMHNTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

This appendix provides a summary of the impact analysis conducted in the final
programmatic environmental impact statement (FPEIS), including the method and data
used to identify the programmaticenvironmentally preferred alternative, the examination
of the acceptability of the alternative for Pine Bluff Arsenal (PBA), and non-risk impact
analyses conducted for the stockpile at PBA. Because the Army's stockpile of chemical
agents contains some of the most toxic materials in the world, and because some of the
present storage installations are located near highly populated areas, public concern
about the safety of the pro_ disposal alternatives was the key issue addressed in the
Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (FPEIS). Specifically, concerns
about the safety of incineration operations and about impacts to human health from both
inc/dent-free operations and accidental releases of chemical agent became the primary
focus of the FPEIS impact analyses.

A.1 IDHNTIFYING THE ENVIRONMENTALLY P_ ALTHRNATIVE

A.1.1Appm m

In order to categorize the environmental impacts of theprogrammatic disposal
alternatives, the FPEIS identified three distinct activities required for the destruction of
the continental United States (CONUS)stockpile: (1)construction (or modification)of
disposal facilities (incinerators or shipping and receiving facilities); (2) disposal
operations, including transportation (off-site, as well as on-site); and (3) decommissioning
of all disposal facilities upon completion of the program. These activity categories
existed for each progranunatic disposal alternative, although the applicability and phasing
of these activities at each storage installation were dependent on each particularalternative.

Early on, the construction and decommissioning activities were determined to be
rather insignificant in regard to the ability to use impacts from these activities in
distinguishing among the various programmatic disposal alternatives. In fact,
construction activity at each storage location (irrespective of the alternative) would be
typical of that for any _ledium-scale industrial facility.

In contrast, the nature and significance of the envirorJmental impact of disposal
operations depend upon whether or not the operations would be incident-fre_.

Q
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Therefore, incident-free disposal operations were defined as occurring without any
intentional release of chemical agent above prescribed emission levels; abnormal
operatiom were defined as those involving major accidents with off-site consequences, lt
is obvious that accidents could have environmental consequences of major proportions.
These consequences could include human fatalities and chronic illnesses, destruction of
wildlife and wildlife habitat, destruction of economic resources, and adverse impacts on
the quality Of life in the affected areas.

Fortunately, such high-comequence accidents would be unlikely. This low
likelihood would be emured principallythrough plant design, munition packaging, and
well-conceived and well-implemented transportation and operating procedures. The area
affected by (and the potential severity of) accidents would be specific both to the storage
site and the point of occurrence along the transportation corridor. The impacts from
potential accidents would be largely dependent upon population distributions, the
chemical agents and munitions involved; and natural conditions and features at the
accident location. Hence, the principal thrust of the FPEIS was directed toward the
examination of accident scenarios, their probabilities of occurrence, and attendant
environmental impacts.

Appma totheAnab of

In support of the FPEIS, a comprehensive study was performed to identify the
cred_le accidents and the expected effects on human health, e_ological systems, water
resources, and socioeconomic resources. Such accidents were identified in risk analyses
(GA Technologies 1987a, 1987b, and 1987c) and integrated by MI'IRE Corporation and
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) (see U.S. Army 1988;3/ol. 3, Appendix J).

Each programmaticdisposal alternativewas included in the study. The principal
areas of focus were plant operations; off-site transportation (for national, regional, and
partial relocation options); on-site transportation via truck; and munition-handling
operations. Accident initiators that were considered included equipment failures and
human error, as well as external events (seismic events, meteorites, tornadoes and high
winds, lightning, and air crashes). In addition, crashes (truck, train, and airplane) and
train derailment were considered as initiators for the transportation accidents. Except
for the inventory differences among storage installations and certain site-specific events,
such as earthquakes and tornadoes, the hazards associated with plant operations are the
same for ali sites and ali disposal alternatives.

Some 3000 potential accidents were identified and included in the programmatic
analysis. Each potential accident was characterized by its probability (i.e., its expected
frequency); its source size (i.e., the size of the release as expressed by weight of specific
chemical agent); the type of agent released; its mode of release (e.g., spill, detonation,
fire); the poss_le accident location (e.g., storage area, disposal plant, along a
transportation corridor); and the duration of time during which that accident could occur
(i.e., the total time duringwhich agent could be released, from the onset of the disposal
program until the completion of that particular activity). A computerized atmospheric
dispersion method was used to characterize each accident involving agent release in
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terms of its plume geometry and its lethal downwind distance; fatalities were estimated
for these accidents using 1980 census dam (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census 1980) around the appropriate site of release.

Because it is impossible to develop a "norisk"alternative for the disposal of the
chemical agent stockpile, the possibilities of an accident and the resulting adverse
impactswere included in a hazards analysis to determine the relative importance of each
accident. The selected measure of the hazardwas the "risL" The risk associated with
the numerous activities of the programmaticdisposal alternatives were quantified and
were then used to compare the hazards associated with each programmatic alternative.
Risk analyses have been widely used in the nuclear and chemical industries to evaluate
related hazards and to communicate these results to both the public and decision makers.

To assess the impacts of accidents on human health and environmental and
socioeconomic resources, various probabilisticmeasures of risk were developed and
applied to each programmatic alternative _r comparison. Five measures of risk were
chosen as follows:

s Probab'di_ of one or more fatalities. The chance that there will be at least one
fatality at a given site or along a transportation corridor, or for the nation as a whole,
during implementation of a given programmatic alternative. This measure was
computed mathematicallyas the sum of probabilities for only those credible accidents
that result in one or more fatalities under most likely meteorological conditions; this
measure of risk was expressed as a probability or frequency per stockpile
(e.g., 2 x 10-s).

s _ Maximum number of fatalities. The maximum human health consequences among ali
credible accidents at a site or along a transportation corridor, or for the nation as a
whole, for a given programmatic alternative. This measure was computed as equal to
the largest number of fatalities associated with that single credible accident that has
the greatest lethal downwinddistance under _rst-case meteorological conditions;
this measure of riskwas expressed as fatalities (e.g., 2100 people).

s Expected fatalities. A statistical measure equalto the sum of the risk contn'bution of
ali credible accidents at a site or along a transportation corridor, or for the nation as
a whole, for a given programmatic alternative. This measure was computed
mathematically as the summed product of probabilities for ali credible accidents and
the fatalities for those same accidents under most likely meteorological conditions.
This measure of risk was expressed as fatalities (e.g., 9 x 10"4). This risk measure is
widely used in the nuclear and chemical industries to evaluate the hazards associated
with these industries; it is regarded to be the best measure for representing the
integrated hazards associated with numerous activities for a particularaction.

* Person.years at Hsk. A statistical measure equal to the product of the number of
persons near a site or along a transportation corridor who are at risk from the
credible accident that has the greatest lethal downwind distance for a given
programmatic alternative and the length of time during which that accident could
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occur. This measure of risk was expressed in person-years (e.g., 5 x l0 s person-years).
• _cted plume area. A statistical measure expressing the cumulative risk

conm'bution of ali potential plume areas from ali cre&_oleaccidental agent releases
for a given programmaticalternative. This measure was computed mathematically as
the summed product of ali accident probabilities and the resulting plume areas; it is
analogous to expected fatalities and is computed in an identical manner except that

the piume area is used instead of the number of fatalities. This measure of risk,
expressed in units of area (e.g., 3 x 10-3 km2),is sensitive not only to the size of the
areas potentially affected by releases, but also to the probabilities of those releases.
This risk measure was used as the surrogate for (or indicator of) impacts to
environmental, cultural, and socioeconomic resources.

Pictograms (as shown in Figs. A.1 and A.2) were developed to present the results
of this risk analysis in a format that could be easily comprehended by the public and
would not reveal classified details (such as agent or munition quantities) for the site-
specific stockpiles. Pictograms display a pictorial indicator (the darkness of the shading)
of the relative magnitude of each of the preceding measures of risk. This arrayof data
allows direct comparison of risk at ali sites for a given programmaticdisposal alternative
or, alternatively, comparison among ali alternatives for a given site. Both sets of
pictograms are employed and presented in the FPEIS (U.S. Army 1988). These risk
pictograms provide a visual impression of the relative magnitude Of public risk for all
combinations of alternatives and locations; they contain the data used in the method for
the selection of the enviromnentaUypreferred alternative.

A.I Method Identifyingthetany PrefenedAltcnmtive

The Army and its subcontractors developed a method (U.S. Army 1988)for
systematically comparingthe programmatic choices to select an environmentally
preferred alternative. That method was based on a comparison of alternatives in terms
of the activities associated with implementing each alternative and the impacts of those
activities under both normal operations and accident scenarios. Although the principal
purpose of the method was to facilitate the selection of the environmentally preferred
alternative, the method as presented in the FPEIS also allowed other interested and
affected groups to (1) compare the public health and environmental impacts of the
various alternatives and (2) identify the public health and environmental trade-offs
associated with each programmatic alternative.

The method used to identify the environmentally preferred alternative consis:ed
of a sequential consideration and comparison of the factors embracing the programmatic
objectives of no fatalities and minimal or no environmental impact. This comparison
involved three consecutive tiers of examination for each programmatic alternative:
(1) the comparisons were first made for human health impacts using the previously
defined measures of risk; (2) the __ plume area_was then used for comparison of
ecosystem and environmental impacts; and finally, (3) the feas_ility and potential
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Fig. A-1. Risk with mitigation: site-specific comparison for on-site dL,;posal.
(Risk along transportation corridors not included. This diagram does not include the

risk associated with approximately 3 years of stockpile storage at the existing facilities.)
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effectivenessfor emergencyplanningand preparednesswas used as a basis for
0

comparison.
These three tiersof comparisonwereapplied sequentially;if an alternative

proved to beSignificantlyworsethan others on the basisof humanhealth impacts,it was
removedfromfurtherconsideration.Similarly,ff a single alternativewas significantly
superiorto ali others on the basisof humanhealthimpacts,it was to be selected as the
environmentallypreferredalternative. If twoor morealternativesprovedto be relatively
equivalent (butsuperiorto the other, rejectedalternatives)duringthis first tier of
comparison,then these alternativeswereselected for inclusionin the next tier of
comparison(i.e., ecosystemandenvironmentalimpacts).

The same techniquewas used in the secondtier of comparisonto compareonly
those alternativesthatsurvivedthe firsttier;thissecondtier of comparisonconsidered
the potentialfor ecosystemandenvironmentalimpacts. If therewere still alternatives
thatwerejudged to be relativelyequivalentfollowingthiscomparison,theywere
comparedon the basisof the feasibilityand potentialeffectivenessfor emergency
planningandpreparedness(i.e., the thirdandfinaltier of the selectionmethod).

Improvedemergencyresponseplanningand preparednesscan significantlyreduce
both the maximamnumberof fatalitiesandthe expectedfatalitiesin the unlikelyevent
of catastrophicagentrelease. However,no provenor acceptablemethod exists to
quantifythispotential for reductionin impacts. Nevertheless,implementationof an
emergencyresponseprogramyieldingcomparablereductionswouldbe moredifficult,if
not impossible,alongthe transportationroutesas comparedwithimplementationat any
or aliof the eight existingstorageinstallations.

Finally,if no clearchoice couldbe madeafterthree levels of comparison,then
no single environmentallypreferredalternativeexists. In anyevent, atwhichevertier a
finalchoice was made,the environmentallypreferredalternativewould thenbe examined
with respectto the stockpileat each installationto ensure that the selectionmethod had
indeedidentifiedan alternativethatwas correctfor each stockpile.

For the purposeof acceptingor rejectingalternativesat each tier, a
determinationof the relativesignificanceof the riskmeasureswas made. The accident
and riskanalysesattemptedto ensure thatuncertaintiesabout the valuesfor the five
measuresof riskwere treatedconsistentlyand systematicallyfor ali alternatives, lt was
acknowledgedthat these valuesmightbe in errorby as muchas a factorof 10 in either
direction. However,the maximumnumberof fatalitiesdidnot depend on accident
probabilitiesor frequenciesand thereforehad no expressedunce_ainty. At each tier in
the selection method, a comparisonwas madebetween those riskvaluesshownin the
pictogramsfor each alternative. Because actualnumericalvaluesfor the five measures
of riskwere classifiedandcould not be releasedfor publicreviewandbecause the
pictogramsusedshadingsand patternsto depict the rangeof each measureof _isLit was
determinedthat two differencesin shading(i.e., a differenceof two ordersof magnitude
or a factorof 100)would be used as the criterionto define the statisticalsignificanceof
differencesbetween alternatives.

In viewof the precedingcriterion,it is importantnot to emphasize the absolute
values of the riskmeasures;rather,differencesbetween the riskmeasuresbecome the
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key to the comparisons. Significant (i.e., valid) differences in one or more measures of
risk depict a definite risk difference and are sufficient to reject the more risky
alternative(s). Furthermore, if there are consistent differences in the measures of risk
between alternatives (even at one order of magnitude of difference in the pictograms),
this consistent difference ts an indication that significant differences between alternatives
may exist from an overall perspective. However, such consistent differences were never
used in the selection method to either select or reject an alternative. *

A.1.4 Data Used in the Pmgrmmalk Assessment + ++

DataneededfortheFPEIS assessmentweredrawnfromseveralsupportstudies,
eachofwhichwasseparatelypublishedandincorporatedbyreferenceintotheFPEIS.
Key supportstudiesaddressed(I)packaging,(2)transportation,(3)safetyimprovements,
(4)hazards,(5)risk,(6)monitoring,and(7)emergencyresponse.Of these,theanalysis
andresultsoftheriskstudywerethemostimportantintheselectionofthe
environmentally preferred alternative.

The data used in the FPEIS _k analysiswere of two broad types: (1) historical
data, derived from records of a large number of actual events that are related to specific
types of accidents or events leading to accidents, and (2) hypothesized data, derived from
largely subjective modeling of assumed accident sequences with the aid of fault and
event trees. The use of fault and event trees is a standard procedure to investigate
sequences of occurrences in a complex system. 81L

GA Technologies(GA Technologies19ffTa,1987b,1987c),withtechnical
assistancefromH&R TechnicalAssociates,JBF Associates,andBattelle-Columb_
Laboratories,conductedthecomprehensiveassessmentofaccidentprobabilitiesforall
munitiontypes.The eventandfaulttreeanalyses,togetherwithinformationon
mechanicalandthermalthresholdconditionsforeachmunitiontype,wereusedto
estimatetheprobabilityofagentreleaseandthequantityofagentreleased.Some
accidentswerepostulatedtobecausedbyexternalinitiatingevents(i.e.,thoseoutside
U.S.Army control).Table_I summarizestheassumedfrequenciesoftheseaccidents
forPBA.

The human healthimpactatdownwindlocationsfollowinganaccidentalrelease
ofagentwouldbedependentonmeteorologicalconditions,whichdictatetheextentof
atmosphericdispersion.The FPEIS usedtheD2PC atmosphericdispersionmodel
(Whitacreetal.1986)topredictdownwindtransportofagent.The D2PC computer
program(orcode)isanairdispersionmodelthatassumesaGaussiandistributionof
agentintheverticalandcross-winddirectionsastheagentdispersesdownwind.This
assumptionhasbeendocumentedextensivelyintheliteratureandisusedbya multitude
ofcurrentmodels(EPRI 1985).Althoughmoresophisticateddispersioncodesare
available,theassumptionofstraight-linetransportwithunvaryingmeteorological
conditionsresultsinconservativeestimatesoftheeffectsofreleasesbecausethemajor
parameter used in subsequent analyses was the distance to a given dose rate. This +
simple, conservative approach, while inappropriate for estimating the impacts of any
given release under real-time conditions, is appropriate for analyzing and comparing the
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events fix Pine INuffAtm_

Large aircraftcrash 1.5 x I0"_
(events/year.mile2)

Small aircraftcrash 1.1 x 10-4
(events/year-mile2)

Meteorite (> 1.0 lb) 6.4 × 10"13
strikes (events/year.ft2)

Earthquakes (events/year)
0.15 g 1.5 × 10-4
0.2 g 7.0 x 10"5
0.25 g 4.0 x 10-5
0.3 g 2.5 x 10"s
0.4 g 1.2 × 10-5
0.5 g 6.0 × 10-6
0.6 g 3.5 x 10"4s
0.7 g 2.5 x 10"4s

Tornadoes (events/year)
200 mph windspeed 1.0 x 10-s
260 mph windspeed 1.0 x 104
320 mph windspeed 1.0 × 10-7

potential effects of postulated accidental releases. A particular location was not
specified in the D2PC model runs, but rather a generic location was used because of the
number of potential release sites at each facility as well as the potential for release
during transportation. Therefore, identical downwind distances were obtained for
identical accidents for ali alternatives.

In the FPEIS, results from the D2PC model were obtained for two generic
meteorological conditions: "conservativemost likely"(CML) and "worstcase" (WC). The
CML scenario represents a frequently occurring meteorological condition that results in
relatively large doses compared with other frequently occurring conditions. Specifically,
neutral atmospheric stability (Class D) with a wind speed of 3 m/s (6.7 miles/h) was
selected for the CML condition. The WC scenario represents a cred_ie condition that
results in near-maximumdoses. Specifically, a stable atmosphere (Class E) with a wind
speed of 1 m/s (2.2 miles/h) was chosen for the WC condition. Other atmospheric
conditions were kept constant for the two meteorological scenarios. Wind direction was
not specified but was assumed to remain constant throughout individual runs of the
D2PC model. Downwind distances and areas that were predicted by the model were
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subsequently rotated about the point of release to evaluate ali directions of interest.
The height of the mixed layer of the atmosphere was assumed to be 750 m (2460 ft).

The D2PC code predicts the "dose"of agent (defined as the mathematical
product of agent concentration and the duration of exposure) expected at locations
downwind of the release point. Within each downwind dispersion plume were three
dose-response contours, representing fatality rates of 0, 1, and 50%. The dose
correspondingtothe0% rate(alsocalledthe"n_deaths"doseintheFPEIS)isthe
largest dose that would result in no fatalities to healthy adults. Figure A.3 illustrates the
plume geometries and dose-response contours under the two meteorological conditions
used in the FPEIS.

To simplify the analysis of the many accidents identified in the FPEIS risk
analysis, the accidents were grouped into categories defined by their downwind "no.
deaths" distance. These "downwind no-deaths distance categories" were used generically
in the FPEIS to (1) define ali accidents by category and (2) estimate fatalities by
category. The distance categories used in the FI'EIS are shown in Table A.2. Every
accidental release was assigned a distance category, and the maximumdownwind
boundary of that category was used to represent the entire class of similar releases. For
example, an accidental release that was predicted by the D2PC code to result in a
downwind no-deaths distance of 11 km was placed into the 10- to 20-km ac._ident
category, and a distance of 20 km was used to characterize that particular accident in the
FPEIS. Human health impacts, as defined by potential fatalities, were based upon the
generic plumes described by these distance categories.

In the FPEIS, the description of the distribution of population around each Army
installation was taken from 1980 Bureau of the Census data. The coordinates of the
census enumeration district centroids were first t_ed to estimate the boundaries and
areas of each district. Next, a population density was estimated within these areas.
Finally, a predefined grid of very small cells [roughly 370 × 370 m (1200 × 1200 ft)] was
overlaid on the distn'buted population, and the number of people per cell was
determined. This grid-based population was used in the estimation of fatalities from
accidental releases of agent.

Fatality estimates were developed by overlaying the plume geometries [including
the three dose-response contours (50% lethal dose, 1% lethal dose, and no deaths)] on
the population grid. F'_st, the number of people between each dose-response contour
was counted. Then "fatalitymultipliers" were applied to the populations in each zone as
follows: of the people inside the 50% dose-response contour, 75% were assumed to die;
25% of the people in the re#on between the 50% and the 1% dose-response contours
were assumed to die; and 0.5% of the people in the re#on between the 1% dose-
response and the no-deaths contours were assumed to die.

This fatality estimation process was repeated 360 times for each downwind no-
deaths distance category and for each of the two meteorological conditions. That is,
each plume was rotated in increments of one compass degree around the point of
release, and fatality estimates were computed for each of these increments. Among all
360 computations, the absolute largest number of fatalities was identified in the FPEIS
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as the "maximumnumber of fatalities" associated with that particulardownwind
no-deaths distance category. This computational technique does not take wind direction
into account; instead, it assumes conservatively that the wind has some nonzero
probability of blowing in the direction that would cause the most fatalities in the event of
a release.

The following assumptions andqualifications of the fatality estimation process
were enumerated in the FPEIS (U.S. Dept. of the Army 1988).

1. The assumed values of the fatality multipliers were based on linear variations of
agent doses within each dose-response contour. In actuality, the doses decrease
with distance from the release point at a greater than linear rate; thus, the FI'EIS
estimates of maximum fatalities are conservatively high.

2. The D2PC 8tmospheric dispersion model was originallydeveloped as a planning
tool for estimating the magnitude of battlefield casualties under war-game scenarios.
The model predicts dose-response contours based on the expected response of
healthy adult males to battlefield agent concentrations. The variation of dose
response among age classes (e.g., infants, children, and the elderly) was not included
in the estimation of fatalities in the FPEIS. It was assumed that the dose response
of healthy adult males would closely approximate the response of an average
member of the general public.

3. Downwind no-deaths distance estimates from D2PC are accurate to within only
±50%, This limitation of the atmospheric dispersion model resulted in a systematic
uncertainty that applied equally to ali fatality estimates for ali alternatives.

4. Variations in wind direction, atmospheric stability, and terrain during a release
would cause the plume tO have a much more complex geometry than the simplistic
ellipsoidal shape used in the FPEIS. The longer the time period over which the
plume develops, the greater the likelihood that changes in the wind conditions will
affect the plume geometry.

5. The same variations in wind direction, atmospheric stability, and terrain make it
impossible to reliably predict the shape of a very large plume contour. For this
reason, fatality counts for accidents with extremely large downwind no-deaths
distances were truncated at 100 km (62 miles) in the FPEIS.

6. The census data used to develop the distribution of population around each site are
representative of the place of residence; thus, these data more closely depict
nighttime populations than daytime populations. Furthermore, transient
populations (such as people in shopping centers or at major sporting events) and
on-post employees were not included in the population data in the FPEIS.

7. The grid-based population allowed ali grid cells beyond this zone to be filled with a
distributed population even though, in reality, no such population existed for certain
cells. Likewise, other known uninhabited regions (such as lakes, forested areas,
federally restricted areas, as well as the actual site boundaries) were not accounted
for in the FPEIS grid-based population; all such zones were filled with population
according to the method described previously.
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8. The locations used in the FPEIS for the source of every chemical agent release
were assumed to be the proposed location of the CSDP disposal facilities as
estimated from a 1 : 250,000-scale map. Ali plumes used this release point for
estimating fatalities. In the accident analyses, where storage area accidents or on-
site transportation accidents resulted in agent release, the release point may not be
exact in the FPEIS; however_the implication of this assumption would be more
significant for small releases of agent than for large releases. That is, for large
releases, the downwind distances predicted by the atmospheric dispersion model are
significantly larger than the distance between any possible points of release at a
particularsite.

The probabilitydata from GA Technologies, agent release data from GA
Technologies, meteorological data from ORNL, and fatality estimates from ORNL were
integrated by the MITRE Corporation (MITRE 1987) to develop the five measures of
risk described above.

A.1.5 Summmy of Results

For accidental agent releases, the five measures of risk were used to distinguish
among alternatives. Implementation of the three-tiered selection method resulted in the
following conclusions:

1. The continued storage, national relocation, and partial relocation alternatives were

rejected from further consideration based on the method's first tier of comparing
human health impacts.

2. The on-site disposal and regional alternatives stood the test of the first tier of
comparison and were then subjected to the second tier. Of note, however, was that
the on-site disposal alternative was consistently less risky in ali areas (except
person-years at risk) than the regional alternative, but not at a significant level.
Nevertheless, the consistency of less risk for the on-site option was an important
factor in the overall selection method.

3. In the comparison of on-site and regional alternatives at the second tier (ecosystem
and environmental impacts), again the on-site disposal alternative was better than
the regional alternative, but not to a significant level. Therefore, both alternatives
were allowed to pass to the third tier of comparison.

4. Considering the greater degree and extent of mitigation (potential for saving lives)
afforded by emergency response for the on-site alternative as compared with the
regional alternative, the on-site alternative was determined to be better than the
regional alternative. This conclusion is strengthened by the consistently better
ranking of the on-site alternative at the first and second tiers of comparison.

The key findings of the FPEIS have resulted in the Army'sselecting the on-site
disposal alternative as its en,_rottmentallypreferred alternative. The CONUS stockpile
of chemical agents and munitions can be destroyed in a safe, environmentally acceptable
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manner. The environmental impacts of construction and incident-free disposal
operations would be minimaL The risk of catastrophic accidents is relatively low for all
programmaticalternatives; however, on-site disposal poses less risk than those
alternatives involving off-site movement of the stockpile and is therefore the best choice
from public health and environmental perspectives.

A.2 __C ACCEFFABR.rFY OF PROGRAMMATIC PREFERENCE

After the environmentally preferred alternative was identified, the final step in
the analysis was to examine this alternative (on-site disposal) against each installation
inventory to ensure that the method did not identify an alternative that was incorrect for
inventories of one or more installations. The following discussion examines the selected
alternative for PBA, comparing the selected alternative against the site- and corridor-
specific risk pictograms.

The two-risk shadings decision rule discussed previously was used to help identify
the likely site preference (where possible) and to compare it with the programmatic
preference for on-site disposal. Because the Army w/IIimplement enhanced emergency
planning and preparedness at the installation regardless of the alternative selected, the
benefits or risk reductions attn3>utableto emergency planning and preparedness,
although more relevant to the maximum fatalities and expected fatalities measures,
should not affect site preference and have not been considered.

The preliminary selection of the on-site disposal alternative as the
environmentally preferred alternative from a programmatic viewpoiu* was verified for
each storage site to ensure that this alternative did not present an unusual problem or
risk based on its inventories, population, geography, or any other feature unique to the
site. Therefore, the purpose of this exercise was not to depict that on-site destruction is
significantly better than other alternatives but rather to demonstrate that on-site disposal
was at least equal.

From the perspective of the population near PBA, on-site disposal was found to
be at least equivalent to ali other options in terms of human health effects measures;
there was no clear choice among programmatic alternatives for PBA. However, with the
addition of the transportation risks, the on.site alternative has the advantage, given the
opportunity of risk reductions associated with emergency planning and preparedness that
was not afforded off-site transportation alternatives.

A.3 FPEIS IMPACT ASSESSMENT FOR PINE BLUFF ARSENAL

In addition to the risk-based impact assessment used to select the
environmentally preferred alternative, the FPEIS also presented potential environmental
impacts from implementing the programmaticalternatives at each of the sites (as
appropriate). Potential effects from construction and incident-free operations are
described. This section summarizes this part of the FPEIS as applicable to PBA.
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Disposal activities can be viewed as a three-phased set of activities. Construction
involves activities to procure and build the disposal plant(s) and support functions.
Operations activities involve disposal of the chemical munitions. This includes activities
at the site of existing storage, movement of stockpiles from those storage sites to disposal
plants, and disposal plant operations. Movement is defined to include on-site handling
and transport, as well as off-site transport. _mmissioning involves closure and
dismantlement of disposal facilities.

A.3.1 _n ImpacU

Minor impacts from increased spending, the creation of n_w employment, and
the ecological disruption at the plant site arc expected. No significant impacts to human
health, air quality_or water qualityare eapected.

The construction of a disposal facility will produce an average of 150 new jobs
during the time required for construction. The constructionwill also probably result in
increased sales in construction.related industries in the region. Additional tax revenues
will be produced. The total economic impact of the creation of jobs and increased
spending at each site under on-site disposal will be minor. The direct and indirect
employment will not result in significant in-migration, and impacts to local economic
infrastructuresare unlikely.

Minor impacts were expected on ecological resources from construction of the
disposal facilities. Construction at PBA under the on-site disposal alternative was mL
estimated to require about 4 ha (li acres) of land. Best available technologies for
sediment control during construction were estimated to minimize any potential effects to
surface waters.

A.3.2 Incident-Free Operations Impacts

Overall, the impacts of disposal are quite limited in scope and significance.
Construction impacts include the socioeconomic impacts of increased spending, the
creation of new employment, and the ecological disruption at the plant site. By
definition, incident-free operations are characterized by no releases of agent above
emission criteria. Opt:rations impacts of concern include possible exposure to low
(below detectable), but permitted, levels of chemical agent, air quality impacts,
socioeconomic impacts to community resources and weU-being, solid waste disposal, and
water use. Impacts to soci_nomic resources come primarilyfrom the need for local
communities to upgrade emergency response planning for an accidental release of agent.
Finally, decommissioning impacts of concern include the socioeconomic impacts of plant
closure and disposal of hazardouswastes.

A.3.3 Accident Impacts

In order to asses.sthe environmental impacts of accidents it is n_ary to
identify the credible accidents that could occur and ways that agent released in those

0
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accidentsis dispersedin the environment.The identificationof an accidentalso involves
an understandingof the amountof agentreleased,whichis frequentlyreferredto as an
agent source term. Identificationalsorequiresa knowledgeof how the agent is released.
It can be spilled,vaporizedbyan explosion,or releasedby a fireor some combinationof
release modes. Furthermore,informationon the durationof release is required.

The ways in whichthe agent is dispersedaftera release arecalled environmental
pathways.The basic paths includethe movementof smalldropletsof agent in the air;
the movementof vapor in the air;the depositionof agent fromairmovementonto
underlyinglands,vegetation,or water;the movementof agent into water-bodiesthrough
runoffor deposition;and the movementinto groundwater.

Whenagent is releasedinto the environment,it mayhaveeffects on human
health,ecologicalsystems,wateruse, or socioeconomicresources. Any effects would be
estimatedby the dispersionprocessesthatgive informationabout the form and level of
the agent in the environmentand the responseof variousecologicalsystemsto the
agent.

It is importantto realizethateach of the threestagesof the analysisis associated
withuncertaintiesanderror bounds. These uncertaintiesare largelya functionof
imperfectknowledge. The applicationof these methodsto the specificareasof concern
(i.e., the installationsand theirenvirons,and the transportationcorridors)provides
assessmentsof impacts.

The pictogramin Fig.A.4 summarizesthe risksfor PBA. The "probabilityof one
or morefatalities_is largestfor continuedstorage. The primarycontributorto this is the
possibilityof a planecrashinginto the storagearea. The largemaximumfatalitiesvalues
for the regional,national,and continuedstorage alternativesarealso the resultof plane
crashesonto the storageor railyardholdingarea. Althoughinfrequent,thisaccident
resultsin a largerelease and largeoff-siteconsequences. Values for person-yearsat risk
are largebecauseof the densityof the nearbypopulationandthe largeandvaried
stockpilestored at PBA. Individualtimeat riskis between 4.S and5.5 years for ali
alternatives. Because the expectedfatalitiesmeasureincorporatesali of the aspectsthat
influencethe risk,thismeasurewillbe describedin detailby alternative.In the
followingdiscussiofis,the dominantrisksare those accidentsthathave the largest
numberof expectedfatalities. The cumulativeriskis the sum of the expected fatalities
for aliaccidentscontributingto the riskfor a specificalternative.

Continuedstorage alternative

The riskat PBA is dominatedbyaccidentsresultingfromaircraftcrashesonto
the storagearea and the droppingof munitionsduringhandling. The expected fatalities
resultingfrom these events areboth in the range of 10"_to 10"spet'year. The
cumulativeriskassociatedwith thisalternativeis in the rangeof 10"sto 10"_expected
fatalitiesperyear. The continuedstoragealternativeis assumedto continue for
25 years.
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Fig. A-4. Risk, with mitigation, in the vicinity of Pine Blult' Arsenal (PBA) tbr
programmatic alternatives. (Risk along transportation corridors or _tt dcstin_lti(_n sites
not included. For the disposal alternatives, this diagram does not include the risk
ilssociated with approximately 3 years of stockpile storage at PBA.)
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On41tcd__ al_th_

The largest risks are from (1) earthquakes that cause extemive plant damage,
(2) on-site vehicle accidents resulting in munltion detonation, and (3) feting of a
burstered munition into the dunnage furnace. These risks yield a range of expected
fatalltles of (1) 10"_to 10"5)(2) 10_ to 10"3,and (3) 10.5 to 10"4per stockpile,
respectively. The cumulative risk auociated with this alternative is in the range of
10"_to 10"J per stockpile.

dispc= tarmiw

The dominant risks for this alternative are (1) on-sRe vehicle accidents,
(2) detonation resulting from dropping a bare munition or pallet of munitions, and
(3) an aircraft crash into the holding area containing off-site packages. These accidents
result in a range of expected fatalities of (1) 10"s to 10-4,(2) 10"s to 10-4,ana

(3) 10"s to l0 "z, per stockpile, respectively. The cumulative risk associated with this
alternative is in the range of 10-4to 10-3 expected fatalities per stockpile.

Nation__ _lt_-n_tivc

The national dispo,,_alalternative risks are the same as those for the regional
alternative.

A.3.4 Impacts

Based on the information available on the procedures for decommiMtoning
(dismantling and disposing) disposal facilities, minor but insignificant impacts would occur
to socioeconomics and solid waste. Prior to implementing decommissioning, further
NEPA documentation is required and more detailed impact assessments will be
conducted.

On completion of a disposal program at a site, the decommissioning of a facility
will involve the employment of both comtruction- and industrial-type work force. When
decommissioning ends, local economic impacts from the increased jobs from construction,
operations and decommissioning will no longer be experienced. When operation ends,
the risk of an accident and the potential for any associated impacts also end. Overall, no
significant impacts are expected from decommissioning.

Final closure activities for the chemical stockpile disposal facilities will result in
removal or decontamination of ali process equipment, structures, soils, or other materials
containing or contaminated with hazardous waste or hazardous constituents. Amounts of
containerized wastes that will be shipped to off-site permitted waste facilities are
unknown; projected types of these wastes are (1) brine salt generated during closure,
(2) incinerator ash, (3) baghouse dust and cyclone residue, and (4) miscellaneous
nonagent-related wastes generated during facility closure. The metal pans of agent
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tanks,furnaces, andincineratorswillbedisassembledanddecontaminatedto5X level
(1000°Ffor15rain),whichmeansthatanitemiscleanandmay bereleasedfrom
governmentcontrol.ClosureplansforthesitesaredescribedinSect,IofPartB ofthe
ResourceConservationandRecoveryActof1976permitappUcatlonsforeachsite.
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APPENDIX B

DHSCRIFI3ON OF SITF_,-SPECIFICCOMMUNITY RESOURCI_ _"

I_I OFF-POb_ RESIDENT AND WORKER POPULATI[.ONS

Table B.i lists the counties that lie wholly or partiallywithin a 100-km (62-mile) zone
of Pine Bluff Arsenal (PBA) and indicates the estimated population trends from
1980 through 1986. The 100.km (62-mile) zone is discussed here because the Final
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement accident analysis indicated that resources
as far away as 100 km (62 miles) could be affected by low-probabilitybut high-
consequence events associated with the no action alternative. Data for counties included
within the 50-km (31-mile) zone of PBA [roughly equivalent to the Protective Action
Zone (PAZ)] are shown separately.

Table B.2 presents the distribution of residential populations by potentially sensitive
age groups. Age groups that may be sensitive to lower concentrations of chemical agent

O are infants (defined as individuals under the of 5), children 5 to 14 old, and theage years
elderly (aged 65 years or more). It has been suggested that infants, children, or the
elderly might experience fatalities when exlx_ed to chemical agent concentrations that
are somewhat less than five times lower than the no-deaths dose for healthy adult males
(V. Houk, Center for Environmental Health, Department of Health and Human Service,
Atlanta, Ga., letter to Brigadier General D. Nydam, Office of the Program Manager for
Chemical Munitions, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., June 1987) (see Appendix Q,
FPEIS, for further detail).

Place-of-work populations will be discussed in the forthcoming EIS for PBA. Table
B.3 presents manufacturing industries that have 100 or more employees and are located
in Jefferson and Grant counties, which are the counties included in the Immediate
Response Zone (IRZ). Additionally, the National Center for Toxicological Research,
whose property is included within the northern boundary of PBA, is a federal installation
that employs approximately 600 persons. Other large concentrations of employment
include Jefferson Regional Medical Center, with a staff of 1600 (Arkansas Gazette,
Dec. 17, 1989); the Pines Mall, with 1000 employees [R. Rechter, Assistant Manager,
Pines Mall, Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication to J. Morrissey, Science
Applications International Corporation (SAIC), Oak Ridge, Tenn., Jan. 31, 1990]; and
Jefferson Square Shopping Center, with approximately200 employees (T. Mitsch,
Shickel Development, Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication to J. Morrissey, SAIC,
Oak Ridge, Tenn., Jan. 31, 1990).
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Table 13.1. Population tremk in counties located wtmlly or partially within the
50-km and 100-km zonm of tlm PBA

Estimated Estimated
Estimated population Population Population net
population per mile Population change % change migration

County 1986 1986 1980 1980-86_ 1980-86' 1980-86'

Within 50 km

Arkansas 23,100 23 _ 24,175 (1,100) (4.6) (1,500)
Cleveland 8,300 14 7,868 400 5.5 300

Dallas 10,400 16 10,515 (100) (0.9) (200)
Grant 13,500 21 13,008 500 4.0 300

Jefferson 90,000 102 90,718 (700) (0.8) (4,800)
Lincoln 13,200 24 13,369 (200) (1.3) (600)
Lonoke 38,400 49 34,518 3,800 11.1 2,400
Prairie 10,100 15 10,140 0 (0.3) (200)
Pulaski 356,300 465 340,598 15,700 4.6 (4,8(10)
Saline 58,000 80 53,156 4,800 9.1 2,600

50to 100 Ian

Bradley 13,200 20 13,803 (600) (4.4) (600) OCalhoun 6,100 10 6,079 0 0.3 0

Clark 22,700 26 23,326 (700) (2.9) (1,100)
Conway 19,200 34 19,505 (300) (1.4) (800)
Desha 19,400 26 19,760 (400) (1.9) (1,400)
Drew 18,000 22 17,910 100 0.3 (600)
Faulkner 52,900 82 46,192 6,700 14.5 4,600
Garland 75,300 115 70,531 4,700 6.7 5,000
Hot Spring 27,400 45 26,819 500 2.0 0

Monroe 12,900 21 14,052 (1,100) (8.1) (1,500)
Ouachita 33,800 46 30,541 3,200 10.6 2,500
Perry 7,900 14 7,266 600 8.1 500

Phillips 33,100 48 34,772 (1,700) (4.9) (3,700)
White 53,200 51 50,835 2,300 4.6 800

Woodruff 10,500 18 11,222 (800) (6.8) (1,000)

'Estimates enclosed in parentheses indicate a negative change.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Courto, and C/ty Data Book, computer data file, U.S. Bureau of

theCensus,WashingtonD.C.,1986.
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Table B.2. Semiti_ age l_roups in the 50-km ml
l{Xt-kmmzmmof PBA, 1986

Persons Pertain Persons Persons
< 5 years old 5 to 14 yean old 65 to 74 years old a 75 years old

County

Arkansas 6.9 16.2 8.6 6.2
Clc-¢eland NA' NA NA NA
Dallas NA NA NA NA
Grant NA NA NA NA
Jefferson 8.6 15.4 7.4 5.4
,L_mcoln NA NA NA NA
Lonoke 6.8 18.6 6.7 4.9
Prairie NA NA NA NA
Pulaski 8.3 15.2 6.0 4.2
Saline 6.g 17.4 5.9 3.7

50m lOOkm

Bradley NA NA NA NA
Calhoun NA NA NA NA

O Clark 6.8 13.5 8.8 6.5
Conway NA NA NA NA
D_ha NA NA NA NA
Drew NA NA NA NA
Faulkncr 7.1 14.1 6.6 4.5
Garland 5.6 12.5 11.7 8.2
Hot Spring 7.2 16.1 9.1 6.0
Monroe NA NA NA NA
Ouachita 7.8 16.3 8.7 6.6
Perry NA NA NA NA
Phillips 10.0 19.9 7.8 5.8
White 6.5 15.6 8.2 5.9
Wocxlruff NA NA NA NA

*NA= not available.1986efaJnmtesat thecountylevelareunavailableforthesecountiesfromtheU.S.
Bureauof theCereus.

Source:.U.S.DepartmentofOmm_rce,CountyandC/tyDataBook,computerdatafile,U.S. Bureauof
theCensus,Washington,D.C.,1986.
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Table B.3. Indumim cmp_ing more th_ tO0 _ in
and Gnmt _tim

Manufacturer Loc_aion Number of Employees

Cotton Belt Railroad" Barraque St., Pine Bluff 100-199b
Cotton Belt Railroad* Port Area, Pine Bluff 300-499
Arkansas Oak Flooring Co. Pine Bluff 300-499
Camden Wire Co. Pine Bluff 100--199
Central Moloney Transformer Pine Bluff 500.-999
Century Tube Corp. Pine Bluff 200-299
Eclipse IndustrialProducts Pine Bluff 200-299
&aylord Container Corp. Pine Bluff 100-199
GeorgiaPacificCorp. PineBluff 200-299
Inmmational Paper Co. Pine Bluff 1400
Mid-America Packaging, Inc. Pine Bluff 21X1-299
Ben PearsonArcheryCo. PineBluff 100-199
Ben Pearson Tubemaster Pine Bluff 2J3_299
PineBluffCommercial PineBluff 100-.199
Slant Inc. Pine Bluff ' 300-499
Tyson Foods, Inc. Pine Bluff 300--499
Varco-Pruden Buildings Pine Bluff 200-299
Viking Bag Division Pine Bluff 100--199
Wheeling Machine Division Pine Bluff 100-199
Arkansas Oak Flooring Sheridan 100-199
Sterling Faucet CO. Sheridan 200-299
West Bend Co. Sheridan 100-199
Guardpack, Inc. (Stone Container) Sheridan 100-199
H.H. Robenson Co. Sheridan 100-199
Rohr Industries Sheridan 100-199

_fhere are 1281 em_ of Cotton Belt Railroad in the Pine Bluff area. Shown here are the two
concentrations of em_nt; other employees are located throughout Pine Bluff.

bApprtmmately300 employees work during the day shift, and 150 to 200 work during the evening and
night shifts.

Sow_es: Jefferson CountyIndustrialFoundation, D/rectory of Pine Bluff Manufacnoers, Pine Bluff,
Ark., 1988; Southeast Arkansas Econon_ Development District, Inc., Commun_ Profi/e, Pine Bluff,
Ark.,1989;,Arkansash_oustmlDeve_t Commimon,Larse_and MajorEm_o,A,n,IattieRock,Ark.;
Sandra C Trotter, Project Administrator, Southe.a_ Arkansas Ecotxm_ Development District, Inc.,
Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication to J. Morrissey,SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn., June 21, 1989,
M. Bradley, Superintendent, Cotton Belt Railrtmd,Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication to
S. Schexnay_r, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 20, 1989, Arkansas Gazette, Sunday,
Dec. 17, 1989.
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B.2 TRANSIENT POPUIATIONS

Transient populations are defined as concentrations of people visiting the base or
vicinity for a common event or purpose on an intermittent basis. They include special
events and trainingexercises held on-post, special events held off-post, public areas,
convention centers, and recreation" teas.

Annual events held on-post mclude Armed Forces Day, in May (100 visitors);
Change of Command, in June or July (50 visitors); and a July 4th Celebration
(50 visitors).

In addition, PBA conducts a one-week trainingcourse 20 times each year from
December through August for members of the Army Reserve and Army National Guard.
Each class has a maximumattendance of 36 personnel. Most of the students are housed
on-post in militaryhousing and in bachelor officer quarters. Some officers and female
students maybe housed in a local motel.

Transient populations in Jefferson and Grant counties were identified during the
Phase I p_. Annual events held at Pine Bluff Regional Park include Freedom Fest,
July 2-4 (30,000 total visitors); BassMasters Tournament, July 21-22 (1500 visitors); and
State and Regional Baseball Tournament, April-August (2000 per event) (J. Jumper,
Pine Bluff Parks and Recreation, Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication to
S. Schexnayder, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., June 21, 1989). The
Pine Bluff Convention Center, which has a 10,000-seat capacity, hosts large events
throughout the year such as basketball games, trade shows, business conventions, and a

O circus. Peak usage occurs during February-Mayand September-_mber. The King
Cotton Basketball Tournament, which attracts approximately 8000 people, is held
December 26-28 each year at the Pine Bluff Convention Center (J. Blankenship,
Greater Pine Bluff Convention Center, Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication to
J. Morrissey, SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn., Feb. 12, 1990). Total attendance at the
convention center for 1988 was more tha_ 200,000 people (D. Homberg, Pine Bluff
Convention Center, Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication to D. Lasley, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., Apr. 18, 1989). Other crowd-drawingevents in
the Pine Bluff area include The Confederate Air Force/Razorback Wing air show, held
the last week of August and first week of September at Grider Field (attendance 6000);
the Southeast Arkansas Livestock Show and Championship Rodeo at Hestand Stadium
(attendance 8000); and the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff (UAPB) Homecoming
in October (attendance 25,000) (J. Blankenship, Greater Pine Bluff Chamber of
Commerce, Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication to J. Morrissey, SAIC, Oak Ridge,
Tenn., Jan. 31, 1990).

State and federal public areas located within the 50-km (31-mile) and the 100-km
(62-mile) zones are listed in Table B.4, which indicates visitor-use data as available.
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Table B.4. Public arem within the 50-km and 100-km
mum of PBA

Distance Visitors

Area County from site (in 1000s)

Within 501au

State W'dd/_eManagement Areas

Bayou Meto State Game Arkansas 35 km E NA'
Area Jefferson

State Parts (SP)

Toltec MouncL_SP Lonoke 30 km N 64.5
Jenkins Ferry Battleground

Historical Monement Grant 45 km WSW NA

Locks amt Dams, ,4rka_as R/ver

Lock and Dam 3 Jefferson 45 km ESE 92.5
Lock and Dam 4 Jefferson 25 km ESE 82.6 RVD b

Lock and Dam 5 Jefferson 5 km N 106.2 RVD
Lock and Dam 6 Pulaski 35 km N 626.6 RVD

501o 130 into

National Forests (NF)

Ouachita NI: Saline 80 km NW 1,462.1 RVD (1986)
Perry

National Parks (NP)

Hot Springs NP Garland 90 km WNW 74.1 RVD (1988)

National Register Sites

Arkansas Post National

Memorial Arkansas 80 km ESE 8.6 RVD (1988)

National grddtife Refuges (NWR)

White River NWR Desha 90 km ESE 508.4 (FY 87)
Arkansas

Phillips
Monroe
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B.4 (continued)

Distance Visitors

Area County from site (in lO00s)

State Fish Hatcheries

Hogan State Fish Hatchery Lonoke 50 km NNE NA

State Parks (SP)

DeGray SP Hot Spring 100 km W 516.2
Lake Catherine SP Hot Spring 80 km W 318.1
Pinnacle Mtn SP Pulaski 65 km NW 329.0
Marks Mill Battleground

Historical Monument Cleveland 65 km S NA

State Wildlife Management Areas (SWMA )

Bayou des Arc SWMA Prairie 90 km ENE NA
Bell Slough SWMA _ Faulkner 70 km NNW NA
Camp Robinson SWMA Faulkner 60 km NNW NA
Dagmar SWMA Monroe 90 km NE NA
Harris Brake SWMA Perry 95 km NW NA
Trusten Holder SWMA Arkansas 90 km ESE NA
Wattensaw SWMA Prate 70 km NE NA

Locks and Dwns, Arkansas R/vet

Lock and Dam 1 Arkansas 90 km ESE 10.6 RVD (19_8)
Lock and Dam 2 Arkansas 85 km ESE 276.2
Lock and Dam 7. Pulaski 55 km NNW 408.9
Lock and Dam 8 Perry 90 km NNW 328.5

SNA ffinot available

bRVD- recreationvisitordays. OneRVD equalsone visitorin the areafor twelvehours,twelvevisitors
presentfor one hour each,or anycombinationthereof.

Sources:U.S. ArmyCorpsof Engineers,LittleRock District,RecrealionalI,rtsitationData 1988, LittleRock,
Ark., 1988;U.S. ForestService,Land Areas of the NationalForestSystemas of SepTember30, 2988, U.S.
GovernmentPrintingOffice,Washington,D.C., 1988;U.S. NationalParkService,National Park ServiceStatistical
Abstract1988, U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice,Washington,D.C., 1989;,J. Hendricand R. Freedman,Arkansas
State Parks,LittleRock, Ark.,personalcommunicationto S. Sehexnayder,OakRidgeNationalLaboratory,OakRidge,Tenn.,June 28, 1989.
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B.3 SP_ POPUI_TIONS

Special populations are defined as potentially affected people who r_lulre
additional effort and special attention in the event of an emergency (Jacobs F_agineering
Group, Inc., 1989a). Concentrations of special populations occur primarilyin institutional
settings.The UlxlatedSiteAssessmentforPineBluffArsenalandAdjacentJurisdictions
(JacobsEngineeringGroup,Inc.,1989a)noteda needtoidentifypersonswithspecial
needslivinginthecommunity.Examplesofinstitutionalizedpopulationswithspecial
needs include the populations of schools, day care centers, hospitals, nursing homes, and
correctional facilities. Schools and child care facilities have been recognized as those
populations that should be given priority in the planning process and first attention in an
emergency (Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc. 1989a). Other noninstitutionalized special
populations also need to be identified--for example, the blind, hearing impaired, and
bedfast (Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc. 1989a). The Jefferson County Emergency
Response Plan (Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc. 1989b) also places homeless people and
people who have no private transportation within the category of special populations
requiring additional attention.

Because special populations are an important aspect of emergency planning
activities and because of the need to identify concentrations of people who may be
affected by an accident associated with the proposed disposal program, the Phase I process
has attempted to identify and characterize special populations located in institutional
settings such as schools, correctional facilities, nursing homes, hospitals, and child care
centers located within the .50-1an(31-mile) and 100-km (62-mile) zones. The Phase I
process has not attempted to identify individualswith special needs who are not associated
with a particular facility or institution. Data on the various special populations are
presented in Tables B.5 to B.11.

Table B.5 presents enrollment and staffing data for individual school buildings in
Jefferson and Grant counties and for total school districts in other counties within the
100-km (62-mile) radius. Table B.6 provides supplemental data (e.g, average daily
attendance and student-teacher ratios) necessary to assess enrollment impacts on school
districts in Jefferson and Grant counties, which are most likely to experience population
increases. White Hall and Pine Bluff school districts currently are not experiencing
capacity difficulties (J. Hawkins, Principal Planner, City of Pine Bluff, Pine Bluff, Ark.,
personal communication to J. Morrisse_,,SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 24, 1989).

Table B.7 presents the capacity of day care facilities within 100 km of PBA;
facilities are listed individuallyfor Grant and Jefferson counties.

Table B.8 presents colleges and vocational technical schools within the 50-km
(31-mile) and 100-km (62-mile) zones. UAPB, which has an enrollment of 2765, is located
within 14 km (9 miles) of the proposed disposal facility. UAPB residence halls have a
capacity of 750; occupancy during 198.5-86 was 450 (Lehman 1987a).

Table B.9 presents hospitals within the 50-km (31-mile) and 100-km (62-mile)
zones. The Jefferson Regional Medical Center, with an average occupancy of
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Table B.5. Schools within the ff)-km and 100-km roues
of PBA

Number of

, Totalfacultyteachers
[fulltime
equivalents

County Grade Enrollment andstafP (FTEs)]

Within50km

Jeffe_on County

Trinity Episcopal Day School b K.-6 205 15 12
St. Peter Catholic School b K.-6 165 13 8
New Life Christianb K-12 145 14 11
Maranatha Christian SchooP K-12 55 5 5
Pine Bluff Christian SchooP K,4-12 65 8 6

Pine Bluff District

Bel-Air Elem. 4--6 663 44 39
O Broadmoor Elem. K-3 335 31 19

Carver Elem. K-3 158 30 11
First Ward Elem. K--3 223 34 16
Forrest ParkElem. K-3 380 44 25
Gabe Meyer Elem. K-3 265 27 15
Greenville Elem. K-3 178 38 13
Indiana Street Elem. K-3 310 37 20
Jack Robey Jr. High 8--9 1,137 79 63
Lakeside Elem. K-3 227 42 20
Oak Park Elem. 4.-6 396 38 27
Pine Bluff High 10-.12 1,600 151 96
Sam Taylor Elem. 4--6 341 35 22
Southeast Middle 7 576 40 36
Southwood Elem. K-3 487 48 28
Thirty-Fourth Ave. Eiem. 4--6 274 35 22

Dollarway District

Matthews Dollarway Eiem. ' 1.-2 437 37 23
Pine.crest Elem. 3-4 326 33 18
Townsend Park Eiem. K,5-.6 504 58 30
Dollarway Jr. High 7-9 508 44 34
Dollarway High School 10-12 405 36 33
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Table 13.5(continued)

Number of
Totalfacultyteachers

County Grade Enrollment andstal_ (FTE)
.J,mu.

HumphreyDistrict

HumphreyElem. K-.6 159 NA d 12
HumphreyHigh 7-12 141 NA 13

WatsonChapelDistrict
PreschoolPrep.forEduc.

ColemanElem. 4-.6 759 NA 45
EdgewoodElem. K-I 551 NA 29
Owen Elem. K-3 622 NA 36
,Watson Chapel Jr.High 7-9 897 NA 51
Watson Chapel High 10-12 815 NA 51

White Hall District

Gandy Elem. K-6 302 34 22
Hardin Elem. K-5 293 32 22
Moody Elem. K--6 490 46 31
Taylor Elem. K-6 437 45 30
Redfield Jr. High 6-.9 171 22 14
White Hall Jr. High 7-9 561 49 34
White Hall High 10-.12 629 55 38

Altheimer District

Martin Elem. K-.6 367 45 25
Altheimer High 7-12 293 41 25

Wabbaseka District

J. S. Walker Elem. K.-6 164 19 5
Wabbaseka High 7-12 133 16 16

Grant County

Sheridan District

East End Elem. K.-6 607 52 32
Sheridan Elem. K-6 1,052 91 54
Sheridan Jr.High 7-9 783 69 47
Sheridan High 10-.12 761 68 46
Grapevine Elem K-.6 108 17 7

O
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TableB,5(continue,d)

Number of

Totalfacultyteachers
County Grade Enrollment andstalP (FTE)

ii

PoyenDistrict
Poyen Elem. K.-6 124 NA 9
Poyen High 7-12 100 NA 11

Prattsville District

Pratts_le Elcm. K.-6 143 NA 10
PrattsviUeHigh 7-12 138 NA 8

Cleveland County

Ktngsland District (2) K-12 403 30 27
WoodlawnDistrict(2) K-12 430 30 27
RisonDistrict(2) K-12 650 44 41

Lonoke County

Humnoke District (2) K-12 203 NA 24
England District (2) K-12 1,151 NA 68
Lonoke District (4) K-12 1,680 112 105
Carlisle District (2) K-12 766 54 48
Cabot District (7) K-12 4,157 237 224

Saline County

Bauxite District (2) K-12 619 NA 37
Benton District (7) K-12 3,882 233 219
Bryant District (4) K-12 5,063 NA 265
Harmony Grove District (2) K-12 609 NA 35

Dallas County

Carthage District (2) K-12 194 17 15
Fordyce District (3) K-12 1,403 82 77
Sparkman District (2) K-12 430 35 32
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Table B.5 (continued)
ii ii i i ill

Number of
Total faculty teachers

County Grade Enrollment and staff" (FTE)
_

i l,

ArkansasCounty

_tt District(4) K-12 1,498 i01.I 94.6
Gilette (2) 1(-12 298 26 24
Stuttgart (6) I(-12 2,466 155 144.3

r

Lincoln County

Grady District (2) K-12 349 29 26
Gould District (2) K-12 398 31 28
Star City District (3) K-12 1,429 88 81

Pulasld County

Little Rock District (50) K-12 24,605 1,199 1,095
Pulaski County Spee. District (37) K-12 30,321 1,779 1,549
North Little Rock District (23) K-12 9,626 663 606
Arkansas School for the Blind K-12, Voc: 120z 128 47
Arkansas School for the Deaf P-12 198_ 168 47

Prairie County

Des Arc District (2) K-12 714 50 47
Devalls Bluff District (2) K-12 489 38 35
Hazen District (2) K-12 594 40 37

50to lOOkm

Bradley County

Hermitage District (2) K-12 592 40 37
Warren District (4) K-12 1,904 124.2 115.5

Calhoun County

Hampton District (2) K-12 900 60 56.7

[
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Table B.5 (continued)
. _ ii i illllllll iiiiii iii i i i ii1[ i iiiiiii i ii i Jii i i i [ i i

Number of
Total faculty teachers

County Grade Enrollment and staff' (FTE)
i ii ii

C/._ County

AmityDistrict(2) K-12 295 23.1 21
ArkadvlphiaDistrict(5) K-12 2,318 151.9 141
GurdonDistrict(3) K-12 984 71.8 69.7

ConwayCounty

Nomo VistaDistflct(2) K-12 407 28.9 27.3
WonderviewDistrict(2) K-12 451 31.1 28.1
So,ConwayCountyDistrict(7) K-12 2,626 171.3 158

PerryCounty

O East End District (2) K-12 523 32 31
Perry-Case District (2) K-12 204 25 23
Perry_lleDistrict(2) K-12 863 55 52

Desha County

AtJ:ansasCityDistf"(2) K-12 151 23 21
Delta Special District (2) K-12 387 33 30
Desha-Drew District (1) K-8 222 19 17
Dumas District (4) K-12 2,406 135 125
McGehe¢ District (2) K-12 1,326 83 77

Drew County

Drew Central District (2) K-12 848 56 53
Monticello District (5) K-12 2,235 136 127
Wilmar District (2) K-12 238 21 20
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Table 13.5(continued)
i li

Number of
Totalfacultyteachers

County Grade Enrollment andstaff" (FTE)
sl

FaulknerCounty

ConwayDistrict(9) K-12 5,090 320 300
EnolaDistrict(2) K-12 144 16 14
GreenbrierDistrict(3) K-12 1,399 76 71
Guy-Perkins District(2) K=I2 264 25 23
MayflowerDistrict(2) K-12 606 38 35
ML VernonDistrict(2) K-12 219 20 18
ViloniaDistrict(2) K-12 1,357 78 72

Garland County

Cutter-Morning Star District (2) K-12 529 36 33
Fountain Lake District (2) K-12 931 64 59
Hot Springs District (9) K-12 3,891 265 248
Jessim,flle District (2) K-12 588 44 40
Lake Hamilton District (4) K-12 2,983 173 162
Lakeside District (3) K-12 2,164 128 120
Mountain Pine District (2) K-12 661 41 38

Hot Spring County

Bismark District (2)' K-12 703 43 40
Glen Rose District (2) K-12 778 .50 47
Magnet Cove District (2) K-12 656 46 43
Malvern District (6) K-12 2,958 179 169
Ouachita District (2) K-12 379 28 25

Monroe County

BrinkleyDistrict(2) K-12 1,479 92 85
ClarendonDistrict(2) K-12 636 46 42
HollyGroveDistrict(2) K-12 438 35 32
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Table B.5 (continued)

Number of
Total faculty teachers

County Grade Enrollment and stalP (FIE)
II

Ouacl_a Count2

Bearden District (3) K-12 871 56 52
Camden District (4) K-12 2,167 153 146
Chidester District 214 21 19
Fairview District (4) K-12 1,852 .113 105
HarmonyGroveDistrict(2) K-12 786 46 43
StephensDistrict(2) K-12 517 37 34

PerryCounty

East End District (2) K-12 523 32 31
Perry-Casa District (2) K-12 204 25 23
Perryville District (2) K-12 863 55 52

Pips county

BartonDistrict K-12 777 46 43
ElaineDistrict K-12 802 56 52
HelenaW. HelDistrict K-12 4,703 301 279
MarvellDistrict K-12 1,009 75 69
LakeViewDistrict K-12 265 22 19

Wh/teCounty

BaldKnob District(2) K-12 1,443 86 80
BeebeDistrict(4) K-12 1,658 99 93
BradfordDistrict(2) K-12 578 40 37
CentralDistrict(2) K-12 533 35 33
CniffithvilleDistrict(2) I(-12 160 38 16
JudsoniaDistrict(2) K-12 550 38 35
KensettDistrict(2) K-12 534 36 33
McRae District(2) K-12 314 27 25
PangburnDistrict(2) K-12 623 41 38
RosebudDistrict(2) K-12 523 36 33
Searcy District (7) K-12 2,878 187 174
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Table B.5 (continued)

Number of

Total faculty teachers

County Grade Enrollment and staff* (FTE)

li I

WoodruffCounty

Augusta District(2) K-12 775 53 50

Cotton PlantDistrict(2) K-12 360 31 28

McCrory District(2) K-12 961 57 53
_i

°Districttotalsdo notincludefederalpencxmelornoncertiliedemployees.
bParochlal
"Privateschool.

_NA ,.. not available.

'Numbers in parentheses followingschool districts indicate the total number of schools within each district.
fArkamas School for the Blind includes a vocational program. The students' ages range from 5 years to21 years.

q3f these 120 students, 77 are residential.
bOf these 198 students, 144 are residential.

Sources:. Arkansas Department of Education,Atmua/Statistical Report of the.Public Schools of Arkansas,
Little Rock, Ark., 1988; Arkansas Department of Education, Statistical Sununary for the Public Schools of
Arkansas: 198J-lf_87, Little Rock, ArE, 1988; St. Peter CatholicSchool, Pine Bluff, Ark.; Trinity Episcopal
School, Pine Bluff, Ark.; New Life Christian, Pine Bluff, Ark.; MaranathaChristian, Pine Bluff, Ark., personal
Blu__,__t__ ..m S..Sch__. r,Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., June 20. 1989, Pine

,an _noo_,/.'mc tJlurt,Atr, personal communication to S. Schexnayder, Oak Ridge National

Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., June 21, 1989;,A. Attington, Arkamm School for the Deaf, Little Rock, Ark.,
personal communication to S. Schexnayder,Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 20, 1989,
J. Duke, Arkansas School for the Blind, Little Rock, Ark., pcr_ml ¢xxnmunicattonto S. Schexnayder, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 20, 1989.
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Table BA. Student to _ ratio of public schools in Jefl'ermn end Grant ommtie_

Average daily Student to teacher
School district attendance_c Teachers" ratio4

Altheimer 632 42.0 15.0
Doilarway 2026 118.5 17.1
Humphrey 272 20.4 13.3
Pine Bluff 6956 407.5 17.1
Sheridan 2897 170.1 17.0
Wabbaseka 283 24.7 11.5
Watson Chapel 3372 194.6 17.3
White Hall 2608 170.0 15.3

"Parochialsclxx_ in Pine Bluff include Aenon Bethetda Christian (Prtmch(_), Trinity E_ Day
School (K-6), St. Peter Catholic School (K-3), and New Life Chriatian(K-12). Private t_noc_ in Pine Bluff
include Maranatha ChristianSchool (K-12) and Pine Bluff ChristianSchool _ 4--12).

_.._tudes kindergarten.
cAnnualavera$enumberof studentsenrolled.
dAveragedailyattendancedividedbytmmberof teachent.
Source:.IXqmrtmentof Educatitm,Annua/StatisticalReporto/the PublicSchoolsof_rkansas,IAttle

Roc_ Ark.,January1988.
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Table B.7. Day care frantic' cap.tim within the 50-km and
100-kmzones of PBA

Facility Address Capacity

Within 50 Ian
Grant Cou. O,

First United Methodist Church P.O. Box 357, Sheridan 75
Miss Betty's Day Care Rt. 5, Box 79, Sheridan 58
Keep and Teach RL 5, Box 272, Sheridan 49
Millie Mayers P.O. Box 131, Sheridan 10
Jo Hopkins Rt. 2, Box 594, Sheridan 12
Kathy Finley Rt. 3, Box 198C, Sheridan 10
Annie Howard 107 N. Cumberland, Sheridan 8

Jefferson County

Edgar Morales Qtrs 13-701A, PBA 6
Theodore WaUa_ Qtrs 13-705A, PBA 11
Ruben McClain Qtrs 12-300B, PBA 4
Southside Baptist Kindercare 2309 Poplar, Pine Bluff 125
Wrights Child Dev. Center 1213 Marion Dr., Pine Bluff 59
Immanuel Baptist 1801 West 17th, Pine Bluff 87
Davis Kiddie Land 4218 W. Short 4th, Pine Bluff 48
Playhouse Nursery 118 Rutherford, Pine Bluff 24
UAPB Child Dev. Center Univ. of Ark., Pine Bluff 24
Miss Carolyn'sDay Nursery 203 W. Harding, Pine Bluff 24
Oak Park Free Will Baptist 3000 Orange, Pine Bluff 152
First Ward Headstart P.O. Box 1285, Pine Bluff 35
Terry'sTots and Toddlers 9408 DoUarway,Pine Bluff 43
Wesley Preschool 3010 Hazel, Pine Bluff 105
Ann's Day Care Center 1406 Humac, Pine Bluff 23
David Vaughn Headstart P.O. Box 1285, Pine Bluff 103
Olive St. Baptist Church 1923 Olive, Pine Bluff 151
Working Parents Child Care Pine Bluff 38
Watson Chapel Baptist Wee Care Rt. 7, Box 777, Pine Bluff 147
Child Center, Inc. 1000 West 4th, Pine Bluff 48
Trinity Temple Headstart P.O. Box 1285, Pine Bluff 55
Newlife Child Care Center 3201 Ridgeway, Pine Bluff 67
Trinity Episcopal Day School P.O. Box 8069, Pine Bluff 28
Jefferson Prep School 2206 Ridgeway, Pine Bluff 52
Eddie's Early Learning Center !108 N. Hazel, Pine Bluff 25
The Learning Center 819 West 26th, Pine Bluff 69
Morgan Headstart P.O. Box 1285, Pine Bluff 20
Altheimer Head.start 3rd SL, Altheimer 44
Delane's Dayeare 1501 Blake, Pine Bluff 4

_m
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Table B.7 (continued)

Facility Address Capacity

The Village Child Center 2205 W. 34th, Pine Bluff 45
LaPetite Prep School 702 Linden, Pine Bluff 30
Elite Petite 1616 Linden, Pine Bluff 36
Lollipop Tree, Inc. 3901 Hazel, Pine Bluff 66
Coleman Daycate 4111 Tennessee, Pine Bluff 2.5
Miss Di's P.O. Box 255, Redfieid 18
Jenkins Headstart Center 2410 Rike Dr., Pine Bluff 20
Fhst Step 608 S. Dakota, Pine Bluff 23
Elite Petite Academy 408 W. Harding, Pine Bluff 36
Tender Years 5810 Malcomb, Pine Bluff 30
T L C 4014 Oldwarren, Pine Bluff 96
Tiny Tot 2213 Hill St., Pine Bluff 30
Sixth Avenue Day Care Center 1702 W. 6th, Pine Bluff 28
Wabbaseka Headstart Wabbaseka 36
First Baptist 6th and Cherry, Pine Bluff 176
Hallmark Headstart P.O. Box 1285, Pine Bluff 20
21st St. Headstart 906 E. 21st, Pine Bluff 39
The Ark Youth Center llth, Cypress SLs.,Pine Bluff 24
Demery's Early Childhood 33 Cypress, Pine Bluff 10
LuciUe Spiller 1516 W. 15th, Pine Bluff 10
Lula Hudson 1200 E. Sth, Pine Bluff 10
Mother Goose 343 S. Richard, Pine Bluff 10
Olivia Stocker 1408 University, Pine Bluff 7
Margaret Phillips 1905 W. 28th, Pine Bluff 10
Flora Raglon 1709 Virginia, Pine Bluff 10
Claudette Denton 2515 W. 16th, Pine Bluff 8
Essie Threets 1105 Poplar, Pine Bluff 16
Billie Jean Jackson 4103 W. 17th, Pine Bluff 10
Johnnye Gray 2002 Hickory, Pine Bluff 10
Alice Erwin 1705 W. 26th, Pine Bluff 10
Whitiker's Childcare 1312 Cypress, Pine Bluff 10
Jan Detor 3805 S. Mulberry, Pine Bluff 9
Ann Meyer 1406 Humac, Pine Bluff 16
Shirley Jackson 916 W. 2nd, Pine Bluff 10
Connie Reed 3412 Rose, Pine Bluff 10
Carrie Morehead 1301 S. Oak, Pine Bluff 10
Johnson's l_trststep 1901 W. 21st, Pine Bluff 10
Odessa King 913 E. llth, Pine Bluff 10
Youth .tome 1303 Poplar, Pine Bluff 9
Son.shine Care 300 Church Dr., Whitehall 20
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Table B.7 (continued)

County Number of licenses" Total capacity

Arkansas 10 193
Cleveland 0 0
Dallas 5 118

Lincoln 8 77
Lonoke 15 364
Prairie 3 40
Pulaski 427 16,820
Saline 28 982

50to lOOkm

Bradley 15 284
Calhoun 2 30
Clark 23 568
Conway 26 516
De.ha 10 231
Drew 13 218
Faulkner 44 1296
Garland 65 2045
Hot Spring 16 456
Monroe 7 73

Ouachita 20 381
Perry 6 119
Phillips 19 676
White 19 376
Woodruff 5 100

'Numberof licensesis notnecessarilyequal to the numberof daycare facilitiesbecausea single facilitycan be grantedmore thanone license.

Source:Data compiledfrom informationprovidedbythe ArkansasDepartmentof HumanServices,1989
Listingof Day CareCenters,Divisionof Childrenand Family,ChildCare Licensing,LittleRock, Ark., 1.089.
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TableB.& Imtitufiomofhighereducationwithinthe50-1nn(31-mile)
ud 100-km(62-mae)runesofPaA

ii

q

Institution _tion 1987Enrollment
i

Within50Iml

University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff Pine Bluff 2,765
South Central Career College Pine Bluff 130

' Delta Career College Pine Bluff 180
Jefferson Regional Medical Center

School of Nursing Pine Bluff " 90
Pines Vo.Tech School Pine Bluff 1,140
Metropolitan Vo-Tech School Little Rock 719
Arkansas Baptist College Little Rock 200
CapitalCityJr.Coll.ofBusiness LittleRock 450
ArL Coll.ofTechnology LittleRock 650
PhilanderSmithCollege LittleRock 573
UniversityofArkansasfor

MedicalSciences LittleRock 1,372
UniversityofArkansas

at Little Rock Little Rock 10,274
'li

50to 100km

Shorter College N. Little Rock 103
University ofArkansas

atMonticello Monticello 1,785
Arkansas State Unh/. at Beebe Be.be 693
Central Baptist College Conway 185
Garland County Community College Hot Springs 1,518
Henderson State University Arkadelphia 2,781
University of Central Arkansas Conway 6,890

'Hendrix College Conway 995
Southern Ark. Univ. Techn. E. Camden 711
Ouachita Baptist University Arkadelphia 1,414
GreatRiven Vo-Tech School McGehee 1,151
OuachitaVo-TechSchool Malvern 1,314
Pulaski Vo-Tech School Pulaski 3,014
Quapaw Vo-TechSchool Hot Springs 1,139
Rice Belt Vo-Tech School DeWitt 568
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TableKS (continued)

Sources: B. Font, Jefferson Regional Medical Center School of Nursing, Pine Bluff, Ark., personal
communication to S. Schexnay_r, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 20, 1989;,A. E.
Lehnmn, Guide to Four.Year Colleges 1987, 17rh edition, Peterson's Guides, Princeton, NJ., 1987; A. E.
Lehman, Guide to Two.Year Colleges 1987, 17rhedition, Peterson's Guides, Princeton, NJ., 1987; M. Braswell,
Vocattoeutl& Technical Educational Division, Little Rock, State Department of Education, Little Rock, Ark.,
personal communication to J. MorriMey,SAIC+Oak Ridge, Tenn., June 28, 1989;,M. William, South Central
Career College, Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication to S. Schexnayder,Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 19, 1987; lC.Mezger, Delta Career College, Plne Bluff, Ark., personal communication to
J. Morrtssey,SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn., Feb. 12, 1990.
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T=b B,9.Host ,,it the50- (31-mac)and100- (62-m)
mms of the PBA aim

Number Occupancy
Facility name City of beds rate (%)

Within 50 km
Jefferson Regional Medical Center Pine Bluff 500 64.4
Arkansas Children's Hospital Little Rock 188 79.3
Arkansas Rehabilitation Institute Little Rock 132 78.8
Arkansas State Hospital Little Rock 360 NA'
Baptist Medical Center Little Rock 617 82.7
Doctors Hospital Little Rock 310 48.4
John L. Mclellan Memorial Little Rock 1505 66.6

Veterans Hospital
Southwest Hospital Little Rock 125 NA
St. Vincent InfirmaryMed. Center Little Rock 604 82.6
University Hospital of Arkansas Little Rock 344 69.5
US Air Force Hospital Little Rock AFB 25 41.2
Rivendell Children & Youth Center Benton 64 NA
Saline Memorial Hospital Benton 121 53.7
Stuttgart Memorial Hospital Stuttgart 99 NA

50to 100km
Rebsamen Regional Medical Center Jacksonville 93 51.6
DeWitt City Hospital DeWitt 34 29.4
Bradley Co. Memorial Hospital Warren 49 65.3
Twin Rivers Medical Center Arkadelphia 57 43.9
Dallas CO. Hospital Fordyce 79 NA
Delta Memorial Hospital Dumas 59 30.0
Drew Memorial Hospital Monticello 50 42.0
Conway Regional Hospital Conway 106 39.8
Ami National Park Medical Center Hot Springs 155 66.5
Levi Arthritis Hospital Hot Springs 62 40.3

Nat'l Park

St. Joseph's Regional Health Center Hot Springs 261 67.9
Nat'l Park

Hot Spring Co. Memorial Hospital Malvern 77 41.6

'NA = not available.

Source: American Hospital Aaaociation, American Hospital Association Guide to the Health Care Field,
Chicago, III., 1988.
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Tad,leRm Nun homeswithmthe50-km01-mi;e)and
100-km (fi2-nule) runes of PBA

Location

Facility name (city, county) Capacity
m

Within 50 km

Arkansas Convalescent Center Pine Bluff, Jefferson 73
Davis Skilled Care Pine Bluff, Jefferson 100
Jefferson County Nursing Home Pine Bluff, Jefferson 50
Loma Linda Rest Home, Inc. Pine Bluff, Jefferson 205
Oak Park Nursing Home, Inc. Pine Bluff, Jefferson 66
Trinity Village Medical Center Pine Bluff, Jefferson 70
Pine Bluff Nursing Home Pine Bluff, Jefferson 245
Grant County Nursing Home Sheridan, Grant 110
England Manor Nursing Home England, Lonoke, 63
England Nursing Center England, Lonoke 113
Alexander Human Development Center Alexander, Saline 150
Crestpark Inn Stuttgart, Arkansas 74
Rose Care Center Stuttgart, Arkansas 90
Cleveland County Nursing Home Rison, Cleveland 67
Carthage Nursing Home Carthage, Dallas 85
Gardner Nursing Home Star City, Lincoln 72
Star City Nursing Center Star City, Lincoln 87
Golden Years Manor Lonoke, Lonoke 101
Lonoke Nursing Home Lonoke, Lonoke 53
BriarwoodNursing Center Little Rock, Pulaski 61
Easter Seal Residential Center Little Rock, Pulaski 25
I-Iillhavenof Little Rock Little Rock, Pulaski 174
Little Rock Nursing Center ' Little Rock, Pulaski 204
The Oaks Nursing Center Little Rock, Pulaski 97
Parkway Health Center, Inc. Little Rock, Pulaski 75
Riley's Oak Hill Manor, South Little Rock, Pulaski 224
Rose Care Center of Little Rock Little Rock, Pulaski 143
Southwest Homes Little Rock, Pulaski 125
Trinity Court Nursing Home Little Rock, Pulaski 160
Vantage Conv. Center _ Little Rock, Pulaski 160
Williamsburg Retirement Inn Little Rock, Pulaski 101
Benton Services Center, SNF Benton, Saline 112
Benton Services Center, Nursing Home Benton, Saline 290
Ouachita Valley Nursing Center Benton, Saline 150
Rose Care Center Benton, Saline 103

Rose Care Center II Benton, Saline 140 @/
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Table B.10 (continued)
ill li

Location

Facility name (city, county) Capacity
i ii

50to iOOkm

DeWitt City Nursing Home Dewitt, Arkansas 54
Leisure Lodge, Inc. Dewitt, Arkansas 140
Pine Lodge Warren, Bradley 99
Somheast Arkansas Human Development Warren, Bradley 70

Center

Wagnon Piace, Inc. Warren, Bradley 105
Hampton Nursing Home Hampton, Calhoun 74
Dallas County Nursing Home Fordyce, Dallas 34
Millcreek of Arkansas Fordyce, Dallas 61
Southern Nursing Home Fordyce, Dallas 105
Dumas Nursing Center Dumas, Desha 80
Leisure Lodge, Inc. McGehee, Desha 140
Leisure Lodge, Inc. Monticello, Drew 124
Conway Human Development Center Conway, Faulkner 640
Faulkner Nursing Center Conway, Faulkner 105
Heritage Center, Inc. Conway, Faulkner 55

' Johnson's Meadowlake Home, Inc. Conway, Faulkner 70
Salem Place Nursing Center Conway, Faulkner 117
Arkansas Healthcare Nursing Center Hot Springs, Garland 152
Garland Convalescent Center Hot Springs, Garland 105
Garland Pines Convalescent Center Hot Springs, Garland 70
Hot Springs Nursing Home Hot Springs, Garland 140
Lakewood Convalescent Home Hot Springs, Garland 50
Nuc.are Convalescent Center Hot Springs, Garland 100
Quality Care Nursing Center Hot Springs, Garland 113
Longmeadow Nursing Home Malvern, Hot Spring 69
Malvern Nursing Home Malvern, Hot Spring 95
Stillmeadow Convalescent Center Malvern, Hot Spring 104
Crestpark Inn of Marianna Marianna; Lee 90
Cabot Manor Nursing Home Cabot, Lonoke 75
Chambers Nursing Home Carlisle, Lonoke 52
J.W. Comer Nursing Home Carlisle, Lonoke 22
Zimmerman Nursing Home Carlisle, Lonoke 41
Cia-Cliff Home for the Aged Brinldey, Monroe 77
St. Joseph's Home Brinkley, Monroe 28
Leisure Lodbe , Inc. (Magnolia Rd.) Camden, Ouachita 106
Leisure Lodge, Inc. (Bruce St.) Camden, Ouachita 70
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TableB.10(continued)

Location

Facility name (city,county) Capacity
|l

LongmeadowNursingHome Camden,Ouachlta 69
OuichitaConvalescentCenter Camden, Ouachlta 142
Perry County Nursing Center PerryviHe,Perry 70
Cedar Lodge Nursing Home Marvell, Phillips 132
Des Arc Convalescent Center Des Arc, Prairie 80
Jean's Nursing Home College Station, Pulaski 105
Arkansas Pediatric Facility North Little Rock, Pulaski 53
Mercy Nursing Home, Inc, North Little Rock, Pulaski 85
Riley's Oak Hill Manor North Little Rock, Pulaski 224
JacksonvilleNursingCenter Jacksonville,Pulaski 245
Rose Care Center Jacksonville, Pulaski 58
Good Samaritan Cedar Lodge Hot Springs Village, Saline 40
Be.ebe Retirement Center, Inc. Beebe, White 105
ByrdHaven Nursing Home Searcy, White 75
Leisure Lodge, Inc. Searcy, White 245
OakdaleNursingHome Judsonia,White I00
WoodruffCountyNursingHome McCrory,Woodruff 105

Sources.. S. Frazer, Arkansas Dept. of Human Services, Office of Long Term Care, Little Rock, Ark.,
personal communication to S. Schexnayder, Oak Ridge National Lab, Oak Ridge, Tenn., June 30, 1989;,
Arkansas Department of Human Services, Directory of Long Term Care Nursing Facilities, Office of Long TermCare, Little Rock, ArL, 1989.
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TableB.11._ Fat_llitlmwithintlm50.1rra(31-mile)and
10o-t-,.(62-mi)zanmoftherna

ii

Inmate Totalbudgeted Directionand
capacity employeepositions' distancefrom

Unitname (asofJan.31,1990)(asofJan.31,1990) arsenal
ii

Withln50km

TuckerUnit& ModularBarracks 796 150 22km NE

Maximum Security,Tucker 432 185 22km NE

DiagnosticUnit 488 152 13km S
i

Women'sUnit 288b 77 13km S

JeffersonCountyRegionalFacility_ 272 NA d 13km S

WrightsvilleUnit 650' 150 32 klnN

ArkansasBoysTraining
School 142 9 15 km S

Benton Unit 225 41 48 km NNW

50to lOOkm

Varner Unit ' 1,100 186 56 km SE

Cummins Unit & Modular Minimum

Se,cudty 1,850 335 60 km SE

"Security staff work 12.hour shifts, 24 hours per day, 7 days per week.
_Wornen's Unit will expand by 100 beds by 1991.
°Not yet built, lt is planned for October 1991.
dNA = not available.

sWrightsvillewill expand by 150 beds by 1991.

Sources: W. Fen'ell, Superintendent, Arkansas Boys Training Unit, Pine Bluff, Ark., personal
communication to S. Schcxnayder,Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 11, 1989; D. White,
Assistant to the Director, Public and Legislative _tclattons, Arkansas Department of Corr'::c'tions,Little Rock,
Arkansas, personal communication to J. Morrisscy, SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn., Feb. 12, 1990.
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322 patients, is located in Pine Bluff. In addition, PBA Health Clinic supplies all
emergvncy and outpatient services. No inpatient facilities are available at PBA
(Lt. C. Sachs, PBA, personal communication to J. Morrlssey, SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
June 23, 1989). Table B.10 presents a list of nursing homes located within the 50-km
(31-mile) and 100-km (62-mile) zones.

State corrections facilities within the 50-km (31-mile) and the 100-km (62-mile)
zones are presented in Table B.11. Eight of the ten existing or proix_ corrections
facilities in the 100-km (62-mile) zone are located within 50 km (31 miles); these eight
facilities have a combined inmate and employee population of more than 44)00people.

13.41.4ND USE

PBA's southern boundary is located approximately 2 km (1.24 miles) north of the
city limits of Pine Bluff. A 314-ha (785.acre) industrial park is located just north of the
city limits at the southern end of PBA. PBA is bounded on the east by the .Axkansas
River. On the west, it is bounded by the Missouri Pacific Railroad; State Route 365; the
city of White Hall; and the unincorporated communities of Samples, Dexter, and
Baldwin. Its northern boundary encompasses the National Center for Toxicological
Research. The incorporated community of Redfield is located approximately 17 km
(11 ndles) northwest of PBA. Other nearby unincorporated communities include
Jefferson, Tucker, and Cornerstone.

The Land Use Plan for the city of Pine Bluff indicated a ratio of 0.075 ha
(0.187 acre) per dwelling unit in the city. In 1980, 1593 ha (3983 acres) were devoted to
residential usage in the city. As of 1981, 47% of the land within the city limits was
vacant, undeveloped, or used for agriculturalpurposes. Table B.12 shows 198! data on
land use within Pine Bluff. In I985, approximately40(0 ha (10,000 acres) were annexed,
adding 125 businesses and 3388 new residences to the city. The approximate mix of uses
for the annexed area was nearly identical to that of the city as a whole (Federal Highway
Administration 1988).

In spite of Pine Bluff's urbancharacter, agriculture is a major contributor to the
economy of Jefferson County. Because of the quantity of underground water available,
rice, cotton, soybeans, and wheat are the majormoney-producing crops in the county. In
1981, some 26,000 ha (65,000 acres) of rice generated approximately $30 million to
Jefferson County producers. The value of 17,600 ha (44,000 acres) of cotton totaled
$19 million. Wheat has bew_me an important crop, and in 1981, the value of this crop
exce._ed $7 million for 20,400 ha (51,000 acres). Other crops include corn, hay, oats,
grain, sorghum, potatoes, fruits, nuts, berries, and vegetables. In 1981, the value of ali
crops was approximately $80 million (City of Pine Bluff Planning Department 1984).
Table B.13 illustrates the extent of farmingin counties within the 100-km (62-mile) zone
of PBA. Additional land use data may be found in Sect. 3.2.3.
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TableB.12.Landme bycategmy,cityofPineBlul_Ar_ 1981

Landusecategory Acreage % oftotalland

Residential 3,983 21.8

Commercial S66 3.1

Industrial 241 1.3

Public and semipublic 396 11.0

Water 412 2.3

Transportation 2,549 14.0

Vacant or undeveloped 8.493

Total 16,640 100.0

Source: Federal Highway Administration,Final En_ntal Impact Statement, U.S. Highway 65 Bypass,
Arkansas State Highway and Transportation Department, Little Rock, Ark., 1988.
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Table B.13. Agrk:ulturalland me within 100 km (62 miles) of PBA

% farms % farms Farm Average Crop.
Number of < 50 _ 500 Farm acreage size land

County farms acres acres acreage % change of farm (x 1000
name 1982 1982 1982 (x 1000) 1978-82 (acres) acres)

Arkansas 636 9.7 54,1 446 -4.8 700 370
Bradley 332 37.0 3,6 30 -16.8 117 18
Calhoun 146 21.2 5.5 23 -17.3 160 12
Clark 460 21.5 13,7 131 -1.2 284 69
Cleveland 272 28.7 5.5 42 - 16,1 154 20
Conway 746 18.8 8,3 171 -4.2 229 97
Dallas 143 22.4 7.7 26 -25.0 180 12
Desha 427 13.8 43.3 295 -2.4 692 269
Drew 424 22.2 20.3 146 -0.7 343 107
Faulkner 1169 24,9 9,0 228 -6.9 195 141
Garland 372 39.0 1.3 40 - 15.8 107 16
Grant 255 28.6 2.7 35 -1.2 138 17
Hot Spring 512 32.6 4.9 72 -8.2 141 32
Jefferson 497 29.8 35.0 296 - 10.3 595 255
Lincoln 420 21.4 29.0 218 ,-1.7 520 173
l,onoke 984 23.2 29.7 415 -1.1 422 341
Monroe 369 9.5 45.8 235 -0.1 638 204
Ouachita 259 34.4 7.3 41 -20.3 160 20
Perry 381 27.3 5,8 65 - 13.3 170 38
Phillips 544 22.4 37.5 365 3.2 671 336
Prairie 489 10.6 45.0 301 -8.3 616 259
Pulaski 529 37.6 12.1 147 8.5 277 106
Saline 421 39.9 4.3 59 0.7 140 26
White 1651 21.4 11.8 406 -0.4 246 287
Woodruff 325 12.9 51.1 271 -7.3 833 243

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, County and C/ty Data Book, computer data file, U.S. Bureau of
the Census, Washington, D.C., 1986.
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B.5 CULTURAL, ARC'HAF.DLDGICAI, AND HISTORIC _URCES

The area around Pine Bluff was settled sometime prior to 1819 by individuals and
families morinZ up river from the Post of Arkansas. Pine Bluff is one of the'oldest
white settlements in Arkansas. The first white settler was Joseph Bonne, a Frenchman,
who started a trading post on the high bluffs about 1820. Jefferson County was created
in 1829. A settlement known as Mount Marie had grown up around Bonne's trading
post, and in 1832 the settlement was renamed Pine Bluff. In the same year,
John F.. Graham, an engineer and surveyor, designed a town consisting of 45 blocks and
a court square. It was incorporated on Jan. 10, 1839 (Federal Highway
Admin_tration 1988). Old Town Pine Bluff, located near the downtown area of Pine
Bluff, contains numerous homes or sites listed on the National Register of Historic
Places (Greater Pine Bluff Chamber of Commerce 1989).

A 1985 review of the existing data concerning the physical setting and the
cultural environment of the Pine Bluff Arsenal, including previous archaeological
investigations and known sites in the arsenal surroundings, revealed that the facility
contains known prehistoric archaeological sites and early historic homestead sites
(Heartfield et al. 1985). Further, archival research has revealed that the arsenal property
has a very high potential for unrecorded historic sites such as ear|y 190(0 homes and
farmsteads. Nine active historic cemeteries also are present.

No federally recognized Indian lands are located within 100 km (62 miles) of
PBA (Environmental Protection Agency 1989). The Arkansas State Historic
Preservation Officer was contacted for a listing of properties of architectural, historical,
or archaeological significance within the 100-km zone. The results of that inquiry are
presented in Table B.14.

B.6 ECX)NOMY AND INFRASTRUCI'URE

Data on resources included in this section are relevant to assess socioeconomic

impacts resulting from project-induced growth that mayoccur during construction and
incident-free operations of the demilitarization plant or from the cumulative effects of
other projects in the community. Some of the data related to population, land use,
health care, Schools, and historical sites were discussed in earlier sections. Additionally
required data primarilyconcern the economic base and public service infrastructure.
Some data, such as information concerning police and fire protection and transportation,
are also necessary for emergency preparedness.

The presentation of data for population-related impacts focuses on the
communities in which workers might be expected to locate, particularly those in
Jefferson and Grant counties. If available, data were presented for a 50-km (31-mile)
zone that represents a reasonable commuting distance for many workers.

Employment trends in counties within 50 km (31 miles) are shown in Table B.15.
The civilian labor force in the area totaled more than 325,000 in May 1989, with an
overall unemployment rate of 7.2%. Table B.16 shows data on estimated personal
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Table B.14. Atr,haeologi_ and histtmk:sites located within
the PAZ and 100 km (62 _) of PBA

Number of Number of
archaeological historical

County sites sites

5olm (3t

Arkansas 103 113
Cleveland 114 18
Dallas 556 159
Grant 146 75
Jefferson 269 532
Lincoln 103 42
Lonoke 348 52
Prairie 81 39
Pulaski 314 3,303
Saline 185 47

50to lOOkm 0

Bradley 115 19
Calhoun 327 22
Clark 430 32
Conway 195 94
Desha 126 219
Drew 220 250
Faulkner 103 852
Garland 256 45
Hot Spring 227 60
Monroe 59 109
Ouachita 240 92
Perry 109 54
Phillips 239 243
White 447 2,319
Woodruff 208 29

Source: C. Buford, State Historic Preservation Officer, Arkansas Historic Preservation Program,Little
Rock, Ark., letter to L W. Rickert, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Sept. 20, 1989.

O
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TableB.15.F-,mploymeattnm_ intheavilianlalx_fon:e

in counties within the 50-km (31-mile) rene of PBA

Civilian Unemployment
labor rate,
force, Unemployment, May 1989

County May 1989 May 1989 (%)

Arkansas 11,075 575 5.2
Cleveland 4,150 300 7.2
Dallas 4,525 350 7.7
Grant 7,225 525 7.3
Jefferson 39,075 3,375 8.6
Lincoln 4,750 425 8.9
Lonoke 18,775 1,650 8.8
Prairie 5,275 500 9.5
Pulaski 199,125 13,475 6.8
Saline 31,400 2,150 6.._88

Total 325,375 23,32,5 7.2"

O
'AverageunemploymentrateduringMay1989.
Source:.ArkansasEmployn_ntSecurityDivision,LaborMarketInformationforArkw_asCowr_'_s,County

Swn.uoyfor May,LaborMarketInfonnatk3nSection,LittleRock,Ark.,June29,1989.

O
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T_ B.16.Pammalimmmcandcaminpwithin50km (31nn]m)ofPBA

Personal Personal Personal
Personal income income income
income % change per earnings

1984 1980-84 capita 1984

County ($ million) ($ million) (1984 $) ($ million)

Arkansas 255.1 36.2 10,685 165.2
Cleveland 65.8 44.1 8,147 18.9
Dallas 90.6 35.1 8,295 58.4
Grant 121.6 35.9 9,240 42.6
Jefferson 865.0 25.3 9,550 646.4
Lincoln 89.7 36.7 6,834 42.8
Lonoke 338.6 41.5 9,222 129.3
Prairie 84.4 36.2 8,373 41.1
Pulaski 4427.8 39.6 12,630 4006.9
Saline 555.8 37.8 9,987 211.2

Source:U.S.Departmentof Commerce,CountyandC/tyDataBook,computerdamfile,U.S.Bureauofthe Census,Washington,D.C.,1986.

O
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income and earnings for the same area from 1980 to 1984. Estimated earnings and per
capita personal income were highest in Pulaski Couvty in 1984. Gross sales receipts in
Jefferson County for CY 1987 totaled $996 million (Arkansas State Data Center 1989).

The economy of Pine Bluff is based on agriculture and the railroad. The
difficulties that have been experienced nationally in agriculture have also seriously affected
the local economy and ali of eastern Arkansas. The trends in the 1980s toward the
consolidation of small farms, conversion or idling of land, and frequent bankruptcy among
farmers have had a negative influence on the local economy. Additionally, the acquisition
of the Cotton Belt Railroad by Southern Pacific and the subsequent movement of key
personnel to jobs in Missouri and Kansas also have had a negative effect on local
employment. However, since 1985, the area's economic outlook has improved with the
International Paper Company's investment of $2.50million for a new plant and with a
series of smaller business and industrial expansions. Business development in Pine Bluff
since 1985 suggests a transition to a service-based economy with a strong base remaining
in heavy manufacturing (Federal Highway Administration 1988).

In December 1989, Tyson Foods, Inc., announced plans to build a $30 million
poultry processing plant in Pine Bluff's Jefferson Industrial Park that will employ
1016 people (Arkansas Gazette December 17, 1989). Tyson akeady has one processing
plant in Pine Bluff that employs 427. The new plant, which will complete the first phase
of its construction in one year, will make Tyson Foods the largest private employer in
Jefferson County. Tyson represen*ativessay that hiringwill be done locally. Additionally,
expansion is expected at more than 200 southeast Arkansas farms that supply chickens for
Tyson (Arkansas Gazette December 17, 1989). In May 1989,a European company that
produces steel cord for radial automobile tires announced plans to locate its first North
American manufacturingplant in pine Bluff, thus creating as many as 450 new jobs in the
Pine Bluff area; construction is expected to begin soon on the 36,000-m2 (400,000-ft2),
$70-miUionfacility, and production is scheduled to begin in late 1990. The Interaational
Paper Company expects to suspend production of coated -er because of an oversupply,
temporarily laying off 150 to 200 workers (Arkansas Employment Security Division 1989).
A project recently approved by the Senate Appropriations Committee and currently under
review by the full Senate is a new biotechnology center at the National Center for
Toxicological Research, which borders PBA to the north. Of the $2.8 million proposed
for the project in FY 1990, the majority would be used for engineering and design work.
The center also plans to upgrade its water treatment facility, which represents $300,000 of
the total (Arkansas Gazette July 26, 1989). Additionally, plans are being made for a
distribution facility for Southern Pacific that would provide 400 to 500 new jobs in Pine
Bluff (J. Hawkins, Principal Planner, City of Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication to
J. Morrissey, SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 24, 1989).

Census data for 1980 and estimates for 1986 on housing in the 50-km (31-mile)
area are provided in Table B.17. In 1980, there were approximately 33,003 housing units
in Jefferson County, with a vacancy rate of 7.4%. More recent housing surveys were not
available within the local area. However, city planning officials estimate that
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Table B.17. Homing and vacancy _mmavy for counti_ within a 50-km
(31-mi_) radim of PBA

New New
Total Occupied Total authorized authorized

housing housing housing housing housing Total ',
Housing units, units, vacancies, units, units, units,
county 1980 1980 1980 1986 1980.-86 1986/

ii,

Arkansas 9,875 8,909 966 12 410 10,285
Cleveland 3,078 2,769 309 0 0 3,078
Dallas 4,237 3,735 ,502 11 0 4,248
Grant 4,901 4,504 397 9 0 4,910
Jefferson 33,032 30,588 2,444 208 1,194 34,226
Lincoln 4,229 3,918 311 7 94 4,323
Lonoke 12,442 11,408 1,034 149 1,116 13,558
Prairie 4,061 3,658 403 1 2 4,063
Pulaski 132,810 124,516 8,294 2,594 15,278 148,088
Saline 18.854 17,572 _ _ _ 899 19.753

Total 227,519 211,577 15,942 3,253 18,993 246,512

Source:U.S.DepartmentofCocm_erce,CountyandC_ DataBook,computerdatafile,U.S.Bureauof
theC.ena_s,Washington,D.C..,1986.
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there are approximately700 houses on the market in Pine Bluff (J. Hawkins, Principal
Planner, City of Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication to J. Morrissey, SAIC,
Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 23, 1989). Twenty-seven new dwelling units were built in White
Hall in 1988 (A. Skinner, Southeast Arkansas Ezonomic Development District, Inc.,
Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication to J. Morrissey, SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
Jan. 31, 1990).

Data on law enforcement and fire protection in Jefferson and Cn'antcounties
(roughly equivalent to the IRZ) are shown in Tables B.18 and B.19 respectively. Law
enforcement staffing is totaled by county, showing the ratio of officers to 1000 citizens.
Fire protection personnel and equipment are shown by individual jurisdictions in the
counties. Emergency personnel at PBA include the Nuclear Biological Chemical (NBC)
team,_27; security police, 141; and fire department, 23. Coordination agreements are in
effect between PBA and the following jurisdictions: City of pine Bluff, City of White
Haft, Arkansas State Police Department, Jefferson County Sheriff's Department,
Pine Bluff Police Department, White Hall Police Department, Jefferson Regional Medical
Center, and the Pine Bluff-Jefferson C_unty Health Department (Lt. C. Sachs, PB&
Ark. personal communication to J. Morrissey, SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn., June 23, 1989).

Utilities in the towns most likely to be affected by population increases
(Pine Bluff, White Hall, and Sheridan) include municipalwater and wastewater services,
natural gas, and electricity. Ali of the study area is supplied with gas and electricity by
Arkansas-Louisiana Gas Company and Arkansas Power & Light, respectively, which are
large utilities that serve the entire state. Municipal sewage collection and treatment

O systems in Pine Bluff, V_nite Hall, and Sheridan are reported to be adequate. The city of
White Hall hopes to build a new sewage treatment facility, pending the outcome of a
referendum (Southeast Arkansas Economic Development District, Inc., 1989; Greater
Pine Bluff Chamber of Commerce 1989; T. Ashcraft, Mayor, City of White Hall, Ark.,
personal communication to S. Schexnayder, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,
Tenn. June 21, 1989;J. Hawkins, Principal Planner, city of Pine Bluff, Ark., personal
commumcation to J. Morrissey, SAIC, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 24, 1989). Table B.20
shows capacity and use rates for the municipal water systems in the three towns..Ali
water systems are adequate to meet increased demand in the foreseeable future. The

water supply for the area is obtained from the Sparta Sands Aquifer. The water supply
has been determined to be adequate through 2020, based on population projections.
None of the area water associations is experiencing system capacity problems (J. Hawkins,
Principal Planner, city of Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication to J. Morrissey, SAIC,
Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 24, 1989).

Major highwaysserving the Jefferson County area are U.S. routes 65, 79,
and 270 and State routes 15, 54, 81, 88, 104, and 365. The distance to an interstate
interchange (I-30 and 1-40) is 60 km (38 miles) north from Pine Bluff via divided
4-lane U.S. 65. Main highways in Grant County are U.S. routes 167 and 270 and State
routes 35 and 46. Access to 1-30 from Sheridan is 25 miles north.

Airports in the vicinity include Gilder Field in Pine Bluff, the Sheridan--C_ant
County .Airport, and the Little Rock Airport. Grider Field is a municipal facility with a
6000-by-150-foot lighted asphalt runway and is served by Jet South. Sheridan-Grant
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Table BAg. Law c_t'_t _ in J_a_on and Cmmt _umties

Ratio
Full-time Reserve County (officers/

Jurisdiction officers officers population 1000 people) "b

Jefferson County Sheriff 31 40
Pine Bluff Police 116 0
White Hall Police 4 10
Redfield Police 2 0
Altheimer Police _ O

County total 156 50 90,000 1.7

Grant County Sheriff 9 25
Sheridan Police (within 5 10

Grant County)

County total 14 35 13,500 1.0

'Total number of officers (county and city, mtcludingreserves) in the county divided by county population,
multiplied by 1000.

generally accepted standard for adequate l_wenforcement is a ratio of one officer per 1000
population (B. Brown, Arkansas State Law Enforcement Standards, Little Rock, Ark., personal communication
to S. Schexnayder, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 20, 1989).

Sources: JacolmEngineering Group, Inc.,Jefferson County Emergency Response Plan for Chemical
Accidents at Pine Bluff Arsenal; Census C/ty and County Data Book, 1986, computer data file, 1989.
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Table B.19. Fee det_'Uaemt penmenei and eqdpnmnt in
Je,ffenon and Grant counties

ii

Paid Total
Jurisdiction personnel Volunteers vehicles'

Jefferson County
Jefferson County Mounted Patrol 22 0 3 b

Jefferson County Rescue & Patrol 26 0 80
Pine Bluff Fire Department 92 0 13
Redfield Fn'e Department 0 33 9
White Hall Fire Department 0 26 4d
Wright Pastoria Fire Department 0 10 3
SE Jefferson County Fire Department 0 29 SP
Sherill Fire Department 0 13 1
Tucker Fire Department 0 6 3
Altheimer Fire Department 0 20 2
Hard_uFire Department 0 30 7d
Highway 15 South Fire Department 0 30 4d

Watson Chapel 0 22 8
Forestry Service" 37f 0 10_
Wabbaseka Fire Department 0 23 3
Humphrey Fire Department 0 10 21

Grant County
Grapevine Fire Department 0 25 3
Sheridan Fire Department 0 17 3
Calvert Township Fire Department 0 19 1
Center Grove Fire Department 0 21 4
Forestry Service 6 0 2c
TuU Fire Department 0 16 3
Poyen Fire Department 0 20 3
Palestine Fire Department 0 10 0
Cane Creek Fire Department 0 _5 3
Leola Fire Department 0 10 1

'Includes rescue trucks, four-wheel drive vehicles, pumpers, anti tankers.
bAlsohave one or more large riverboats.
*Bulldozers.
d._Jsotrove two or more small boats.

"Forestry Service personnel and equipment available to countyjudge for 24 hours or indefinitely in state
of emergency.

_wo in .'efferson County;,35 can be called in from district.

Sources: Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc., lefferson County Emergency Response Plan for Chemical
Accidents at Pine Bluff Arsenal, 1989, Census City.and County Data Book, 1986, computer data file.
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Table B.20. City warm'system me rates and capacity in
Jeffermn and Grantc_mties,1989

Municipal CapacityAverageuse Peakuse Persons
system (Mgd)' (Mgd) (Mgd) Source served

Pine Bluff

General Waterworks 14.5 8.5 12.5 9 wells 21,000
Hardin Water Association NAb 0.25 NA 2 wells 1,664
Ladd Water Users 0.7 0.45 0.65 NA 12,000
Watson Chapel Water

Association 0.9 0.5 0.75 NA 7,300

City of White Hall 0.2 > 70.1 NA NA 3,357

City of Sheridan 4 1.5 NA 5 wells 3,000

'Mgd - milliongallons perday

_A = not avaltable O
Sources: T. Ashcraft, Mayor, City of White Hall, permnal communication to S. Schexnayder, Oak Ridge

National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., June 21, 1989;,Greater Pine Bluff Chamber of Commerce, P/he
BluffJefferson County Profi/e, Pine Bluff, Ark., 1989;,Southeast Arkansas Economic Development District, Inc.,
Conmnm/9, Profi/e, Pine Bluff, Ark., 1989;,M. Hanes, Ladd Water Users, Pine Bluff, Ark., personal
communication to S. Schexnay_r, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 20, 1989;,B. Ross,
Watson Chapel Water Association, Pine Bluff, Ark., persotml communication to S. Schexnayder, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 20, 1989;,R. Rhodes, Hardin Water Association, Pine Bluff, Ark.,
personal communication to S. Schexnayder, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 20, 1989.
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CountyAirportislocated5 km (3miles)eastofSheridanand hasa 3000-fthard-surface
runway.The LittleRockAirport,approximately65km (40miles)fromPineBluff,
providesscheduledcommercialservicebya numberofmajorairlines.

Rail service in Jefferson and Grant counties is provided by St. Louis Southwestern
Railroad (Cotton Belt) and the Missouri Pacific Railroad. Navigable waterways in the
area are provided by the Arkansas River Navigation System, which includes a 9-fl channel.
The Port of Pine Bluff is a 20.acre, barge-rail truck terminal offering barge loading,
unloading,andmaterialstorage.Bargeserviceisprovidedby16certifiedcommon carrier
bargelinesand5 contractcarriers.The terminalisa focalpointforwaterborne
commerceinthePineBluffarea(CreaterPineBluffChamberofCommerce 1989;
Southeast ArkansasEconomic Development District, Inc. 1989).
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APPENDIX C

DESCRIFI'ION OF __C SURFACE WATER AND
GROUNDWATER _URCI_

This appendix describes site.specific surface water and groundwaterregimesin
the vicinity of Pine Bluff Arsenal (PBA), Pathways are identified along which
contaminants could migrate ff discharged into the hydrosphere. Water resourcesthat
could be affected by the contaminants are identified. Surface water pathways are
determined by a consideration of topography, while groundwater pathways require an
evaluation of geologic structure, stratigraphy, and geohydmlogic conditiom. Water
quality, stream flowrates, well locations, consumption, and potential yield determine
which water resources are important. Evaluation of the site for the proposed disposal
facility at PBA requires an identification of on-site and off-site pathways and resources
that could be affected by accidental spills. No liquid discharges enter the hydrosphere
during normal operation of the plant.

C.1 _ACE WATER

PBA is located in a section of the United States typified by sluggish meandering
streams, abandoned meanders, and _ lakes. The gentle slope of the terrain, coupled
with the slow flow of streams, provides for numerous wetland areas, or bayous.
Ninety-five watersheds have been identified in the surface water regime of Jefferson
County (Southeast Arkansas Regional Planning Commission 1980). Watersheds near
PBA include Bayou Bartholomew, Bayou Mete, Plum Bayou, the Saline River, and the
Caney Bayou-Arkansas River system. Bayou Bartholomew downstream from PBA has
been designated a high.priority waterway by the Arkansas Natural and Scenic Rivers
Commission (Southeast Arkansas Regional Planning Commission 1981).

The Caney Bayou-Ar_ River watershed completely surrounds PBA
(see Fig. C.1). Surface drainage from PBA ultimately flows into the Arkansas River.
Caney Bayou and the Arkansas River form the southwestern and northeastern
boundaries of PBA, respectively. Lock and dam numbers 4 and 5, located east of '
Pine Bluff and northwest of PBA, respectively, regulate the flow of the Arkansas River
near the arsenal The flow of the Arkansas River at Little Rock, located 48 km
(30 miles) northwest of PBA, equals or exceeds 570 m3/s(20,000 ft3/s) 50% of the time
(Hines1965).

Two bayous and six creeks drain PBA (see Fig. C.2) in a southeasterly direction
ultimately di;charging into the Arkansas River (Pinkham et aL 1975). Eastwood Bayou,

C-1
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which originates off-site on farmlandand timberland,drains the northern part of the
arsenal, including the old biological agent storage area and the National Center for
Toxicological Research, before emptying into the Arkansas River. Triplett Creek, which
discharges into the Arkansas River, drains the toxic storage yard, chemical manufacturing
area, and storage depot. Triplett Creek has the largest drainage area of any creek on
PBA.

Tulley, Hospital, and White Phosphorous creeks empty into Yellow Lake, which
is located on the southeastern portion of PBA below Yellow Bluff. Yellow Lake was
formed when an old meander of the Arkansas River was cut off by flooding some time
after 1936 (U.S. Army 1986). The main channel of the river has been straightened by
construction of the Hensley Bar Cutoff. Dikes and revetments along the shoreline
prevent the river from reclaiming its original channel through M_negor's Reach
(Southeast Arkansas Regional Planning Commission 1980). Discharges from Yellow
Lake meander through swampy lowlands before entering this side channel of the
Arkansas River. Tulley Creek and TuUeyLake, which comprise a man-made
impoundment, drain part of the old chemical manufacturing area, the site of the old
chlorine plant, and the storage depot. Hospital Creek drains the quarters, administration,
and hospital areas. Runoff from the maintenance shop and white,phosphorous
production areas enters White Phosphorous Creel

Production Area Creek drains the bomb-storage and pyrotechnic-production
areas, and receives treated discharge from the sanitary and industrial wastewater
treatment plants. These discharges are regulated by NPDES permit D0001678. This
creek meanders through the swampy lowlands, joins the discharge stream from Yellow
Lake, and enters the Arkansas River along McGregor's Reach. Warbritton Creek and
Caney Bayou drain the production and bomb-storage areas at the south end of the
arsenal and empty into the Arkansas River after traveling through several small
communities and northern Pine Bluff (U.S. Army 1986).

Many small lakes and ponds are present on PBA (see Table C.1). The
southeastern boundary of PBA is adjacent to the Pine Bluff sewage oxidation lagoons,
Black Dog Lake, and Lake pine Bluff [a 202-ha (500.acre) impoundment]. Black Dog
Lake receives most of its water from Cane5' Bayou and links the bayou to the Arkansas
River by way of Lake Langhofer, a slack-water harbor in northeastern Pine Bluff. The
primary source of water entering Lake Pine Bluff is Brumps Bayou, although a sluice
gate connects the lake directly to caney Bayou. No known springs on PBA discharge
groundwater to the surface water regime.

No developed areas within PBA are subject to flooding (Pinkham et al. 1975;
U.S. Army 1975). Tripletts and Yellow bluffs, which extend along the southwestern bank
of the Arkansas River and form the northeasternmost limits of the floodplain, are
natural barriers that prevent the arsenal from flooding. Yellow Lake and the lowlands
adjacent to McOregor's Reach are subject to periodic flooding by the Arkansas River.
Minor flooding has occurred on PBA during periods of excessive precipitahon. Several
pon_ and drainage channels have overflowed during such rainfalls and caused si2ght
damage.
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T_ C_1. Lia or"ponds oD Pi_ Bluff _
ii

Name c_,_pond Surfacearea[ha(acres)]

Yellow Lake 80.9 (200)
Tulle? Lake 14.2 (35)
Duck reservoirs (2) 8.1 (20) total
Clear Pond 0.8 (2)
Dilly Pond 1.2 (3)
GibsonPond 0.8(2)
BigTransportationPond 0.8(2)
BigArea3 Pond 1.6(4)
GrassyPond 1.2(3)
ArklaPond 0.8(2)
Bomb StoragePond 0.4(I)
LittleTransportationPond 0.4(I)
HorseshoePond 0.4(I)
DexterPond 0.4(I)
Bu_',er Pond 0.4 (1)
KingPon_J 0._(I)
ThompsonPond 0.4(I)
Staff Pond 0.8 (2)

Total surface area 114 (282)

,Votive: U.S. Army, P/he Bluff Arsenal Installation Hazardous Waste Management Plan, AR 420-47,
Appendix B, p. 5, Envirmm_ntal Management Office, Pine Bluff Arsenal, Pine Bluff, Ark., December 1986.

Water iD;_c Arkansas River is moderately hard and of fair quality (Southeast
ArkansasRegionalPlanningCommission1980).Biochemicaloxygendemandand
dissolvedoxygenarchigh.Chloridecontentisrelativelyhigh(SniegockiandBodingcr
1969).A majorproblemaffectingwaterqualityintheArkansasRiveristhem._scof
pesticidesinthisprimarilyagriculturalregion.

"lhcwaterqualityofCancyBayou,BayouBartholomcw_BrumpsBayou,and
BlackDog Lakeisgenerallypoor(SoutheastArkansasRegionalPlanningCommission
1980).The dissolvedoxygenlevelislowbutphosphorous,totalnitrogen,biochemical

oxygendemand,andfecalbacterialevelsarcelevated.Contactrecreationispotentially
unsafeandinsome placesa publichealthhazardmay exist."lhcwaterqualityinBayou
Mcto alsoispoor.RunofffromnearbyagriculturalareashascontaminatedBayouMcto
withmctaisandpesticides."lhcwaterqualityofLakePineBluffhasnotbeendegraded
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by the discharge entering it from Brumps Bayou. Precipitation-induced runoff entering
Lake Pine Bluff is sufficient to maintain good water quality.

The water quality of streams within PBA is fair, and the water quality of most
lakes and ponds is good (Pinkham ct al. 1975). White Phosphorous and Production Area
creeks, as well as Yellow Lake are improving. Contaminants include the chlorinated
pesticide DDT, its isomers and degradation products; elemental phosphorous,
phosphates, and metals (U.S. Army 1988; VoL 1, Sect. 3.2.5.4). The installation of
pollution abatement fa_-'ilities,which began in 1980, has reduced the amount of
contaminated runoff that now enters the aquatic environment at PBA. The two creeks
and the lake are monitored through regular bioassays. No aquatic impacts are currently
being detected, thus indicating that the major sources of pollution have been abated.

Twenty-two public-water-supplyintakes are located downstream of PBA on the
Mississippi River (U.S. Army 1988; VoL 1, Section 3.2.5.4). None of these intakes
withdraws surface water directly from the Arkansas River. Approximately 15% of the
water consumed in Jefferson County is supplied by surface water (Holland 1987). Water
usage is split almost equally between agriculture and production of electricity. No surface
water supplies public water within Jefferson County (Southeast Arkansas Regional
Planning Commission 1980). The water supplies for PBA and the city of Pine Bluff are
obtained from groundwater (see Sect. C.2.2).

The expected quantity of wastewater discharged from the incineration facility is
114 m3/d(30,100 gal/d) and consists entirely of effluent from bathroom, shower, and
laundry facilities as well as laboratory-cleaning and monitoring devices (Forsgren-Perldns
Engineering 1988). No process water or hazardous material of any type will be
discharged into the wastewater system. Sanitarywaste will be treated and used as process
water. Liquid wastes from the incineration process will be concentrated in an evaporator,

" and the remaining salts then will be precipitated in a dryer.The resulting solids will be
packaged and stored on-site prior to transportation to a regulated, off-site, hazardous
waste disposal facility. No liquid effluents are discharged directly into the environment by
the incineration process during normal operation.

C2 GROUNDWATER

C.2.1

Jefferson County, Arkansas, is located in the Gulf Coastal Plain physiographic
province (Jacobs Engineering Group 1987). In the vicinity of PBA, the Arkansas River
divides the physiographic province into the West Gulf Coastal Plain to the southwest,
and the Mississippi Alluvial Plain to the northeast (Southeast Arkansas Regional
Planning Commission 1980). The landscape on the West Gulf Coastal Plain consists of
rolling hills. The terrain on the Mississippi Alluvial Plain is flat.

Table C.2 summarizes the geologic and hydrologic properties of strata in
Jefferson County. The stratigraphy is typical of Arkansas counties in the Gulf Coastal
Plai _,which are characterized by well-consolidated rocks that dip gently to the east and
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are unconformably overlain by nearly horizontal strata of unconsolidated material.
Approximately 840 m (2000 ft) of Tertiaryand Quaternary sediments cover the bedrock in
the western part of Jefferson County, while increasing in thickness to as much as 1680 m
(4000 ft) in the eastern portions of the county (U:$. Army 1975).

• The smficial geology in the vicir_tyof PBA k_displayed in Fig. C.3. Outcrops
coW,st of Pleis_.oceneterrace (Qt) and Ho!_2.,_nld_alRr_ial(Oal) deposits, as well as
_sedimentsof the TertiaryJackson Group i(°[_:i:j)i/The Quaternary deposits vary in thickness
_om .approxima!ely1 m (3 ft), where they}oi_fthe Sacksonian outcrop, to 76 m (250 ft) in
me VlClmtyof Pine Bluff. From a base of gravelly sands, the Quaternary deposits grade
upward through a central section of sand overlain by silts and clays (U.S. Army 1975). The
Jackson Group consists of a fairlyeven composition of marine sediments that includes
clays, silty clays, and clayey sands overlain by silts and sands of continental origin (Jacobs
Engineering Group 1987). Tripletts and Yellow bluffs, overlooking the Arkansas River
floodplain, are composed of Jacksonian deposits overlain by Pleistocene terrace deposits.

c.2.20cok,gy

Principal aquifers in Jefferson County include the Sparta Sand Formation of

Eocene age; the undifferentiated alluvialdeposits next to the land surface of Quaternary
age; and the upper sands of the Cockfield Formation, which belong to the Claiborne
Group, and form a single hydrologic unit of Eocene age with the lower undifferentiated
sands of the Jackson Group. The characteristicsof these three aquifers are summarized in
Table C.3. Additional water-bearing formations exist in Paleozoic strata as well as in
Cretaceous and lower Tertiary systems that have not been developed because of their low
groundwater yield potential, poor water quality, and extreme depth. These deeper aquifers
are isolated hydraulicallyfrom the aforementioned shallower aquifers by the thick and
relatively impermeable Porters Creek Format/on, 'whichconsists mostly of clay•

The principalmunicipal and industrial water supply for southeastern Arkansas is
provided by the Sparta Sand Aquifer. The regional easterly and southeasterly flow
direction in this aquifer is modified by a large cone of depression centered at Pine Bluff_
from which 29,500 m3/d (7.8 million gal/d) are withdrawn by the General Water Works

(municipal water supply), and 159,000 m_/d(42 million gal/d) are withdrawn by industry
and commerce (U.S. Army 1975; Arkansas Geological Commission, undated). This cone of
depression extends laterally for several kilometers (miles). The water supply for PBA is
supplied by 12 wells that tap the Sparta Sand Aquifer and have a combined maximum

short-term production capacity of 78,400 m3/d(20.7 million gal/d) (Pinkham et al. 1975).
These wells range in depth from 213 to 335 m (700 to 1100 ft).

Water table declines as much as 49 m (160 ft) have been caused by the large T_groundwater withdrawalsin the Sparta Sand Aquifer at Pine Bluff (U.S. Army 1975). _e
primarywater supply for the proposed disposal facility, which will be obtained from the
Sparta Sand Aquifer, will increase the depth of this cone of depression. The incremental
increase in cone depth, which is attributable to the additional consumption of
groundwater, will be a small fraction of the existing cone depth. Corresponding
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Fig. C.3. Surfieial geology of Pine Bluff Arsenal Source: Jacobs Engineering
! Group, Geological-Seismological _nvestigation of Earthquake Hazards for a Chemical

Agent Demilitarization Facility at Pine Bluff Arsena_ Arkansas, contractor report to the
U.S. Army Engineer Division, Huntsville, Ala., prepared under contract

DACA87-86-D-0085, Delivery Order 0004, by the Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc., and
URS/John A. Blume & Associates, Engineers, 1987.
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Table C.3. Summary of _Wr resources in Jefferson
_ County, Arkansas, including Hae Bluff Am___.al

IIII

Approximate Approximate
consumption Water Principal depth

_ Aquifer [m3/d(million gal/d)] quality use [m (ft)]
]1 I II ii

Quaternary 195,300 (51.6) variable agricultural surfieial

Coekfield- 1,360 (0.36) good domestic 46 to 92

Jackson (150 to 300)

Sparta Sand 188,500 (49.8) excellent municipal 213 to 335 :
(700 to 1100)

reductions on the available yield of groundwater from the Sparta Sand Aquifer will besmall.

Water in the Sparta Sand Aquifer is soft and only slightly mineralized
(U.S. Army 1975; Morris 1988). Most species eoncentratiom, except sodium and
bicarbonate, are low. Iron concentration levels, which are exceptionally high in the
outcrop areas west of PBA, require treatment. The concentration of total dissolved solids
increases in the downgradient direction, while calcium, magnesium, and iron
concentrations exlu'bit an opposite trend. Groundwater quality is generally excellent and
suitable for human consumption.

The Quaternary Aquifer residing in the surfieial stratum consists of Pleistocene

terrace deposits northwest of Bayou Bartholomew on PBA, and Holocene alluvial deposits
to the east of the arsenal. Three zones exist in this stratum. The lowest basal zone, which
comprises the principal aquifer capable of storing and transmitting groundwater, consists
of lenses of coarse sand and gravel with some sand, clay, cobbles, and boulders. The
intermediate zone is composed of medium and fine sand. The surfieial zone, which forms a
semiconfining cap, is predominantly silt and clay (U.S. Army 1975). Wells that tap the
basal zone occur under artesian conditions; water table conditions may exist where large
groundwater withdrawals occur, where the topmost zone is quite permeable, or in stream
recharge areas in which hydraulic communication with the underlying aquifer has beenestablished.

The Quaternary Aquifer is recharged to the north and west by precipitation that
infiltrates alluvial outcrops, some of which are present on PBA, and in the east by
Bayou Bartholomew and the Arkansas River. Many interrelationships between
groundwater and surface water are possible because of the interactions between
Bayou Bartholomew, the Arkansas River, and the Quaternary Aquifer. Groundwater
consumption from the Quaternary Aquifer in Jefferson County exceeds 195,300 m3/d
(51.6 million gal/d) and is used mostly for agricultural irrigation, fish farming, and
industrial purposes (U.S. Army 1975).
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Waterqualityinthe()uaternaryAquiferisextremelyvariable,andinsome casesis
undesirableforsome uses.GroundwaterinthewesternPleistoceneterracedepositsisof
thesodiumbicarbonatetype,andtheHolocenealluviumcontainsgroundwaterofthe
caldumbicarbonatetype(U.S.Army 1975).Groundwaterfarthertotheeast,whichis
affectedbystreambedinfiltrationfromtheArkansasRiverandBayouBartholomew,is
appreciablylowerindissolvedsolids,hardness,andironcontentrelativetogroundwaterin
the west.

The Ccx_kfield-JacksonAquifer, which extends throughout Jefferson County, is
located above the Sparta Sand Aquifer and below the Quaternary Aquifer. In the 1970s,
most wells that tapped this artesian aquifer were located in the western part of Jefferson
County (U.S. Army 1975). Total pumpage was approximately 1360 mS/d
(0.36 million gal/d). The water was used primarilyfor domestic and small, public-water
supplies. Since 1975, the expansion of public water utilities have greatly reduced the need
for domestic single-family water wells. Groundwater resides at 46 to 92 m (150 to 300 ft)
or more below the surface near Pine Bluff.

Water quality in the Cocldield-Jackson Aquifer is moderately hard and mineralized
(U.S. Army 1975). Silica, sodium bicarbonate, and sulfate levels are high. Sodium and
bicarbonate concentrations increase in the downgradient direction to the southeast, but
calcium, magnesium, and sulfate levels decrease. Groundwater from this aquifer is suitable
for most uses.

Contamination of the Quaternary Aquifer has resulted from past operation of the
munitions facilities at PBA (Lachapelie, Brooks, and Prescott 1969). A monitoring system
that consists of 17 on-site and 3 off-site wells has been used to assess the extent and
magnitude of this contamination. Elevated levels of chemical oxygen demand, sulfates,
total dissolved solids, and chlorides have been observed near the Arlda Chemical
Company. Elevated concentrations of phosphorous were recorded adjacent to areas that
receive white phosphorous waste. Incre.ase_nitrate levels were encountered close to the
CN and CS manufacturing area, which may have resulted from the disposal of starter mix.
Elevated levels of total carbon were measured at the off-site wells, which presumably tap
the Quaternary Aquifer. Groundwater quality at the remaining wells was generally good,
and compared favorably with drinkingwater standards for chloride, nitrate, sulfate, zinc,
and total dissolved solids. One of the on.site monitoring wells may have been completed in
the Sparta Sand Aquifer. No contamination was observed in samples taken from this weil.

In the PBA area, the Sparta Sand Aquifer is not hydraulicallyconnected to the
overlying aquifers or the surface water regime (U.S. Army 1977, p. 1-13; U.S. Army 1988,
p. 3-80). The Cook Mountain Formation, which is relatively thick and is composed of silty
and sandy clay (Jacobs Engineering Group 1987, p. 25), serves as an aquitard between the
Sparta Sand Aquifer and the overlying water-bearing formations. While the vertical
hydraulicgradients associated with the large cone of depression centered at Pine Bluff
could induce limited groundwater to flow downward through the Cook Mountain
Formation, the low permeability of the aquitard restricts such leakage. The Cook
Mountain Formation prevents contaminants that are discharged into the surface water
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regime, as well as into the Quaternary or Tertiary water-bearing formations, from seeping
into the Sparta Sand Aquifer.

Some portion of any uncontrolled runoff at the site of the pro_ disposal
facility will seep into the ground. This runoff will migratedownward through the relatively
porous Pleistocene terrace and Jacksonian deposits that outcrop on PBA and will enter
either the Quaternary or Cockfield-Jackson Aquifer.

Contaminants that enter the Quaternary or Cockfield.Jackson Aquifer and
emanate from any of the three candidate sites for the pro_ disposal facility on PBA
will migrate downgradient toward Pine Bluff. Several pathways are then possible: (1) entry
into the Arkansas River or Bayou Bartholomew as baseflow, (2) induced leakage through
the Cook Mountain Formation and subsequent contamination of the Sparta Sand Aquifer,
(3) capture at a downgradient well in any of the three aquifers, and (4) continued
downgradient migration through the aquifer in which the contaminant originated.
Appreciable seepage through the Cook Mountain Formation seems unlikely because the
aquitard has low permeability. Additional pathwaysby which contaminants could enter the
groundwater regime include leakage past poorly completed wells as well as abandoned
wells that have been improperly closed. A spill of chemical agent would have to occur
close to the well casing for this to be a viable pathway.
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APPENDIX D

DESCRIPTION OF SITE-SP_C LAND USE

The zone of potential impact within 100 km (62 miles) of the Pine Bluff Arsenal
(PBA) is predominantly forested and has less farmland. Counties having the most
farmland lie in the eastern and northern portions of the impact zone (Arkansas, Desha,
Faulkner, Lincoln, Lonoke, Monroe, Prairie, and White counties) (see Table D.1).
Cropland occupies most of the farmland acreage, but pasture land is relatively extensive
in Faulkner and White counties to the north of PBA. Relatively large acreages of
cropland in Arkansas, Lonoke, and Prairie counties are irrigated (see Table D.1). The
Ouachita National Forest to the northwest of PBA (Perry and Saline counties) and the
White River National Wildlife Refuge to the east-southeast (Arkansas and Desha
counties) also occupy extensive acreages within the impact zone. Urban areas occupy
relatively small acreages except in Pulaski County (which contains the cities of Little
Rock, North Little Rock, and Jacksonville) and Jefferson County (in which PBA and
Pine Bluff are located).

The importance of various agriculturalland uses within the impact zone is
indicated by commodity dollar values and the national and county rankings for the
commodities (see Tables D.2 and D.3). Among the 50 states, Arkansas ranks first in the
production of commercial broilers, fourth in turkeys, and fifth in eggs. Cash receipts for
broilers far exceed any other Arkansas plant or animal commodity (see Table D.2). The
counties within the impact zone are, overall, below average among Arkansas counties
(total of 75 Arkansas counties) in both broilers and turkeys (see Table D.3) (county
ranks for eggs were not available). Nevertheless, the high national rankings indicate that
the commercial broiler industry and the agriculturalland uses (e.g., crops for production
of chicken feed) that support this industry are very important within the region. The
highest ranking counties for broilerswithin the impact zone are Cleveland (19rh),
Lincoln (24th), and Perry (25th). Counties that rank high in cattle and calves, which is
the second ranked animal commodity in Arkansas, include Faulkner (4th) and White
(7rh). Both counties are located at the north perimeter of the zone.

Arkansas also ranksfirst among the states in the production of rice, which has
the second highest production value among Arkansas crops (see Table D.2). Counties
that rank high in rice production are located in the eastern half of the impact zone,
including Arkansas (2hd), Lonoke (4rh), Prairie (9rh), Jefferson (10rh), Desha (13rh),
and Monroe (15rh) counties. The number one Arkansas cash crop is soybeans, in which
Arkansas ranks eighth nationally. High ranking counties include Arkansas (2nd), Prairie
(10rh), Lonoke (llth), Jefferson (16th), Monroe (17rh), Deaha (19rh), and White (20rh).
Several co_nties also rank high in cotton, in which Arkansas ranks fifth nationally. The
production ,alue of other plant commodities in Arkansas is relatively low (see
Table D.2) (AASS 1988).O

D-1
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Table D.1. AWk_tund land me mDtisticsin Arkanus countt_

i - _J le
m.i e

Area Acres in Average farm Cropland Irrigated
(% of Number farms size harvested land

County' averageb) offarms (%) (acres) .......(%) (%)
d

Arkansas 144 636 69 700 54 37
Bradley 94 332 9.3 117 1.6 0.2
Calhoun 91 146 5.8 160 1.0 NR c
Clark 125 460 24 284 7.8 0.5
Cleveland 86 272 11 154 1.6 0.08
Dallas 96 143 6.0 180 1.1 NR
Desha 108 427 62 692 53 16
Drew 120 424 27 343 16 4.7
Faulkner 93 1169 55 195 17 0.8
Garland 95 372 9.5 107 1.0 0.01
Grant 91 255 8.7 138 1.6 NR
Hot Spring 89 512 18 141 2.9 0.1
Jefferson 127 497 52 595 41 15
Lincoln 81 420 61 520 41 12
Lonoke 113 984 83 422 60 31
Monroe 88 369 60 638 49 16
Ouachita 106 259 8.8 160 1.8 NR
Perry 79 381 18 170 5.7 0.4
Prairie 94 489 72 616 57 31
Pulaski 110 529 30 277 18 2.4
Saline 104 421 13 140 2.1 0.07
White 150 1651 61 246 29 5.8

'Most of the landin Conway,Woodruff,and Phillipscounties lies beyond 100 kmof PineBluff Arsenaland wasnot included.

q'he numbergiven is the percentof the averagesize (444,401acres)of Arkansascounties.
_R = not reportedto avoid disclosingindividualfarms.
Source: 1982Federalstatisticsas reportedin ArkansasAgriculturalStatisticsService(1988),
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Table D.Z Ca_ _ value of productk_ and national rank of
_ agrtund menno  e mAAma¢

i ii ,.i i v,.i ± vl ll, ll ii ,,,,, _ ,.,i , i

Production value Cash receiptsRank _ _

Commodity (production) (millions of dollarsi -
-- i ann, ._ '"" -- -- n llnl _: '_ '- nun nUll ni [

Crops 1004.6

Soybeans 8 395.0 349.8
Rice 1 381.8 275.4
Cotton 5 271.6 153.0
Hay, ali 31 91.2 11.8
Wheat, all 18 84.4 72.3
Sorghum, grain 5 44.9 61.3
Greenhouse/nursery -. -- 15.2
Cottonseed 6 24.0 13.6
Corn, grain _ 12.7 13.1
Tomatoes 8 10.2 9,0
Oats 28 2.1 1.5
Snap beans 8 1.1 0.7
Grapes 9 1.3 1.1
Pecans, ali 11 1.1 1.0
Apples , 35 0.5 1,3
Strawberries 13 0.5 0.9
Pcaches 11 0.4 1.6
Other -- 22.1

Livestock and poultry 2017.5

Commercial broilers 1 1,107.0 1161.3
Cattle and calves 23 795.0 239.0
Eggs 5 230.8 228.2
Turkeys, raised 4 118.1 146.6
Milk & dairy products 35 106.2 98.0
Farm chickens 2 68.4 10.6
Hogs and pigs 18 30.9 91.7Rabbits

-" 0.7Other
-- _ -- 41.5

i i

'Values providedby the source (ArkansasAgrlc-alturalStatisticsService 1988)were
for 1987(production)and 1986 (cash receipts).

O
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Table D.3. Ranh of study-area countim in Arkama# for crops, poultry,
and live#toe_

County Sy Rc Wh Ct Sr Cr Ot CC MC HP Br Tr

Arkansas 2 2 8 -- 6 5 1 57 -- 57 -- --
Bradley 54 -- -- -- 49 -- -- 60 -- 69 32 --
Calhoun 55 .... 29 -- 65 -- 75 -- --
Clark 30 34 36 -- 36 30 -- 36 32 35 -- --
Cleveland 54 61 19m lame. ,mms, mime m _ male

Dallas 50 ...... 63 -- 70 45 --
Desha 19 13 20 6 12 8 -- 66 -- 74 -- --
Drew 27 25 34 13 27 23 -- 44 -- 47 38 --
Faulkner 34 31 35 -- 38 -- 12 4 9 43 46 --
Garland ....... 48 -- 50 -- _
Grant ....... 49 37 65, 40 --
Hot Spring 40 37 42 -- 45 -- -- 40 28 45 -- --
Jefferson 16 10 16 3 23 2 9 59 -- 52 37 --
Lincoln 22 18 28 10 25 19 14 52 -- 68 24 --
Lonoke 11 4 10 11 20 12 -- 46 11 39 43 --
Monroe 17 15 15 12 24 -- 6 73 -- 26 -- --
Ouachita .... 46 -- -- 53 -- 63 36 --
Perry 38 34 4,1 -- 37 -- -- 43 -- 6 25 --
Prairie 10 9 11 22 21 6 2 62 20 53 -- --
Pulaski 23 29 22 23, 34 -- -- 45 -- 46 39 --
Saline 44 ..... ' _ ._ -- 50 31 38 -- --
White 20 19 23 -- 16 15 7 7 6 42 35 --
Number of

ranked

counties 55 40 47 23 49 32 14 75 39 75 46 15

'Arkanms lure 75 counties. The clash (--) indicates the county was not ranked. Sy ffi mybeam,
Rc = rice, Wh ffiwheat, Ct = cotton, Sr ffisorghum, Ct"= corn, Ot = oat_, CC = cattle and calves,
MC = milk cirus, HP = hogs and pigs, Br = broilers,Tr = turkeys.

,ewume: Arkansas A$ricultuml Statistics Service (1988).

i
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APPENDIX E

DESCRI]PTION OF S_ECIHC ECOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Ecological resources include all living organisms except humans, _s well as areas
containing important terrestrialor aquatic resources (Le., parklands,wilderness areas,
nature conservancy areas, and wetlands). Terrestrial and aquatic species protected by
the Endangered Species Act are identified in this appendix for the 20-, 50-, and 100-km
(12-, 31., and 62-mile) zones around Pine Bluff Arsenal (PBA). Aspects of land use
related to ecological resources are descnl_! in this appendix, while the human aspects of
land use are addressed in Appendix D.

The maximumno-effects radius [100 km (62 miles) for GB and VX] includes
15 counties or parts of counties in Arkansas. The no-deaths distance for mustard is
50 km (31 miles); mustard is carcinogenic and does not have a no-effects distance. The
50.km (31-mile) zone for mustard includes 10 counties within Arkansas. Additional
site-specific information is found in the Installation Assessment of Pine Bluff Arsenal
CU.S.Army 1977; 1983).

E.1 TERRESTRIAL BJ/SOURCES

The 100-km (62-mile) zone contains representatives of three major forest
regions; oak hickory,oak pine, and southeastern evergreen. Black, post, and white oaks
are the dominant oaks. Shortleaf is the dominant natural, and Iobloily is the dominant
planted pine (Braun 1950). The area supports four resident game species of birds
(wood duck, bobwhite quaff,wild turkey, and mourning dove), and several migratory
ducks species are hunted in season (Bellrose 1978). F'n,eresident game species of
mammals include whitetail deer, gray and fox squirrel, and swamp and cottontail rabbit.
Approximately 120 species of nongame birds are reported to nest within the zone
(C. Becker, National Resources Specialist, Pine Bluff Arsenal, Pine Bluff, ArL, personal
communication with D. West, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
June 16, 1989).

F_ AQUATIC RESOURCI_

The major body of water within the 100-km (62-mile) zone around PBA is the
Arkansas River. Under the proposed action of on-site disposal, the only transportation
of agent will be from the storage area to the site of the proposed disposal facility;

E-I
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therefore, the only bodies of water in which aquatic resources could be adversely
impacted by a spill waald be the m'butaryto the Arkansas River and the river itself.
The additional water bodies within the impact zone could be affected by deposition from

, atmospheric dispersion of chemical agent.
As discussed in Appendix C, drainage at the site of the proposed disposal facility

is ludtimatelyto the Arkansas River. Specific information on the aquatic resources of the
Arkansas River and the calculated concentrations of agent that could occur following a
spill or deposition onto the river will be used in preparation of the site-specific EIS to
calculate the expected mortalities of fish that could occur both at the site and
downstream in the event of an accidental release. ,'

There are numerous lakes and small creeks that occur on the PBA site.
Information on the aquatic resources and the effects of an accidental release on these
resources will be addressed in the site-specific EIS.

Information about wetlands has been requested from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS). Any
information obtained from these and other agencies will be included as _Jppmpriatein
the site-specific EIS for PBA.

E3 THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SI'ECII_

Six federally listed endangered species were listed in the FPEIS as occurring
within the 100-km (62-mile) zone around PBA: pink mucket pearly mussel, red-cockaded
woodpecker, bald eagle, interior least tern, Indiana bat, and Florida panther.

One federally listed animal species, the American alligator, is known to have a
breeding population within the 100-km (62-mile) zone. The alligator was reintroduced
to the area approximately 10 yean ago (Newsome and Joanen 1986). The original
release of about 10 specimens has increased to an estimated 50. The population remains
confined primarilyto the wetlands near PBA along the Arkansas River. Part of the
geographical range of one endangered mammalspecies, the Indiana Bat, is the northern
half of the 100-km (62-mile) zone, but no known populations exist in the area
(Brack 1988). The 100-km (62-mile) zone is also within the geographic ranges of two
endangered bird species--the least tern and the piping plover--but neither has been
recorded in the area. The woodstork (wood t_is) and bald eagle migrate through, but do
not nest (_n,the area. Unconfirmed sitings of the Florida panther occur occasionally but

actual pn_ence of this endangered species remains,doubtful (C. Becker, National
Resources Specialist, Pine Bluff Arsenal, Pine Bluff, Ark., personal communication, to
D. West, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., June 16, 1989). No known
endangered plant species exist within the 100-km (62-mile) zone.

The pink mucket pearly mussel occurs in the Ouachita River in Clark County
and is located approximately90 km (56 miles) west of PBA. Because the wind direction
at PBA is primarilyfrom the south and southwest, the potential for impacts to this
species from an accidental release is fairlyremote.
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FWS has been notified concerning updated information appearing in the FPEIS.
The Region IV Threatened and Endangered Species Notebook was consulted in
preparation of this Phase I Report to provide interim information on endangered species
within the 100.km (62-mile) zone. This source shows that, in addition to the species
listed above, Arctic peregrine falcom occur as transients, and Geocarpon minimum
comprises a resident plant population in Warren Prairie. This information will be

verified or updated when information is received from FWS, Jackson, Mississippi,
Endangered Species Office.
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APPENDIX F

_NSES TO COMMENTS FROM STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCIES

A draft version of this document was circulated among the relevant state and
federal agencies, and comments were mlicited. Written comments were received from

• U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control;

• U.S. Environmental Protection Agency;

• Arkansas Department of Pollution Control and Ecology; and

• Arkansas Office of Emergency Services.

This appendix presents copies of the letters received (in Sect. F.1) and offers
responses to those comments (in Sect. F.2).

F.1 WRITTEN COMMHN'IS RECEIVED FROM STATE AND FEDERAL
AGENCIES

The specific page numbers or line numbers referenced in the following letters are
related to the draft version of this document and, therefore, may not exactly match the
corresponding page or line in this Fmal Phase I Environmental Report.

O
F-1



_'_''_"_ DEPARTMENTOF HEALTH & HUMANSERVICES F-2

PublicHealthService

Centersfor DiseaseControl
AtlantaGA 30333
Jammzy 29, 1990

colo_/_Iph R. C_es_a
Medic_ Services

Chief, _nWLTomammt2tland Monitoring Division
Office of the PzczjramManager for Chemical Dmailitarization
Abe_de_ Proo_ Groa_, mu71_d

Dear Col.C__:

We have reviewed the _ting Agencies Review Draft of the Phase I

Env_l Reportfor PineBluffArsenal._he dooamnt appearsto he
gererallywellwritten.The foll_ c_mmCs are in additionto thoseof
_. __ uhi_ h_e _i_sly b_n _¢ by mX to _. Pe_y

(om_ _o_d).

1. '1here is an apparent _ _ lines 29-32,page 1-3 and
lines 7-9, page 3-50. In one case you state that the existing.BZ munitions
disposal facility will be utilized, in the other case you state that only
the BZ support facilities will he utilised.

2. _wre are several places where it to.tld he more clear as to
you are referring to d/stancu f_m installation boundaries or f=_ the

disposal facility (eg. page 3-14, lines 1-3; page 3-15, lines 9,11; page
3-19, line 5; page 4-1, line 28; page 4-2, lines 23-25).

3. It would be helpful to the reader if Tables 3 and 4 co/ld be
oombined_ thata quickcoqparis_couldhe made.Alao Tables5 and 6.

4. We are _t tzlm_bledby the apparent failure of the cn-site

acoJstic sounder. (Page 3-4, lines 17-19). A d/scussion of any plans to
upgrade meteorological instrummCation at P_A would he useful.

We _oz_ciat_the o_'b_ty to z_viewthe C_ting AgencyDz-aft
apologize for the delay in foramllng these _iLs.

S_y,

•
Barryj. Davis,
Env_ __ EngUlf,
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Comments on "Cooperating Agencies Review Draft-Disposal of Chemical Agents
and Munitions Stored at Pine Bluff Arsenal, Pine Bluff, Arkansas. Phase I

Environmental Report. "

Page/
line Comment

I-B/I-5 Why the difference in radii? The on-site alternative involves

storage risks which continue until the stockpile is gone.

2-_/I-4 But CML conditions may under some circumstances be associated

with higher numbers of fatalities than WC conditions. E,g., if

the shorter but broader plume crosses a densely populated area

near the origin.

_-B/I-2 "Comprised" is misused here. lt should be "composed of" or

"two principal types of data--internal and external--comprise
the risk measures. "

=J10-_l There is an odd asymmetry here. If we are listing_ i t a

abbreviations, why not EPA?

3-4/I-7 Is this argument with respect to the snakelike course of a

plum_= valid for a puff (instantaneous) release?

3-4.,'26-3_ How much effect would altering the HML to 350 m or 500 m have
on the conclusions? 750 m is "realistic" as a mean, but might

i+ nnt be preferable to include the percentages and

consequences for ali weather situations when calculating

expected fatalities? Would doing the calculation have any

!ikeilhood of significantly skewing the results? Perhaps that

is not essential for the Phase I report, but if not, it is

de-'initeiy needed for the Site-specific EIS.

, "When"-5,"'. A conma is needed a_er the lead:ng prepositional phrase,

the FFEIS was prepared."

3-1!,,'27 A methoo is a way of doing something. "Methodology" is the

science or study of methods. The word needed here is simply

"met!,od." Since many scientists tend to use methodology as a

high-,_al!utin ' synonym for method, perhaps a global search

,hrough the do_.ument to see if the error occurs elsewhere would

be prudent.

3-14/4 I do not understand what is meant by "This change primarily

results from including the installation boundary, thus

e;,cl'.'dingres;dents within the boundary." How does including

the boundary, an imaginary line or at best a fence, in the

considerations exclude the people living within the

installation boundary _rom risk?
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Page/
line Comment

3-14/B-1 = Should this include consideration of the fraction of cn-site

transportation accidents which could occur closer to the fince

line than the disposal plant? True, the ri_i_ is present in

both transportation options, but perhaps to a lesser degree
because the distance to the rail loading dc_c_'is shorter.

_-19/_..,,-30i couldn't fino th=_ actual numbers, for the.expe_+ed.,number o'-

fatalities. Perhaps a reference to the aporopriate par_ c4

Apper:dix A_ i; that's where they ere, would be appropriate.

_-'.'.'tabie.,, Th=_ statement that on-s:te disposal is somewhat .ket'er.than

others for maximu'_mfatalities, combined with the failure to

note that regiona_ disposal seemm beater for expected

fatalities lends an air of special pleading to the document.
All _uch trends should be acknowledged or none shmuld. See

also the previous comment re: actual numbers--perhaps the _
difference would make better sense if I knew what the estimates

actually showed.
b

_-_4/table If wn're thinking about work population, _se should probably

include the work force at NCTR, since they're actually closer

than some of the PBA workers. Ms. 5herry Smith, Payroll

Officer at NCTR, says there are about 600 employees on the day

shift and about 20 employees each on the evening and graveyard

shi_ts. The count of 20 employees on evening and day shift
includes about 5 people who are typically staying at a

dormitory on the premesis.

_-_ The shading did not reproduce weil.

O



_'_ _ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
%__._,_ WASHINGTON,D.C. 20460

i%__o__-_'

JAN3

OFFICEOF
ENFORCEMENTAND

COMPLIANCEMONITORING

Brigadier General David A. Nydam

U.S. Army
Program Manager for Chemical Demilitarization

Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21010-5401

ATTN: Environmental and Monitoring Division

Dear General Nydam:

In November, you requested that the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) review the draft "Phase I" Report for the proposed

chemical munitions incinerator at Pine Bluff Arsenal. The report
contains new site-specific data relating to the selection of the

Pine Bluff site for the Chemical Demilitarization Program. Based

on this new information, the report's purpose is to verify the
Army,s prior decision for on-site disposal of the chemical

munitions at Pine Bluff and to identify any significant resources

that might be adversely affected at the site. To some extent,
the report is a site-specific up-dating of the earlier

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Chemical Stockpile
Disposal Program.

Pursuant to your request, EPA has reviewed the draft Phase I

Report. Our review was based on both the draft Phase I Report as

well as the earlier EIS and permit related materials. The report
was reviewed by appropriate staff in EPA's headquarters and in

EPA's Dallas Regional Office.

Based upon our review, we concur with the draft Phase I

Report's conclusion that on-site disposal remains valid as the

environmentally preferable alternative. Similarly, no unique

resources were identified in the report that would preclude the

use of Pine Bluff Depot Activity in the disposal program. As you
know, the disposal of the munitions is subject to a number of
environmental requirements and will be regulated by EPA and

Arkansas. EPA has identified several discrepancies or

clarifications that are needed in the Phase I Report; further,
EPA has identified several issues that need to be addressed in

the site-specific EIS under preparation for the Pine Bluff site.

These concerns are explained in more detail in the enclosure.
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We appreciate the opportunity of reviewing the draft Phase I
Report, and look forward to working with you and your staff on
the site-specific EIS for the disposal facilities at Pine Bluff
Arsenal.

Sincerely,/ /

Richard E Sanderson
Director
Office of Federal Activitiesr

Enclosure
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Specific Comments of the U.S. EPA on the

Cooperating Agency Review Draft Phase I Report for
Pine Bluff Arsenal

i. The report contains no air pollutant emission data or

characterization of ambient ground-level concentrations of

priority or toxic pollutants emitted from the project. The

emissions and the ground-level ambient concentrations should be

modeled and presented in the site-specific EIS for the proposed
Pine Bluff facility.

2. On page 3-24, the report discusses an existing permitted air

emission point, but the existing permitted emissions summary is
listed in Table 7 by permit number. We recommend that this be

Clarified by referencing the permit number on page 3-24.

3. We recommend that the Army consider the construction of the

incinerator facilities as close to the chemical storage area as

possible. This would minimize the risk from transportation

accidents, and the costs and benefits from such siting could be
analyzed in the site-specific EIS.

4. There are several corrections needed on page 3-27.

Beginning on line 39, the text should read: "The final design of
the disposal facility will be submitted to the State of Arkansas

for review and, if acceptable, will be incorporated into the

State's hazardous waste permit for PBA. The National Research

Council will also be requested to review the design." In regard

to the proposed review of the Pine Bluff design by the National
Research Council, it would be helpful if the status of the review

was presented. Was the design of the Tooele facility also

submitted to the National Research Council, and, if so, what did
the review show?

5. Section 3.3 needs to include a statement that regulatory

approvals for design and construction technology will be acquired

from the state. It would be helpful if all regulatory approvals
were addressed in one section of the report.

6. Section 3.3.3 discusses a number of activities that were

planned for CAMDS in mid-1989. This section discusses these

planned activities in the future tense. We recommend that this
section be updated.

7. The report suggests in several places that the Pine Bluff

facility will use the "JACADS" technology instead of a

modification to the existing BZ disposal plant. If this

understanding is correct, the change in technological approach at

Pine Bluff should be considered in the site-specific EIS.
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STATE OF ARKANSAS

DEPARTMENT OF POLLUTION CONTROL AND ECOLOGY
8001 NATIONAL DRIVE, P.O. BOX 9583

LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 72209
PHONE: (501)562-7444

December 20, 1989

David A. Nydam
Brigadier General, U. S. Army
Program Manager for Chemical Demilitarization
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21010-5401

Dear Gen. Nydam:

The Department has reviewed the NEPA Phase I report for the Pine
Bluff Chemical Agent Disposal Facility. The staff agrees that the
proper method of disposal is on-site incineration. This will
provide disposal with the minimum of risk to health and to the
environment.

The operation of the BZ incinerator was accomplished with no
adverse effects noted. If this incinerator is used again for the
other chemical warfare agents, there should be little chance for
accidental releases or upsets.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

Dick Cassat, Chief
Technical Services Division

L106
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STATE OF ARKANSAS

OFFICE OF EMERGENCY _ERVICES

P. O. BOX 758
CONWAY. ARKANSAS 72032

mu ¢um_ 329-5601 / 374-1201 _s u_ _rr

January 31, 1990

Firs. Peggy Thompson

Department of the Army

Office of the Program Manager for Chemical Demilitarization

Aberdeen Proving Ground, _ryland 21010-5401

Dear Mrs. Thompson:

Reference Disposal of Chemical Agents and Munitions Stored at Pine Bluff

Arsenal Phase I Environment Report_ dated September, 1989. The attached
joint Arkansas State Office of Emergency Services, Jefferson County Office

of Emergency Services and Pine Bluff Arsenal review of this report is
submitted.

If you have any questions, please contact the undersigned or Ed Claunch,
Arkansas State Office of Emergency Services

Sincerely,

James Lee Witt, Director

Office of Emergency Services

J_eff_son County Office of Emergency Services

Pine Bluff Arsenal _--
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PHASE I _NVIRONMENTAL REPORT (DRAFF)

Dated September, 1989

Disposal of Chemical Agents and Munitions
Stored at Pine Bluff Arsenal

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Page Line Recommended

No, No. Discrepancy Correction

I-2 F_g. I i. "West end" listed on map I. Delete

2. "Bayou Metro" 2. Change to: Bayou Meto
3. Prairie & Dallas counties not 3. List as required

indicated

2-9 State OES not listed List (if contacted)

2-10 22 i. State OES Director listed as i. List James Lee Witt

jefferson County Judge as OES Director
2. Jefferson County Judge Jack 2. List Jack Jones as

Jones not listed Jefferson County Judge

3-36 Fig. 13 "Adjusted" EPZ map doesn't include Restore - Dallas, Cleveland
5 counties originally identified Lincoln, Arkansas & Prairie

as being within 50 K PAZ counties to original PAZ

3-38 Table 12 I. Only lists 5 counties in PAZ I. Restore ali I0 counties
2. Doesn't include all and 2 entities to PAZ

incorporated areas 2. Include all incorporated
areas to original 10
county PAZ

B-2 Table B-I Only lists 5 counties in PAZ List i0 counties and 2

B-3 & B-2 entities as in original
PAZ

B-9 Table B-5 Schools that should be included Use i0 county & 2 entity
thru in iO county PAZ are entered as: PAZ to include schools
B-15 PAZ to i00 K

B-15 fable B-5 Perry County schools (iOO K PAZ) Delete Perry County schools
e._teredunder Ouachita County on Page B-15, Table B-5.

(Previously entered on

Page B-12) @
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Page Line Recommended

No. No. Discrepancy Correction

B-20 Table B-7 Day care facilities originally in Original I0 county 2 entity
I0 county PAZ are listed as: facilities should be listed
PAZ to i00 K in PAZ

B-21 Table B-8 Some institutes of higher Original I0 county 2 entity
learning from original I0 county institutes should be listed
PAZ are listed as: PAZ to 100 K in PAZ.

B-23 Table B-9 Some hospitals in original Original i0 county, 2 entity
i0 county PAZ listed as: hospitals should be listed
PAZ to i00 K in PAZ

B-46 12 & 13 Jefferson County OES Change to read: Jefferson

Q assists & coordinates activities County Office of Emergency
of the Grant County Civil Defense Services assists the activi-

division ties of the Grant County
Office of Emergency Services

B-48 8 James Witt listed as Jefferson Change to: James Lee Witt,
County Judge Director, Arkansas State

Office of Emergency Services
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F.2 _NSES TO COMMENTS

F.2.1 Re__ to Lett_ Dated January 29, 1990, from Bany J. Dav_ Centers for
Disease Control, DeparUaem of Health and Human Servi,xs

1. The text has been revised to indicate more clearly that the BZ support facilities will
be used by the new disposal facility.

2. The text has been revised to indicate that the distances given are in relation to the
disposa!facility.

3. This option will be considered for the site-specific EIS.

4. The acoustic sounder has been shipped for repairs. However, because of the
general uniformityof the mixed layer height in this area, the data from the National
Weather Service is considered sufficient. Other poss_le sources of data are also
being investigated.

5. The storage risks continue for each alternativeuntil the stockpile is eliminated;
therefore, the only way to differentiate is to look at the risks associated with the
specific activities required by each alternative.

6. Although the plume is broader for conservative most likely (CML) than for worst O
case (WC) conditions in the sense that the distn_outionof agent is wider in the
crosswind direction (i.e., the standarddeviation of the assumed Gaussian distribution

is larger for CML conditions), other factors such as wind speed and dilution of agent
in the crosswind and vertical directions cause the width of the CML plume, as
represented by contours of eqaal dosage (the muitiplicative product of agent
concentration and duration of exposure), to be slightly less than the width of the
corresponding WC phme. For _mple, because the wind speed for CML
conditions is three times as great as for WC conditions (3 vs 1 m/s), the dose at a
given location resulting from a passing puff or cloud of agent from an explosive
release under CML conditions is one-third what it would be for 1-m/s winds
(without changing other meteorological conditions) bex_use it passes three times as
quickly. Similarly,for a continuous plume release, the initial concentration and
subsequent downwind doses are one-third what they would be under 1-m/s winds

because the stronger wind initially dilutes the agent concentration by _stretching"it
in the downwind direction. The CML contours are relatively wide in comparison
with their length, while the WC contours are relatively narrow; the absolute widths,
however, are slightly less for CML conditions than WC conditions. _use the WC
contours encompass the corresponding CML contours, a larger number of fatalities
will occur under WC conditions.
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7. Comment incorporated.

8. Comment incorporated.

9. As the puff from an instantaneous release expands because of diffusion, it becomes
subject to changes in wind direction within the increasing volume of air that it
occupies as it travels downwind. Therefore, although the effect is not as
pronounced as for a continuous plume, actual maximumdoses in a puff are also less
than predicted doses because of stretching and shearing occurring along the puffs
meandering path. For both puff and plume releases, the actual distance traveled
during meandering is greater than the straight-line distance to a given location;
consequently, the greater distance allows additional time for dispersion to occur, and
actual doses are less than predicted.

I0. It is unlikely that more intense stable conditions would occur above a surface
inversion that causes stable conditions; therefore, when looking at the WC scenario,
the height of the mixed layer is not a majorconcern. For CML conditions, the
analysis has been expanded to include Class D stability, with wind s_ up to
2.1 m/s and a mixing height of 500 na. These conditions did not result in significant
changes in the level of risk.

11. Comment incorporated.

12. Comment incorporated.

13. The Army determined that the majorconsideration at this stage of the
environmental assessment process should be effects to off-site population. The site-
specific EIS will consider on-post as well as off-site population for assessing impacts
and siting the facility.

14. This section was rewritten to include risks associated with a potential accident within
the storage yard, adjacent to the fence at PBA. This could affect risks of ali the
disposal alternatives as well as continued storage. Recalculation of risks did not
show a significant increase for on-site disposal as compared to the other alternatives.

15. Calculation of the three probabilistic measures of risk, including expected fatalities,
involves the use of classified data. The results are, therefore, also classified and are
quantified only by the ranges represented by the pictogram shading levels.

16. Additional discussion of the differences in the measures of risk between the disposal
alternatives has been added to the text.
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17. Dataon NCTR hasbeenaddedtoTable10.

18. Presentation of the data in Fig. 13 and the accompanying text has been revised. It
isnow basedon the50-km(31-mile)radius;therefore,theshadingisnotnecessary
and has been removed.

F.2.2 P.e_am_ to Letter Dated January3, 1990 from Richard E. Sandermn. Director,
of accmc F=eaoma vrotti Apmcy

Responses to EPA comments:

1. Emission rates and maximumambient ground level concentrations of criteria
pollutants and chemicalagentsduring normaloperationsoftheproposeddisposal
facilitywillbe presentedinthesite-specificEIS.

2. The Red PhosphorousMix Facilityhasnow beenaddedtothetableasPermit
Number 958-A,andthereferenceinthetexthasbeendeleted.

3. Alternativesitestoincludea siteincloseproximitytothechemicalstorageareawill
be consideredinthesite-specificEIS.However,thefacilitywouldbeclosertothe
installationboundaryandpopulatedareasifitwerelocatednearthechemical
storageare&

4. The designfortheToocledisposalfacilitywasmade availabletotheNational
ResearchCouncilfortheirreview.To date,theNationalResearchCouncilhas
concentratedtheirreviewonagentmonitoring,personneltraining,andtheCSDP
managementstructure.OthersuggestedchangesfromEPA havebeenincorporated
inthefinalPhaseIdocument.

5. Section3.3oftheFinalPhaseIreporthasbccnmodifiedasrequested.Required
regulatoryreviewsandapprovalspriortoconstructionandoperationofthePBA
disposalfacilitywillbcfurtherdetailedinthesite-specificEIS.

6. As suggested,thissectionhasbeenupdatedtoreporttheresultsoftheCAMDS
VX testing that occurred in late 1989.

7. The Army's intention at the time the FPEIS was published, if on-site disposal was
selected (reference p. 2-26 FPEIS), was to convert the existing BZ Munition
Demilitarization Building, based on the JACADS design concepts and to destroy the
PBA chemical munition stockpile. The FPEIS risk analysis assumed the JACADS
technology would be used to destroy the PBA chemical stockpile, and the facility
would be essentially a clone of the TEAl3 facility. After further investigations, the
Army has determined it would be as cost effective to build a new downsized
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Munition Demilitarization Building and use some support facilities from the
BZ operation. The proposed technology to destroy the PBA stockpile continues to
be the JACADS technology. Use of a modified BZ Munition Demilitarization
Building, as originally intended in the FPEIS, will be considered as an alternative
site in the site-specific EIS.

F.7.3napometoh:tterDated 2n,SS9fxom
Servk_ _ State of Arkaam, Departmeat of Pollution Control and
egok]q_

We appreciate these comments fzom the State of Arkansas. To further clarify,
current plans are to construct a new Munition Demilitarization Building adjacent to the
existing BZ facility to destroy the PBA chemical munition stockpile. Although reuse of
the BZ facilities and incineratorswas considered at one time, current plans are to reuse
only certain support facilities from the BZ operation. This decision was made to
facilitate t_dherence to the more stringent safety criteria for the chemical munition
demilitarization facility. In addition, costly design alterations to the BZ incinerators
would be needed to obtain the required throughput rates, temperatures, and residence
times for disposalof the PBA chemical stockpile. The primarybenefit of purchasing
new incinerators for the chemical disposal operation is that, as they will be essentially
identical to the JACADS and other CONUS CSDP facilities, experience gained at these
facilities will be more transferable.

F.2.4 Re_pome to Letter Dated Janumy 31, 1990 from James L Witt, Direaor, State
of Arlkmt_ Office of Emergency Servk_ and Jack Palmateer, Jeffenum County

Most of these comments have to do with the use of the IRZ and PAZ in
presenting the data. The presentation of data has been revised and is now based on the
50-km (31-mile) rad!us, with data to 100 km (62 miles) provided where available. Ali
other comments have been incorporated into the report.
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